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Advertising: One inch of space, the
16 igth of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
af er; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one

A. F.

week. $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
or

Subject.—Salt Fake City and Ike Mormons.
Tbe public are invited to attend.
Pee Order op Committee ox Lectures.
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Retail !

at

WHOLESALE PRICES DISCOUNTED!
Tlic groat mark-down sale of

SIStk.

bj Cole* Tickets, 50 cts. Refreshments
tor Sale.
Floor Managers—W. 11. Reed & E* C. Daniel*.
Mareh at 9 o’clock; Good order will he preserved.
iiov24d4t

Thanksgiving Night.

It seems that the Connecticut Democratic
electors whose eligibility was doubtful, resigned their Federal offices before they were
chosen to the electoral college. So the Democracy had all their fright for nothing, and
the Maine laws regarding State officers will
not be put in force in Connecticut. But the
Argus still purposes to enforce them in Vermont. It is, however, understood that the
Governor of that State will object.

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer

a

favor upon

us

by demanding

credentials of every person claiming to represent

journal.
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STATE OF MAINE.
By the Governor.

Children’s

and

Boys’
A

HALL,

EVENING, NOV.

expense.”

Every

OVERCOATS, WINTER SUITS,
PANTTS,

24, ISIS

KOV,

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publlcatioi
but as a guaranty cl good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
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GRAND
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In conformity to the proclamation of the President of the United States, and by the advice of the
Executive Council, I do hereby appoint

—
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GRAND

Stock
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THIRD ENTERTAINMENT,
Monday evening, Xov. 27, at 7 1-2 o’cl’k.

vance.

year, if paid in advance at $2.00

THE

Dr. Max Henry Stein, who has just
died in Brooklyn, provided by will that his
body should be burned by a cremation
society, if any should be found convenient at
the time of his death. The World thinks his
amiable purpose w'll not be carried
out, since
he has not left sufficient
money to pay the
stoker. “It is understood that amusement
of this description is strictly at the
corpse’s

PRESS,

SUCCESS !

Thursday,
Our store crowded day and evening. Prices entirely satisfactory to
buyers. Sales immense and everybody feeling happy.
Don’t fail to attend this great sale. We have marked these goods
below Hie actual cost ot manufacture, aud hope the people of Port*
laud will continue to appreciate tlic bargains we arc giving them.
No published price list, hut we have an extra force ot attentive
salesmen to show }ou the goods.

the

Florida advices furnishes no definite clew
figures in that State, but the
Republicans abate nothing in confidence that
Hayes has an honest majority of the entire
vote. The situation is satisfactory to those
in possession of such facts as have come to
hand, and there seems to be no reason for
doubting that the Presidency rests upon the
vote of Louisiana.
to the actual

Thirtieth day of November,
Instant*

day of public thanksgiving and praise to
Almighty God, and I recommend to the people of
this State the employment of the day thus set apart
in ocering the grateful acknowledgments due to Him
for the well being ot our country, our State ana our
homes during the year that has passed, and in preferring our petitions for the continuance of His lovAs

a

War threats

kindness towards us.
The custom of our fathers endears to us the holding of family festivals upon that day as a beautiful
and appropriate feature of its observance. If, amid
the gladness of happy reunions of parents and children and children’s children round a common
hearthstone, our gratitude for the good that we and
ours enjoy, shall extend our thoughts to the great
family which embraces us all, shall awaken in our
hearts fresh sentiments of love and good-will towards our fellow-men, and strengthen our determination to support the institutions and aid the influences which tend to benefit them, and to lessen
human wretchedness and suffering, then will the day
of our Thanksgiving be most blessed.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this third
day ot November, in the year of our Lord one
|
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.and of the
Independence of the United States ot America, the
one hundredth first.
SELDEN CONNOR.
n2
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7TH ANNEAL

FELLOWS,

TIHlSMti BILL

OF PORTI.AND,
will

at

open

CITY

EMERALD BOAT

HALL,
ON

—

Nov.

af

o’clock,

2

and continue until

NOV. 27th, INCLUSIVE.

MONDAY,
The Hall

being open from 9 to 10 p.
each day.

YOUNG

111,

The large variety of donations received by tbe
committee warrant them in promising one ot the
most successful Fairs ever held in th6 city.

SPECIALTIES

MEN’S STYLISH

ZESTOBBIT

Floor Director.Thomas J. Welch.
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
D. D. Hannegan,
Richard H. Parker,
Peter O’Connor,
Edward Brady,
Edward H.Coleman, .lonN J. Crowley.
Andrew H. Larkin,
William H. Logue,
Jonas 4. Lappin,
James Donahue,
Michael H. Reddy,
John Scanlon.
Tlie Emerald will spare no pains to excel their
former ettorts, and make their’s the best time of the
season.
TICKETS, $1.00.
nov24dtd
Clothing Chicked Free.

SUITS,
TROWSERS.

FITTING

PERFECT

AND

|

:

OVERCOATS,

CLUB,

LANCASTER HALL.

—

\FnnHav affornnAti.

OUR

Boston and Portland

Co.

Clothing

S.

EACH LODGE
will have a space assigned to it wherein will he displayed and lor sale the various articles donated to it
by the members and their friends.
THE ENCAMPMENT BRANCH
also will have a department where the articles
donated bv the members of the several Encampments and their friends will he exhibited and for
sale. In addition to these, there will be a

GENERAL DEPARTMENT
w herein will be arranged the donations received
by
(he General Committee of Solicitation. Many valuable contributions have been made to this department.

A

the

The

Largest

novel and attractive feature of the Fair will he

—

OF

Stock

—

FURNITURE,

Among the various attractions of the Fair will be

130

an

ART GALLERY,
comprising many valuable pictures which have beeu
kindly loaned by friends ot the Order. There will
also be other interesting matures, including a Flower
Booth, a Candy Booth, a Post Office and a Fish
A Branson Knitting Macbiue,
which a pair of Stockings will be finished inside

in the

of fifteen minutes, has been presented to the Fair,
and will be exhibited in operation every afternoon
and evening. An Agent will be present to give

46 EXCHANGE

information and establish agencies throughout the
State.

A BAND CONCERT

At

Prices

will be given each evening of the Fair; Chandler’s
Band having been engaged for Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings, and Portland Band for
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
In connection with the Fair there will he a

that

will

ST.,
Astouisli

close with

a

Grand Band and Promenade

Concert,

of the arrangements tor which, due notice will be

given.

PRICES OF ADMISSION:
25 cents.
Single Tickets one admission
Coupon Tickets, live admission
$1.00
Tickets to Band and Promenade Concert of
.Nov. 27th, admitting Gent and Ladies
$1.00
Tickets lor sale by J. E. Sturgis & Co.,Geoi. C. Frye,
the members of tbe General Committee
and at the door.

MEMBERS OF THE ORDER
will please observe tbo following notice:
REFRESOnENTiH

300 Marble

meets at LauHall every MONDAY and FRIEVENINGS. Juvenile Class meets
SATURDAYS at 2J p. m. The hall will be open for
private instruction every Monday and Friday from 2
noLOdtf
to 4 p. m.
earner

BALL

can

100 Parlor Suits ’>
pure Pair.
All our Furniture put in the best order and
delivered free of charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buying that we shall not be undersold. Parties about
purchasing will certainly save money by calling on us.
Having bought a large stock of iVntuut Furniture. slightly damaged by lire and water, we
shall sell the same at whatever it will bring. We
think it will pay any one m want of this kind of
Furniture to give us a call.

wlrm & co.

CEO. i.

Exchange

St.
dim

■‘GENTLEMEN.”
Specialties

as

follows.

Pure Cochineal dyed, Gent’s Scarlet
Shirts and drawers, all sizes, SI. 75 each.
The best bargain we have ever offered.
Scarlet all wool Shaker Socks at 45
cents per pair,

NEW STILE COLLARS & CUFFS.
(stand
up) 20 cts. each
(turn doyvn) 20 cts. each

•‘Uncle Sain’’
“Polo”

&

MOORE,

Congress St., Cor Brown.

nol6

dtl
~

FOR

SALE.

soon.

AT

—

ON

—

particulars inquire of
C. A, THO WAN!',
Waldoboro, Me.,
LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO„

For

—

LANCASTER HALL,

or

Portland.

nor21

—

<12w

J. KENNEDY,
T.J. MURPHY,
f a
d. a. mcintosh,

P. c. DAVIS,
T. F. BURKE,

McCullough,

j. l. O’Connell,
p. j. deehan,
j. h. MALONE,
,1. MITCHELL,

MJTCHELL,

E. MeSHANE,
W. M. SPELMAN,

M. F. DAVIS.

MUSIC BY CO LE5S~QUADRILLE BAND.
CLOTHIIG CHECKED EREE.
nov22
eodtd

Ladies should be cautious ill purchasing Gossamer Rubber < loaks, and not
buy those with sewed scams as they are
SOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented scams

that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmomli Hotel.
F. S.—Examine ours foefrre you purchase.
dtf
i?ept27

^Teacher

“jvir

—

(OH OF
LECTURE

BY

MORSE.

Subject,—“New Factor*

i.-i the
Evolution.’’
—

AT

Theory ol

—

CITY
HALL,
Wednesday evening, Nov 29tli.
Evnii 'V Ticket* 50 rent*. C'ourwe Ticket-91 50. Reserved scats lor the course §1.00.
Reserved seats may be obtained at Stock bridge’s
Music Store. Doors open 6.30. Concert by Chandler’s
no23dlw
Band at 7.15. Lecture at 7.45.

Raymoi’s Private Dancing Acatay
AT

—

ABYIi

A

—

NAVY

C'ongre** Street,

corner

HAUL,
of

Brown.

Prof. J. IV. Etnjinond will open bis class for
Misses and Masters on Naturdny Afternoon.

oc30

Exchange Street,

RORTT^YIsriX

d2m
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FIXE

it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

rest to

you

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—N EVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak m
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from paiu and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

only relieves the child from pain, but in*
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity'
and gives tone and energy to the whole system, it
will almost instantly relieve

Griping

of the

Bowels, and Wind
Colic.

We believe it is the rest and surest remedy in
-WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRIICEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause.
We would
say to every mother who has a child suffering lrom
any of the
foregoing complaints do not let
your prejudices, nor
the
prejudices of
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
the

timely

bottle.
Be sure and call for

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
Having the fac-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
the outside wrapper.
bold by Druggists throughout tho world.
aug26
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Notice of Foreclosure

MILLINERY GOODS
before offered will be found at

LATNER

JBROTHERS.

200 Cartons of Ribbons
in Plain, Boiled and Gros Grain Ribbons
from 1 to 9 inches wide,
in all colors, still selling at last summer’s low prices

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets
in Cold and Black in 5 different grade*
for Nulls an.I

Trimming*.

ALSO

—

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens
better qualities aud lower prices than
offered.

ever

before

300 CARTONSOF FEATHERS
consisting of
Real 0*trich Tip*. Feather Trimming*,
Peacock’s Wings, Bream* fancy Feather*
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less tbau
Manufactureis’ prices,

50 Oases Hats and Bonnets,
and French Felt, Straw and
Velvet (flat* retailing at case prices.

American

Heavy Silk aud Worsted Fringes, Huttons

williout fitting, together with designing and cutting
of Trimmings, is in Portland the coming week, and
also has the IjeUemi Parisian Positions for
Clonks aud drestos.
Linings cut free on Wednes(iayp, to illustrate the system. Other days 25 cents*
Garments made to order,

490 1-2 Congress Street, Kootn 7.

uovH_

MISS L,

dtf

struct ion.
Miss Potter desires to recommend this
method to
parents; lor the theory of Music can he acquired hy
tliis system of teaching in a few
months. Its advantages over other systems are great
It is very
simple, and so trains the hands that, the riclit lingering is gained without difficulty. It gives the pupil a perfect command of tho Key Board The
youngest pupils can understand it easily. The first
principles can never be forgotten.
nolld2w*

Hair

Jncilions in fhc City, at a bargain.
Good reasons given for felling. Apply at

ONE

(lie

SALE.

best

27 MARKET SQUARE.
nol8

dlw»

in

uated

the

Northwesterly

side of Fore street, and
Southwesterly side of Union street in said Portland,
and bounded Southeasterly by Fore street and land
of Edward Harlow, Southwesterly by land formerly
of Elizabeth W. Kinsman, Northwesterly by land
formerly of Smardou, Scamman & Company, and
Northeasterly by Union street and land of said Harlow, and being the premises conveyed to said O’Malley by Hugh Do'.an, by his deed, dated Oct. 23, A.
D 1874, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, Book 412, Page 486, which said conveyance
by said O’Malley to us was made subject to a Mortgage to Mary W. Duncan, on which was then due
the sum of live thousand dollars, and about sis
mombs interest upon the same, and whereas, by
said conveyance, said O’Malley did authorize us after the expiration of one year trom the date thereof,
and in order to carry out the purposes and trusts imposed by said deed, to sell said premises at public
auction, and whereas said period of one year has expi. ed and the conditions of said deed have been broken, we do hereby claim a foreclosure of the same
by reason of the breach of its conditions, and in order to carry out tbe purposes and trusts thereof, we
do hereby give notice that said parcel of laud and the
buildings thereon, will be sold, subject to the Mortgage to said Duncan, at public auction, on the premises, on Tuesday the secoud day of January A. D.
1877, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
In witness whereof and by virtue of the authority
conferred by said deed, we have hereunto set our
hands and give this notice, this twenty-tirst day of
November A. D. 1876
on

GLOVE§7~KID

Our present prices beat the world.

TRIMMED

HATS~A

SPECIALTY.

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable
charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Congress Street.

We can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock iu the city, best values and lowest pi ices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ot cut goods, which can
se pt4eod3m
pro ve facts.

New Sheet Music, Boohs.

Folios,

177

Middle
The

is

now

prepared to fill orders for

Street, Portland.

largest Slock in the City.

ALSO
Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap for cash or installment-, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra V iolin Strings, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

SIZE

LIFE

PORTRAITS

in the most acceptable manner. Nothing pertaining
to the business so complicated that he will not undertake it,
ORDERS
FOR
THE HOLIDAYS
shouid.be sent iu at once. With regard to quality of
work comment is unnecessary.
E. K.CHN, E«q., a celebrated Boston artist,
lia3 become associated with Mr. 0., which insures the
production of a class of portrature never before offered in this State. Please examine samples on ex-

hibition.
478 CONGRESS STREET,
nol3cou2m
Opposite Preble House.

For Comfort, Elegance and

Durability,

BUY
•I. C. Bennett & Barnard’s superior grade

The French Last

a

specialty. SolJ by

PfiEBLELDAVlS,T’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS
447 COJH3BKSS8T., Farrington Block.

JyT_tt

F.

E.

RIPLEY,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Proprietor of Ripley’sAlteraliye Powders
May

be

codsulted on tbe diseases of all domesticated Animals.
AT WILSON’S STABLE,
20A Federal Ntrrcl.

OFF3CE

Homs—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 2 P. M.

oct25eod3m*

deodly*
:rci ce

Hot Baked Beans & Brown Bread
Every Saturday eftemoou and Sunday

morning

PRESTOS

at

BAKERY,

SO nud f T Washington Street*
W. Sin iidon & Co. Also Hot Brown

formerly It.
Bread every
morning, and Rolls, Biscuits, Tea Bread and Buns
every atternoon at 5 o’clock.
J. C. PRESTON.
no*v4dlf

Prices Reduced!
We have succeeded in obtaining a reduction in tbe
prices of Newark Booim of 75 cents and
SJ.00 per pair, ana at tbe same time an improvement in tbe manufacture, so that we are now
selling better Boots for less money than formerly.
oe31dtt
ITI. <2. PALMER

L. R.

Lady’s

MARTIN,
Dress and Cloak

MAKING,
TEIEIE Good Sell VENIEIA, 100 tons O
J. i?l ; well calculated for bank fisihius;
capacity, IOOO qtl*.; vessel well found m
Cable*, Anchor*, Fishing diear, Ac.
For pai ticulnm inquire of
LEWK, UfllTTM & CO..
nov2ld2w
Portland.

set

against

5GS 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
novl

PORTLAND, MAINE,

dim

POSTERS and BB A NE>-BII,LS printed

at this Office.

tfiat hour no
things.

UUCS UUL seem

x uc lUCd

gether.
Electron Notes.
When my boys were playing the other day
a game ol checkers, 1 heard one sav.
“You’ve got in the king-row and I won’t play.”
At

I recall his childishness to-day,
When I hear a powerful party say,
“You’ve got in the king-row and I won’t

as

play.”

—Albany Journal.
comic paper, the Inter-Ocean,
lays the failure of savings banks at the door
of McCulloch, who contracted the
currency,
and adds: “The business of this
country
must be done upon credit.”
A Democratic editor out West, who last
week expressed his “pride” in the fact that
“Tilden had carried New York, the most
thieving city in the country,” now has the
andacity to insist that he wrote “thriving.”
The American people are troubled with a
large amount of good sense, and this is an excellent thing for expounders of the Constitution and nervous citizens just now to make a
note of.
The average Democratic editor must live
on nitro-glyceriae and drink Jersey
lightning.
He is a regular infernal machine, exploding
at the slightest provocation. If the effect
were at all commensurate with the noise, tha
destruction would be awful. The only possible purpose for this empty uproar is that,
like the bass drum in the country band, it
may cover a multitude of sins.
Adding the number of white male adults in
the dark spots at the North, we find that Mr.
Tilden’s votes came from localities having
2,325,293 white male adults, of whom 617,313,
or 13 6 per cent, were unable to read or write.
T3.-.SAf
TT___I_

Chicago’s

_
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calities having 5,755,391 white male adults, of
whom only 382,953, or 6.6 per cent, were unable to read or write.—N. Y. Tribune.
Ohio has not yet seen the last of the inflation manta. A report comes from Columbus
that the banner of the rag baby is to be
raised once more this year. A tripartite agreement is said to have been made by Mr. John
G. Thompson, Gen. Ewing and ex-Speaker
Converse, whereby the Democratic campaign
is to be run in the interest of Gen. Ewing for
U. S. Senator in place of Senator Sherman,
Mr. Thompson for Gen. Ewing’s seat in Congress, and Mr. Converse for Governor. That
is one of the livliest brood of chickens ever
counted before the hen was set.
The Democratic talk that the doubtful
states have gone for Tilden is all for effect.
Its main object from the first was to cover the
violence that was contemplated. That is the
object now. But Bepublicans have had their
eyes wide open. They have not been caught
sleeping at their posts.
They were wide
awake. They will have all legal votes honest-

they

ly counted, according to law, and if such
count elects Hayes, as we believe it will, no
power on earth can prevent his inauauration.
If any party should be foolish enough to offer opposition, it would be brushed away like
chaff before the wind.—Cincinnati Gazette.
Are we to give any less credit and effect to
this law of Louisiana than would be given to
a similar law of New York?
Can the Louisiana law be set aside, and if so by what authority? It is no answer to these questions
to say that Kellogg is a corrupt man and that
wrong may be done under the law. Wrong
might be done in any election case; it is believed that gross wrong wa9 done in the
Goode Platt case already referred to; but the
possibility k not sufficient to set aside the
law under which the case is considered.
Wrong might be done under a4aw simply
directing the returned votes to be counted;
it is believed that gross wrong would be done
were such a law in force in Louisiana; but
this possibility would not be sufficient to set
aside the law. Is it sufficient to set aside
the law as it is? Unless we are prepared to
overturn the state government of Louisiana
we must recognize her laws as we recognise
those of any state in the Union.—Neio York
Evening Post.

its entrance.

News and Other Items
Belknap and Heister Clymer found themselves sole occupants of a Washington bus the
other dav. They didn’t sneak.

final one; for

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

&c.

was

uccu.

put

arduous.

rough stone

UUVG

The majority for Governor Hayes in Iowa
is larger than the majority for Gov. Tilden in
all the Northern States he carried
to-

a

of

IMS.USIC !

muj

security or concealment on the occurrence of
sudden alarm, which had proved to be a

GLOVES !

500 do*, pair* of Kid* of the best standard make* for Lodie*. Gent* Hi**e* and
Children.
Also Kid Gauntlet*, Gam*’
Nwede* aud Gent*’ Dog Nkiu Glove*.

ingenious

again

to work in South Carolina.

The antiquities were in a pile just as, possibly, they had been hastily set down on the
floor by those who brought them there for

all at your own prices.

KID

as

were

The Democratic idea of au “honeBt count”
appears to be to “count in” all the Democratic candidates and “count out” all the
Republicans candidates no matter what the

On the site of Kourium he
unearthed a mosaic pavement and noticed
that the eaith had been disturbed by treasurehunters, who had gone five feet below the
surface and then abandoned the quest. He
went 20 feet lower and found two stone steps
at the entrance of a passage which had been
cut in the rock. The passage led into an
oveD-shaped chamber, 25 feet high, filled
with infiltrated earth; and a second doorway opened into another chamber. The
General allowed bis laborers to remove the
earth to within a foot of the rocky floor, and
then, with the aid of two trusty men only,
set to work to examine the remaining earth,
literally taking it by handfuls, passing the
flue mold, mere dust as it was, between the
fingers of the workmen, doing so not once
only, but at least twice. The Athenaeum.
says it was this care w’hich insured the discovery of many articles of great value and
minute size. Near the middle of the place
was found a heap of precious objects, the
position of which, as a whole, and their disposition severally, proved at once that this
was no sepulchral chamber which had been
entered after the lapse of probably two thousand five hundred years from the time when
the

Dressing Saloon
FOR

of

of

tbe twenty-seventh day of October A. D, 18/5, by
bis Mortgage Deed ot Trust, of that date, conveyed
to the undersigned a certain parcel of land with the
Brick Block and Wooden Buildings on the same, sit-

FRENCH AND AMERICAN CORSETS,
Thon*and* yd* of Hamburg*, also Scarf*
anil Tie*, Collar* aud Cuff*,

jan31

E. POTTER,

27 BROWN
STREET,
Teacher of Mrs. Paiee’B Method of piano Forte In-

O’Malley,
Portland,
WHEREAS
the County of Cumberland and State of Maine,

on

bargaining were

if we

thteaten now?

Gen. di Cesnola’s labors in discovering
the treasures for which the British Museum
and the Metropolitan Museum of New York
were

as

They
threatened, six'.een years ago, many weeks
before they struck.
How long will they

Whenever fraud has been perpetrated at
an election the natural presumption is that it
has been perpetrated by the Democratic
party. There may have been instances in
which frauds on the ballot box have been attempted and carried out by Republicans.
There are many proven cases in which votes
have been stolen by the Democracy. Whenever a state or a part of a state has been
cheated out of its choice the fair presumption
is that the cheatina has been done by the
Democrats and not by the Republicans, and
for this reason: the Republican party can
plead good character, the Democratic party
cannot.
In all its later history, since the
Van Baren days, it has been guilty of sharp
practices at the ballot box. Its meaner politicians have never hesitated to steal votes,
and its leaders have, to say the least, unhesitatingly consented to become receivers of
stolen property.
As long ago as 1844 in this
same Louisiana which is contested to-day the
electoral vote of that state and the Presidency
were captured through gross frauds in the
Placquemines parishes. Since then in Kansas, in Wisconsin, in New York, in Missouri
and elsewhere, Democratic frauds on the ballot box have been so extensively perpetrated
that the honest vote of these states has been
overcome and the control of them stolen by
the Democracy. So that now in light of this
bad record whenever a state is in dispute the
natural presumption is that the great votethief, the Democratic party, is trying to steal
it. This presumption holds good in Louisiana and Florida to-day. If the electoral votes
of these states can be stolen the political
cracksmen and sneak-thieves of the DemocraA returning
cy will accomplish the theft.
board which can cheat these experts must
be made up of men of supernatural acuteness,
and a returning board which can prevent
these experts from cheating it deseives praise
for unusual ability and shrewdness. If there
is any cheating to be done in these two states
the democracy can be trusted to do the major
portion of it.

are now

<16m

Sale.

Winter’s prices.

C. K. HAWES,
Dress

Patrick

a ml

and Ornaments

received daily by

—

French

Nov I Nth. nt 9 I 9 P M.
Ticket* for the Term
9:1.00 each
Parents are respectfully invited to accompany their

children.
N. B.—Private instruction at any hour to suit patrons. Ladies and Gentlemen can receive iustiuctions
separately in privat e classes at their residence. For
further information call at U3 Federal Street, or
JAS. S, GOULD, Agent.
no21dtf

of ths

Sysfem of
Cutting.

Great

PROF. EDW. S.

goods.

LATNER BROS,

Wednesday, IVov. 29tli.
tOUtll t tEE OE ARRANGEMENTS.

130

539

EVE,

THANKSGIVING

trouble to show

E. LORD,

of

Bremen, Maine; said
vessel about 85 tons O.
M.; nine
well found in sails,
years old;
cables, anchors, fishing gear, Ac.
For sale very low if applied for

ASSOCIATION,

no

at 25 per cent, less tbau last

7-8’s of the first class Sch, 8. L.

Foster,

UNION ROWING

upon

It not

JIR STEPHEN MARSH, late ot the firm
of Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associated himself with this establishment and would be pleased to
see his friends at any time.

—

OWEN

—

Attentive Salesmen and

ever

Collars and cuffs received lor Troy Laundry every
Tuesday: returned the following week Wednesday.
Cost 3 cents each, and always look like new,

BY THE

Sure to Regulate the Bowels,
Depend

on

Best four ply cuffs 33 els. per pair.

—

WORSTED WORK.

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, &c.

Of our own manufacture, and the Cheapest Suit we
sell upholstered, one-lialf pure hair. Best suits all

DANCING.
DAY

greatly facilitates tlie process of teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
and spasmodic action, and is

Thousands of Cuses.

Library Tables,

Bought for Cash, and will be Sold Lower than
be bought in this market.

Friday evening, by Ancient Brothers' Lodge.
Saturday evening, by Machigonne and Eastern Star
novl3dl4t
Encampments.

GRAND

Top

&

KINDS,

Ottoman Frames
FOR

novlfi

[ Evening Class in Dancing

SETS,

MIRRORS,

TEN PIECES EACH.

Ho. 46

M, B. GILBERT’S

PAINTED

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL

should bi left at tlie Hall before 2 o’clock p. m. of
each day,and will be furnished by the Lodges and
Encampments in turn as follows:
Monday evening, by Beacon Lodge and Portland

Encampment.
Tuesday evening, by Maine Lodge.
Wednesday evening, by Ivy Lodge.
Thursday evening, by Ligonia Lodge.

parlorT suits,
ELEGANT

For Children Teething:,

Rcliet and Health to Your Infants.

Beautiful Easy Chairs in Satine,

which will be open from 5 to 10 o’clock p. m. of each
day. Meals will ne served upon the Kueopean plan,
and the charges will be moderate.
The arrangements will be such that all who desire can be
furnished with supper each day.

the Fair will

Housekeeping line.

Everyone.

SYRUP

all pain

Black Walnut & Ash Setts,

REFRESHMENT ROOM

Oil Tuesday evening, Nov. 28(h,

St.

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
sold low. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire anything

Whitney & Co.'s,

dtf

WINSLOW’S

SOOTHING

r

—

will be

may be found at

G. A.

at

Exchange

Ever Offered in Portland,

Pond.

on

MBS.

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

—

RRICE.

back

lence because the Democrats lost the Government ; in 1876 they may break into bloodshed
if they do not gain the Government.

Political Cracksmen.

it, H, l, V, U,
F-nrniture

DRUG STORE,
in which will be for sale all of the leading Proprietary Mediciaes ot the day, and a large and well assorted stock of Druggists’ Sundries, Toilet Goods
and Perfumes.

ONE

STRICTLY

no3

come

at the threshhold of war, and for
exactly the
same reason.
In 1861 they ripened into vio-

J. Chadboubnb, Secretary of State.

it was evident that from
one had touched the precious

Real negroes are playing “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin” in San Francisco, but real negroes are
not admitted to witness tbe performance.

__

By some inadvertance an advertisement for
harness makers appeared in tbe matrimonial
column of a New York paper.
The New York barbers are organizing to res

from reports published in the
New York Times that the policy of intimidation in the South was endorsed and aided by
the Northern Democrats. Up to election
day the Democratic leaders in the South were
making heavy demands on New York for
fire-arms. The Times says: Trade in arms
and ammunition was carried on by Southern
agents in behalf of “rifle clubs.” The world
knows that those organizations were intended to dragoon certain States into the
support of Tilden. Moreover, it appears that
the Democratic Bureau in Liberty street,
New York, was engaged in this sbamefu1
business as agent and go-between. In at
least one iustance a Southern Democratic
Executive Committee was the purchasing
agent, and Gov. Tilden was ready to sell
State ordnance for this purpose. This is the
party whose agents were secretly shipping
arms in time of peace, and which now howls
for a “free expression of the popular will”—a
will which has been coerced by the shot-guns
and rifles of the political banditti.
It appears

sist

disposition of members of the craft to
open “flve-cent shop-*.”
A Canadian court decides that reporters are
not hound to give the names of persons od
a

whose statements

they

make

up

their

para-

graphs.
French laboring mencomplaiu of the compe*
titiou of the nur.s in the convents, tecause
they work so cheap for the great manufacturers of draperies.
As the trial of a breach-of-promise suit was
about to begin in San Francisco, a juror arose
and asked to be excused, because he was engaged to be married, and consequently his
mind was not free from bias.
He wa9 excused.
The salmon-cannicg factories on the Columbia river, OregOD, this year, have put up about

tj-tive million cans, of one pound t acb, of
salmon.
More than 5,000,000 pounds have
been sent direct to England iD the past three
months.
A Texas newspaper avers that a man who
deliberately strangl ed his infant at the
christening was acquitted by the jury, betwe

Sevekai, of the Democratic watchers whe
have returned to Washington from South
Carolina report that they were greatly surprised at the indifference of the Democrat;
in that State to Tilden. They seemed tc
care nothiug whatever for him in comparison
to Hampton.
They cherish bitter feelings
toward Northern Democrats for conspiring
with them to accomplish secession, and thei
giving them no aid whatever when theii
These gentlemen say
move resulted in war.
that Southern Democrats have no idea of
doing the least thing looking to another war
They and their people have had enough o
that, and leaders among them speak in great
of
North
derision
utterances ^froru
smack o f
ern Democrats sources which
war.
They say it wa3 just so with thei
Northern friends before, up to the time wliei
their assistance was wanted in the field.
1

AKNUM^ik

TEEMS $8.00 PEK

he proved that the deed was committed
while be was crazed by the sudden discovery that the child resembled his raother-inlaw.
The trcu«seau for Miss May. who is to marry
James Gordon Bennett, has arrived from

cause

Europe,

where it was collected at an expense
of twenty thousand dollars according to the
gossips. It is said to be the most beautiful
and elaborate ever prtparei for an American

lady.
A

clique

of San Francisco

firms

which

at-

tempted to get up a “corner” in grain bags,
and industriously collected fivo millions ot

them, now find that they are likely to bi
“bagged” by tbe operation themselves. They
made a serious miscalculation in not allowing
for the use of the old hags a second time, and
the paper of one of llin
gone to protest.

interested firms h;u

Excerpts from the December Magazines.

ADTANCE.

[From Our Regular Correspondent,!
Our Washington Letter.

[The Atlantic.]
oeorge eliot’s want of tact.
In the manner of Daniel Deromla
throughout there is son ething that one calls a want of
tact The epigraphs in verse are a want of

Next

I think, a trifle more pretentious than really pregnant; the importunity
of the moral reflections is a want of tact; the
very diffuseness of the book is a want of tact.
Bat it comes back to what I slid just now about
one’s sense of the author writing under a gort
of external pressure.
I began to notice it in
Felix Holt; I don’t think 1 had before.
She
strikes me as a person who certainly has naturally a taste for general considerations, but who
has fallen on an age and a circle which have
compelled her to give them an exaggerated attention. She does not strike me as naturally a
critic, less still as naturally a skeptic; her spontaneous part is to observe life and to feel it, to
feel it with admirable depth.
Contemplation,
sympathy and faith—something like that, 1
should say, would have been her natural scale.
If she had fallen upon an age of enthusiastic
assent to old articles of faith, it seems to mo
possible that she would have had a more perfect, a more consistent and graceful develop
ment than she has actually had.
If she had
cast herself into such a current—her genius being equal—it might have carried her to splendid
distances. But she had chosen to go into criticism, and to the critics she addresses her work;
I mean the critics of the universe.
Instead of
feeling life itself, it is “views” upon life that
she tries to feel.—Henry James, Jr.

[Harper’s.]
TIIE ORATOR AND

THE WRITER.

Mr. Sumner once delivered a speech at the
Cooper Institute which the audience had in
their hands. And Mr. Emerson, always chary
of his manuscript, when he expressed reluctance to let a reporter look over his lecture to
make an abstract, was amazed when told that
it would be a mosf attractive advertisement. If
oratory were only the communication of infer
mation or the statement of ao argument, the
presentation of facts or the recapitulation of
statistics, the newspaper would soon dispose of
the orator. But all this is but an element, a
That is not merely the
material, of oratory.
statement or the argument.
Nor is it only a
rhetorical, or passionate, or picturesque appeal.
But it is ail these, penetrated aud glowing with
the power of living speech. It is what is called
lascination, nameless delight.
Nothing is harder to convey in description or
in the very words than eloquence, which is the
name for the deepest charm of speech. Where
it lies is not to be said. It is tbq most elusive
of secrets. It is the spell of
tha^nagician, but
it is not in the wand nor in theworils.
It is
not the voice, the mien, the movement, the
tone, although it may seem to be in all.
It is
the song of the cuckoo—
“that cry
Which made me look a thousand ways,
In bush, and tree, and sky.”
Jefferson said that he listened enchanted to
Patrick Henry, but he could not remember
what he said. He might as well have tried to
reproduce the music of the wind harp.
It was
Charles Pox, if we remember correctly, who
said to the young man who told him that he
had heard a most eloquent speech from Burke,
and could repeat every word of it, “It was not
very eloquent if you can remember the words.”
Eloquence is the tone of the picture, the
rhythm of the music. A shrewd observer said
that he always remarked a peculiar cadence in
eloquent speech; and it is not unusual for eloquence to leave the hearer spiritually elevated
in a manner for which the words do not account. Until men become insensible to this
power, the newspaper will not supersede the
orator, nor the “campaign document" the
umguetism,

stump speaker.—Editor’s Easy Chair.
[Scribner,!

GEORGE ELIOT AND BOHEMIANI3M.

Has

any of the thousand critics of Daniel
Deronda done justice ti^the story as a vindication of Bohemianism? In this regard the book
is

supreme. The “best society” has been
at, sneered at, patronized, made ridiculous often enough before; but has it ever been
put so completely at a disadvantage, intellect
ually and spiritually, as in Daniel Deronda?
Nor can it be said that any injustice is done.
The Philistine is not refused the meed of good
manners.
For Qrandcourt, even, we are permitced a certain admiration.
The
“best
has
done its best for him; he has
society”
“elegance,” and he lias the interest and attraction of being perfect of his kind. But for
all this, his overthrow and that of his class is
the more conspicuous; it is he—the motives, the
ideas, the life which he represents—that is
made contemptible.
We suppose, however, that the “best society” will be found as long lived as Mr. Warner
describes the effete Ottoman civilization to be.
The principle of caste has its roots deep in the
human heart Even Bohemia has its “best
society.” One of the most consistent Bohemians that we know confessed to us not long
ago, that in dreamland he is alwavs an ariatocrat.
Uia
most frequent
hallucination in
sleep is that of intimacy with the Court of St
James. Queen Victoria is always insisting
that he should spend the afternoon and go out
driving with her—The Old Cabinet.
[The Atlantic.]

laughed

MUSIC AND PAINTING FOR WOMEN.

Of the

two pursuits, a painter’s or a musician’s, considered not as arts but as accomplishments merely, the former appears to me
infinitely more desirable for a woman than the

frequently cultivated

one.
The
the other an acute stimulant
system. The one is a perfectly
independent and always to be commanded occupation; the other imperatively demands au
instrument, utters au audible challenge to
attention, and must either command solitude
or disturb any society not inclined to become
an audience.
The one cultivates habits of careful, accurate observation of nature, and requires patient aud precise labor in reproducing her models; the other appeals powerfully
to the imagination and emotions, and charms
almost in proportion as it excites its vo'aries.
With regard to natural aptitude, the most
musical of nations—the German—shows by
impartial training of its common schools how
universal it considers a certain degree of musical capacity.
I am persuaded that to the same degree (of
course I am not speaking of that high order of
endowment which is always exceptional) the
artistic faculty exists in every child. X do not
think there are more inaccurate eyes than imperfect earp, or heavy fingers for the pencil and the
brush than for the strings or keys of instruments, nor do X suppose a defective sense of
color more commou than a defective sense of
sound. And considering what time and money
are lavished in cultivating very inadequately a
naturally poor musical endowment amoug
English and Atnericau girls, the fiequent neglect of the simplest elementary training in
drawing can hardly be justified merely upon
the ground of deficient natural capacity
Fanny Kemble’s Old Woman’s Gossip.
[Scribner.
one is a sedative,
to the nervous

Keene.

THE SULTAN PRAYS.

I do not know how, or from what
quarter, the feeling, for I could not call it in
formation, was diffused that the successor o*
the Prophet would pray at the mosque in Or"
takei, and that he would go by caique; and we
all scampered np the road a mile or two, racing
carriages, troops and foot men, in eager outset,
in order to arrive before the pious man. The
mosque stands npon the Bosphorus, where its
broad marble steps and pillared front and dome
occupy as conspicuous a position as the Dogana
at Venice. We secured a standing-place on the
dock close to the landing, but outside the iron
railing, and waited. A cordon of troops in blue
regimentals with red lacings was drawn around
the streets in the rear of the mosque, and two
companies of soldiers in white had stacked
their guns on the marble lauding, aud were
lounging about in front of the building.
The scene on the Bosphorus was as gay as a
flnwpr

oarripn

The

water

envered with

graceful caiques and painted barges and ever;

craft,
propelled by

splendid,

that could be
A dozeu men-of-war
were decked with flags from keel to maintop;
on every yard, and from bow-sprit to stern
stoqd a line of sailors sharply defined against
the blue sky. At one o’clock a cannon announced that the superior devotee had eutered
his caique, and then from every vessel of war
iu the harbor salute answered salute in thunder that awoke the echoes of two continents;
nntil on all the broad water lay a thick battlesmoke, through which wr could distinguish
only the tops of the masts, and the dim hulks
spouting fire.
In the midst of this earthquake of piety,
there was a cry “He comes, he comes;” the
soldiers grasped their arms anil drew a line
each side of the landing, and the officials of
the mosque arranged themselves cn the steps.
Upon the water, advancing with the speed of a
race-horse, we saw two splendid caiques, the
one containing the Sultan and the other his attendants. At the moment a light carriage with
two bay horses, unattended, dasbsd up to tho
side door, and there descended from it and entered the mosque, the imperial heir, the son of
the late Sultan aud uepbcw of the present, a
slender, pale youth of apparently twenty-five
We turn (not knowing how
or thirty years.
soon ha is’ to become Sultan Murad V.,lour
a moment, for the Sultan’s
for
him
to
only
eyes
caique comes with imperious haste, with the
rush as it were of victory—a hundred feet loug,
narrow rising at the stem like the Venetian
Buceuteur, carved and gilded like the golden
chariot in which Alexander entered Babylon—
propelled by fifty-two loDg sweeps, risiDg and
falling in unison with the bended backs of
twenty-six ‘black towers, clad in white and
with uaked feet. The Sultan is throned in the
high stern hung with silk, on silken cushions,
under a splendid canopy on the iop of which
glistens hit arms aud a blazing sun. The Sultan, who is clad in the auifortn of a general,
steps quickly out, walks up the steps over a
carpet spread for his royal feot—the soldiers
saluting, everybody with arms crossed, bending
the body—and disappears in tho mosque
Charles Dudley Warner.
sort of

mean and
oars or sails.

—

is God everywhere?” asked a youthful
“Ves, my boy.”
of his Democratic sire.
“is He iu the Jiouisiana Returning Board?
saw
the
man
old
danger of alAnd then the
lowing a boy to fool around a newspaper office.

“Pop,

son

—Brooklyn Argus.
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Probably Meet in

a New Arena—Beelt,
Conkling, nnd Msrton—The
Next Speaker-What Will Congress Do-

I.amar,

Social Season—Brselry and Artill-

Tbe

ery-Will the Snn of ISfli go down in
Blood!

Washington, Nov. 22, 1870,
We begin to feel here in Washington that the
eyes of America, if not of Europe, are npon us.
In two short weeks Congress will assemble, and
tbe anxious attention of the conutry will be
turned toward the national capital.
Never before, it may be safely said, will Congress have

assembled under more trying or exciting circumstances, and the words, votes and acts of
each member will be watched with keenest
scrutiny in every city, village and hamlet of tbe
land. Tbe newspaper correspondents who have
been away during tbe summer are now back in
tbeit old haunts; their familiar noses for news
may be seen almost everywhere, aod tbeir rauks
have been considerably reinforced, some papers
that have not teen represented here before
having employed correspondents nnder the im-

pression that, whatever may be tbe result of
the Presidential contest, tbe next few months
will be as lively in a political way as any we
have ever known, it will be a time for making
and marring reputations, for making history,
and, tbe lobtyists say, not much of a time for
Tbe numerical balance of
making money.
both the House and Senate after the 4tb of
March will[be more nearly even than it ha*
been since the war, and either Mr. Hayes or
Mr. Tilden will have his hands full.
Then
there will be charges of political and personal
nterest. Mr. Blai ie will appear for the first
time in the Senate, where his great parliamentary experience and versatile ability, as well as
ais wide national reputation will make him
of tbe most conspicuous men in that body,
ind it is not improbable that fortune will favor
>ne

aim wmi an excellent aou

loll

laminar

id

tne

of Senator Ben. Hill of Georgia, for he,
said, will succeed Norwood in the Senate.
Mr. Beck of Kentucky will appear again
Iu the national political arena,
and he
tnd Mr. Lamar of Mississippi will divide
She burden of debate on the Democratic
lide, which has been borne heretofore
almost exclusively
by Messrs.
Thurman,
Bayard and Gordon. The Democrats will be
net by such skilled, logical aud oratorical
person
it is

giants as Conkliug, Morton, Edmunds, Logan,
Sherman, Freliughuyseo, Howe aud Boutwell.
in the Senate the Republicans will maintain
ibeir majority, and, on all political questions,
;bey will have the support of the so-called !□lependants—Booth. Cameron of Wisconsin,
dbristiancy and Paddock. In the House the
Republicans will not be left without a leader,
Mr. Hale of Maine, Mr. Hoar, God. Banks aud

pthers wilt be able iu the absence of Mr. Blame
to maintain the fight until reinforced, after the
short session, by Gen. Butler; then the Democratic majority will be small if anything, bnt
they will be strengthened by the alert and able
Clarkson N. Potter of New York, who will, in
all
probability, be made speaker of the fortyfifth Congress. When Congress asssembles the
election of a speaker, in the place of Mr. Kerr,
will be the first excitement. The prominent
candidates are Messrs. Cox, Randall, and Sayler, with chances in favor of the latter. After
a speaker is elected, Congress will be in a dynamite explosive state until alter the second
Wednesday in February, over the electoral
votes.
After the Presidential question is finally settled, there will be fight over the silver
question, a contest of great moment, involving
vast interests, while, od the other hand there
will be supplementary legislation for carrying
;he resumption law into effect. Again there
will donbtless le introduced a bill to elect the
President by the popular vote, the preseDt coalition of the question having prepared the
country and Congress for an emphatio adieu to
.he old system. Our local, social, persooal and
political affairs possess per se very little that
s or should be of interest to the country at
large, bnt since the war Washington has become a fashionable and social center, the winter Mecca of the shoddy and refined.
Miss
Mary Emma in the remotest village of the
State cares little who is elected, or who compose the cabinet or whether we resame or not,
but she reads with never tiring interest of the
receptions and kettle drams at which perhaps
the wife er daughter of "our member” figured,
and the dress and flowers worn by
Miss
Flora Me Flimsy are known and talked
about, "’tis true, 'tis pity”, from Oregon to
MmnA

Mina Matt Fmina

r*n.m«

(lAnmn.

tn

Dial last summer and “did" Washington in
three days, and now with whetted curiosity
(that is wbat the profane call woman’s intelligent interest in her country’s affairs) she will
be more anxious than ever before to know who
was there and just bow she looked.
The social season has not opened with its
usual brilliancy. There is too mnch anxiety
from political causes for easy abandonment to
revelry. There will be changes, no matter who
will be president, is written on every wall
Changes have taken place already. Tbe
young naval officers who are so essential to gay
ife in Washington have been ordered away or
(urloughed on reduced pay. This vacancy will
be, to some extent, supplied by the Artillery
Officers who arrived last night, bat West
PoiDt can never fill tbe place of the Naval
Academy in the imagination of Mary Emma.
Apropos of the artillery, its arrival and cantoument here has created a profound sensation. What is tbe occasion? To this question
3en. Sherman who is at the Ebbitt House will
make no answer. While it presence creates
rague axiety and foreboding owing to the peculiarly sensitive condition of the public mind,
there seems to be no real occasion for alarm,
file President himself giving assurance to this
affect. Nevertheless tbe more excitable of all
flasses are thoroughly convinced that the sun
)f 187ti will set in blood. Just as before tbe war
t was impossible to make any one believe that
such a catastrophe was possible, now, since
mat terrible experience many are apprehensive
when it is altogether improbable. But whether
your correspondent is called upon to recount
legislative or military conflicts, whether the
event “mounts the barbed steed to fright the
ionls of fearful adversaries,” or capers nimbly
n a ladies’ chamber to the lascivious pleasing
)f tbe—Marine band, in whatsoever “questionable shape” it may come he has secured tickets
;o the Reporters’ gallery and will write you
L. B.
tbout it.
_

Men and Women.

—

Suddenly,

Foreshadowed

Congress—Some

Personcl-Blaine

tact;

they are sometimes,

latter far more

Exciting

Miss Jean Ingelow is shortly described as a
lomewhat stout, a middle-aged and agreeable
woman, with a good and intelligent but Dot
beaut'ful face.
Berthold Auerbach, tbe German novelist, is
He is short
Jew about sixty-four years old.
and rather ponderous, has a close-cropped gray
beard,and a face of the thoroughly Hebrew type.
He is witty, tells good stories, and has the art
a

of amusing the titled society which he seeks
His manner, which is somewhat breezy and
unreserved, has gained for him the title of “the

Tyrolese of the salon.”

Thejyoung duchers de Burgogue, hearing tbe
kiDg (Louis XLV.) and Mrae. de Maintenen
speak one evening with affection of tbe court
of England at a time when peace was hoped
from Queen Anne, “My aunt,” she eaid, “you
must admit that in England the queeDS govern
better than the kings, and do you know why,
my aunt? Because under kiDgs it is women
who govern, and men under4queens.”
Dore goes into “the world.” He is to be seen
.. n

fl.nt
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quenter at the opera; and, in the season, he is
at the great official receptions, the embassy
festivities, and the most brilliant of the private
soirees; but he is not fond of society for the
sufficient reason that it interferes with his art.
Although, through a long hot evening, he will
take nothing more than a conple of glasses of
water, the heat and the crowd aud the talk tell
upon him; and ho wants a cool refreshed brain
and

a

steady pulse at six o’clock in the

morn-

ing.
Ivan Tourgnenief the Russian, who is, by
the way, about (10 years old aud who lives in
Paris, has just finished a new novel in which
he will depict the Russian society of five or
six years ago, and will discuss the social aud
political questions by which it was then agitated. Some rumors assert that he will, to a
certain extent, rehabilitate the character of the
younger aud more impulsive generation of

Russian thinkers, whose feelings he somewhat,
though unintentionally, wounded by the vigor
with which he used the literary scalpel while
vivisecting the Nihilistic characters which figure in his Fathers and Children, probably his
greatest work.
Boucicault, the famous playwright, devised •
curious memorial of his sou, who was killed by
railway accident at Huntingdon, England.
He

proposed

to erect

In his name any

public

building the people of Huntingdon might desire. They decided to ask that the grammar
school should he rebuilt, Mr. Boucicault acceded. In the completed school a portrait of
Willie Boncicault hangs over the Maater'edeek,
and it is arranged that on the 10th of each May
the pupils shall elect from their number one,
“not selected for proficiency In studies,” but
"for amiability, honor and good nature,” who
shall receive a silver medal suitably inscribed.
Mr. Boucicault says that his son was such a

one as

he desires to hare the medal conferred

QPOD.

This is the way in which a very young enthusiast describes Gail Hamilton’s homo and
the writer herself: We went out to tea in the
loveliest of dining rooms. Tha walls, carpets
aud window draperies are of warm, rich maroon.
These are relieved by the
side-hoard,
moldings and waiuscotings in black walnut,
highly polished. The table linen, china, silver
and glassware were of
exquisite patterns, and
were marked with her initial D.
The library
and hall

are

dark,

rich

velvet in their
carpets, furniture and hangings. The upper
hall and chambers are furnished with goldy
wood browns. She is of elegant figure—a
blonde; auntie says she has just escaped being
pretty. She wore a w rapper of white Turkish
toweling, for she was in negligee, trimmed with
bine of the same material. One eye was destroyed
by her brother shooting her with an arrow.
This of course is a defect.”
Louis Blanc became a Socialist under peculiar circnmstances. He had brilliant prospects
from the Royalists, being himself of an ancient
and honorable family. His advancement was
green

sought through the Duchess di Dina, niece of
the Prince de Beurvant, add his constant com-

panion.

Her one fault was an unconquerable
passion for raillery. When Blanc was presented
to this brilliant young creature,she liked him at
once, hut could not refrain from laughing at
bis small stature. “Ho! Don Cheiibiuo,” she

said, tapping the young man under the chin
with her fan. Her manner stung him, and he
answered insolently that he was not an infant,
and would have no one treat him as sach. So
his chance was lost, and his sympathies were
turned in other directions. Louis Blanc Is but
a little over four feet in height, and looks like
a small boy even now.
Mr. Algernon Charles Swinburne is now in

thirty-eighth year, and is the grandson of
Swinbnrne, who died at the age of
ninety-eight. Mr. Swinbnrne’s father is an ad-

his

Sir John

miral in the British service, and his mother is
the daughter of an earl. Though b; birth he is
a thorough aristocrat, he is, like Shelly, a radical in theory. In the time of Charles the First
the Swinburnes, who were stout royalists, were
forced to escape from Cromwell’s rule into
France. There the heads of the family died
and there was left only a young son, all traces
of whom were for a time lost. After the Restoration the heir of the Swinburnes was sought
loDg and with infinite pains, and at last was
found—a lad whose memories of bis childhood
were few and fading.
But he remembered an
old hall wherein men sat drinking from a silver
bowl, which bowl the child watched intently
for the sake of the cat’s head which rose to
sight as the punch decreased. The cat’s head
was the distinguishing device of the Swinbarne
arms, and this recollection established the boy’s

identity.

The poet takes pleasure in recalling
this story of his ancestor, and has an album full
of cat-pictures.
His face strongly resembles
that of a cat, and he is very proud of the fact;
he is never more pleased than when the resemblance is mentioned. He is a small, slight per-

son, with a disproportionately large head covered by a busby mass of auburn hair.
His
eyes are large, set widely apart, and tawny in
oolor.
From the mouth up his face is somewhat like Shelly’s, but his chin is weak and retreating.
A writer in the Gartenlaube thus describes
George Sand: "She was thickset, somewhat
bent by age, yet in her movements there was
not the least faltering. She wore her rich hair
a little after the Grecian style.
Two curled
locks bordered the low forehead almost to the
edge of the eyebrows; under along, full puff,
the ears are almost

wholly

concealed.

the most beautiful natural ornament of hair,
with few silver threads, and no one could conceive what a strange caprice made the old lady
so careful to keep it a secret.
What struck me
most forcibly in this countenance was the bold
delineation of the lines of the face. The features were large—almost too masouline. And
then those eyes! Of the same black as the hair,
they had still much of the inward fire. Mouth
and chin were already disfigured by age; the
latter appeared small and without energy, and
the mouth with a coarse lip may never have
been beautiful. Her complexion, once fair,
was now the yellowish tint of certain Flemish
portraits with which the white neck and aristocratic hand are in bold contrast. She smoked
—that was the only trace of the ‘storm and
stress’ nariod which remained tn t.hia nvtMn,.

dinary

who was calm with age. It was
less a smoking than a playing with fire. Soon
she threw aside the half-consumed cigar, and
woman

again wholly

a

woman, took

up her

knitting

The novelist rather incited to conversation than
conversed. Her remarks were mostly brief, almost epigrammatically keen and sharp, and
always reached the pith of the matter. Her
physician told me that for months before her
death she had suffered inexpressibly, without
uttering the least complaint to those about her.
In her last sickness of eight days she covered
her face daring the most intense anguish as
the Romans used to do when they felt their end
drawing near.”

News and Other Items.
The Presbyterian synod of central Illinois
has sustained the decision of the Peoria pres-

bytery deposing the Rev. J. H. Glendenniug
of Jersey City and Mary Pomeroy notoriety,
from the p astorate of the church at Henry,
Hlinios.
Information has been received at Methuen,
Mass., of the recent death in California of
Elisha Moore. Eighty years ago he was a res.
ident of Methuen, and at the time of his death
he had reached, it is said, the age of 104 years.
The property left by him is valued at not less
than four millions.
He was never married
and died intestate.
While Tom Taylor's “Ticket of Leave Man”

recently being performed before a crowded
pit and gallery in a theatre in York, Eug., a
detective sergeant, from London was sitting
among the audience with a warrant to apprehend the very man who was playing the part
of Hawkshaw, the detective. The play was
allowed to proceed, and at its termination
Hawkshaw was handcuffed and handed over
to the city police.
Prot Tyndall has raised his flag in favor of
was

vivisection.

He says: “While abhorring cruelty of all kinds, while shrinking sympathetically from all animal suffering—suffering
which my own pursuits never call upan me to
inflict—an unbiased view of the field of research now opening out before the physiologist
causes me to conclude that no greater calamity could befall the h uman race than the stoppage of experimental inquiry in this direc-

tion.”

MAINE
Probable Attempt at Bank Rob-

__

MINOR TELE GRAMM.
Msssrs. Kasson and Chandler are both quite
ill at New Orleans.
On and after to-day the charge for admis■ion to the Centennial Exhibition grounds will
be 25 cents.
James H. Dupont, inspector of customs at
New York, has been appointed supervising inspector general of steamboats, vice Bennett
The new Odd Fellows Hall at Rochester, N.
H., was dedicated last night with imposing
ceremonies.
Minnesota gives Hayes an official majority
of 24,008, and elects three Republican Congressmen.

Charges of extravagance have been formally
preferred against the New York Park Commissioners.

William H. Vanderbilt denies that the New
York Central road has formed an alliance with
the Baltimore & Ohio road on freight rates.
A large quantity of smuggled brandy and
kid gloves have been seized in New York bv
Special Agent Brackett on the steamship
Amerique, from Havre.
The jury in a suit brought by S. N. White
against Daniel Drew, in Brooklyn court for $4,000, disagreed and were discharged yesterday
morniDg. Nine were in favor of a verdict for
Drew.

At a meeting of the Governor and Council of
New Hampshire, pesterday, P. B. Cogswell of
Concord was appointed trustee of the state library aod \V. H. Gilman, auditor of printers
acsounts.

The only order Usued by the navy
department in the direction of concentrating vessels,
was for the vessels which have been at Philadelphia daring the Centennial to return to their
station at Hampton Beads.
Coal miners In Trouble Again.
Nov. 23 —Great excitement is
caused here by the report that work will be
in
the coal mines and railway shops
suspended
after the second week iu December, unless a
reduction of 20 per cent, on labor is agreed to.
It is also stated that the railway companies
will combine upon reduced wages to be
paid
after the first of January,

Scranton,

The Mavanuah Epidemic.
Sa vannah, Nov. 23.—The epidemic here is
over and travellers need fear no
danger in coming to or passing through this city. The absentees have returned and business is "oin" on as

usual,

The Norihfleld Bank Robbers Meuteuced
Faribault, Minn., Nov. 23.—The Younger
brothers, known as the Nortbfleld Bank robbers, pleaded gnilty yesterday to the murder of
cashier Heywood, and were sentenced to imprisonment for life.

Tlie Republicans Claim

bery,

Florida

Two U'nlclville Watchman Ai-saulled at

Midnight—The
Frightened OIT.

Would-be

the Pri-

on

Robber,

Facie Yote.

ma

Watekville, Nov. 23 —Abont midnight as
George Vigne, private watchman, was going

to the Waterville National Bank to lunch with
the bank and town watchman,
Augustus

Wood, he saw two men coming from behind
the bank building who almost immediately attacked him, threatening his lif9 if he made any

THE RIGHTOF JIIBfiE WHITE’S

resistance.

With commendable courage, however, while a'pistol was held at his head, he
cried “murder.” when they gave him a terrible
blow and fled. He fired twice at them without

COURT TO ENJOIN GOT.

effect, Yigne’s cry and bis pistol shots brought
several persons to bis assistance, who soon
learned that Wood was missing.
Being unable to find him a general alarm was given at

3.35, when

STEM DENIED.

thorough search was begun,which
finding him in a horse shed in the

a

resulted in
rear of the Catholic church, bound hand
and foot, blindfolded and his ears filled with
cotton.
Wood states that he was met ou Silver street
by four men, oue of whom said: “Good evening. You are the man we are looking for.”
Then all four attacked him and took him to
the shed, two standing guard until the report
of Vigne’s pistol was heard, when one left,
and soon after the other.
Wood thinks he

Hearing

Had and He-

his control, some of the returns from Red River
parish and in said fourth district, and the annexed copy of a circular letter to the supervisfrom D. J. M. A. Jewett,
ors ot registration
Secretary of the Republican campaign commitshows
that
tee,
they were instructed to bring
the Republican vote of their parishes up to a

cison Reserved.

On motion of Gen. Anderson, the President
of the board instructed the Secretary to issue
orders to all supervisors in the city to file tbeir
returns

Explanation

pre-arrangea plan ot Dana robbery lias been
defeated, which, but for Vigne, who has been
hired for the past month only by a few individuals to watch their private residences,might

of

the

ionrninntit nf tlin finntli

Carolina Board.

Augusta,

Nov. 23.—At the last session of
the Legislature commissioners were appointed
to codify and amend the savings bank laws of
the state. They have been at work upon the
subject for several months and to-day met in
this city to perfect a bill which is to be submitted to the next Legislature.
It is understood the main features of the bill have been

THE SUPREME COURT ORDERS

IT TO REUHBLE.

decided upon. They recommend limiting the
semi-annual dividends to 2| per cent, instead
of 3 as now authorized, and a reduction of the
bank tax from
qp|h-balf to one-fourth of one
percent semi-annually; also that money shall
not be loaned on security of names alone.
The Wuuld-be Robbers Heen in Augusta.
[Special to the Boston Journal.]

The Order not
to be

Augusta, Nov. 23.—Two men answering the
description of parties whom it is supposed contemplated the robbery of the Waterville National Bank, passed through this city at an
early hour this morniDg. They came from the

The

was

Sand Hill. They were driving very
Both men weie stoutly built.
One was

seen on

fast.

SOUTH

NEWS.

to $3 to New York.

Hherman’s Annual Report.
Washington, Nov. 23.—Gen. Sherman, in
his annual report made to the Secretary of War
says that by the assignment of Major General
Schofield to the superintendency of the Military Academy, that institution is raised to a
command equal to that of a division, and West
Point should rightfully constitute a military
department so that its superintendent, as the
commanding geneial of a department, may exercise all the powers and functions of such
commander, especially to order general courts
martial to approve or disapprove their finding
and execute all sentences not sneciallv reserved
by the articles of war to the President and Secretary of War. The Mili'ary Academy, in addition to its well established character as a literary and scientific school, should form the
model for an army, and the habits of the youth
trained there should be in exact accordance
with wbat experience has demonstrated to be
necessary for the efficient government of an
army in the field. Gen. Sherman says the Academy under Gen. Schofield’s administration
will take rank among the first educational establishments of the world.
The aggregate force of the army now consists
of 25,331 men, all of whom are as actively employed as though a war existed. By a sub-division of the territory every foot of the
country
is under the supervision of a general officer
near at hand with a part of the
army proportioned to the supposed necessity, to maintain
order and peace, whereby the settlement of the
country may progress and the civil officers be
enabled to enforce the laws of the United
States. I herewith submit the annual reports
of all the division and department commanders
as far as
received, and to them refer for the
more minute details of events which have occurred therein during the past year. From
these it will appear that a remarkable state of
peace has been among the Indian tribes of the
Pacific states and territories. Ai one time the
removal of the Chirichua ludians in Arizona to
a place selected for them
by the Indian agent
on the San Carlos reservation threatened serious hostilities, but by the prompt action of Gen.
Kautz with parts of the Gth cavalry and 8th infantry, the movement was effected without bad
results.
In the military division of the Atlantic there
are no hostile Indians, but the
troops have been
actively emtloyed in aiding the U. S. Marshals
in enforcing the revenue laws, and in protect
ing the weak against the strong in the frequent
cases of civil elections.
These duties call for
the highest qualities of firmness and prudence,
and I am sure the behavior of the troops in
every instance has commanded the respect of
all men.
The care and preservation of the
public properly and of the sea coast forts is a
chief duty of tne troops in this division, but
the reports of the chief engineers and of ordnance will better describe their actual condition
than I am able to do from any reports that
reach me.
Gen. Sbermau says that the chief events of
the year have transpired in the military division of the Missouri, and then he reviews at
some length the raids on the Mexicau border
and the measures taken to suppress them.
There are now stationed on the border two regiments of cavalry and three regiments of inBen.
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end of Sitting bull.
Gens. Sheridan, Terry and Cook have been
so constantly employed that they have not
yet
transmitted their annual reports. These will
come and be submitted in due season, aud will
more fully detail the events which I have attempted to sketch from their short despa'cbes
transmitted from day to day.
The complete arrangements made for hemming in and capturing the remainder of the hostile Sioux during the winter must result in comparative or complete success.
Meantime no
change can be attempted this year at agencies,
but I trust that next year all the Sioux nation
will be compelled to remove t® the Missouri
river near Fort Randall, where they can be
guarded and fed at one-half the present cost
and where if there be any chance to civilize
them, the opportunity will be lar belter than
in their present scattered agencies.

urutJi

hanged.
Caspar Monag, aged 00, committed suicide
Wednesday evemug at North Plymouth,Mass.,
by cutting his throat with a razor. He was an
employe of the Plymouth Cordage Co.
He
leaves a wife and six children,
incTEOHOMiiaciiL.
PBOBOBILiriKS FOB T7IE NEXT
HOURS,

TWENTY-FOUR

Wak Ioei-'t, Office Chief Signal i

>
Officer. Washington, D.C.,
Nov. 24, (1 A. M,))
For Jim

England,

and Middle states falling barometer, northwest
to southwest winds,
stationary umperatare,
cloudy weather and hglit rain or snow.

Brought

telefrom

Buck

anil

Placed

In

Eudlow

Street Jail.

New York, Nov. 23.—Wm. M. Tweed land"
ed this afternoon at the foot of Grand street,
North River, from the revenue cutter.
He
was taken in a carriage by Sheriff Connor under Sheriff Cummings on order of arrest of
Clerk Staey to Ludlow street jail, where he
was admitted through the gate and rot by the
All he remarked on being
office as is usual.
admitted to his cell by Warden WatsoD, was,
“I thought I would come and see vou again.”
No one will be allowed to see him tonight and
no one but the watchman will bo permitted
to
enter the corridor.
The experience of his escape has made the
officials of Ludlow street jail very watchful.
He will be treate 1 precisely as other prisoners
and allowed no privileges.
His rooms are
much smaller than those previously occupied,
being furnished with rigid simplicity. The
windows open on the conit yard and no access
can be had to his
apartments except through
the warden’s room, while in the corridor a
watchman is continually on guard.

FOREIGN.
THE EASTERN QUESTION.
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LOUISIANA.

Alleged Bribery of the Colored Members
of tbe Returniag Bard.
[Special to the New York Times.]
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turning board has not tilled the vacancy by appointing a Democrat, is said to be the discovery of a conspiracy between the Democrats and
two coloredjmembers of the board,Casanave and
Kenner.
By the terms of this reported agreement, the members named were to act in concert with the Democrat who should be appoint-

ed,

count
the whole
anti
with him
For this treason to their
Democratic ticket.
party they were to'.receive 5100,000 each. Packard and Kellogg disclaim all knowledge of this
transaction.
A Threatening Tetter.
Madison Wells, President of tha returning
board, has received numerous threatening letters. The last came yesterday, and was read
to the board:
New York. Nov. 18, 1870.
Mr. Madison Wells:
to you, and God knows
a
stranger
Although
I wish I may always continue to be one, 1 wish
to say a tew words to you and give you a little
advice. If by and through your means and
the board of returners with which you are associated, Samuel <1. Tildeu should he cheated
out of his legal election, of which here in the
North there is no earthly doubt, I would not
give the value of a glass of whiskey for your
life, for five of us have takeu as solemn an oath
as can be taken,
and we have sworn to have
your heart’s blood in case the farce of counting
the votes is pursued in the manner we see by
the papers. You and the rest of pour radical
nigger tools of a drunken loafer, like Graut is
here. Sir,look to your life, and for fear you may
think this a mere scare-crow letter, we five are
not afraid to subscribe our names and defy you
to do your best; and what is more, we are all
American born.
Elihu Goodwin,
Sam Heath,
Charles Hunt,
James Kf.efe,
Phil Lisk.
in
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ment:

We enter tbo conference of the Powers with
more
than a hope of peace. For
the attainment of peace we shall support aoy
proposals that offer a guarantee of the orderly
government of the insurgent provinces without
involving a rectification of international fronIf onr labors ate fruitless we shall not
tiers.
throw ourselves on the side of either combatant
but shall watch what the future may bring
forth.
Russia’s Plan Obnoxious.
Vienna, Nov. 23.—The Russian basis for
Bulgarian autonomy is regarded as inadmissible, both in respect to principle and details.
The Turks object to the violation ol their independence implied in Russia’s dictating internal domestic reforms.

something

FLORIDA.
Democrats Trying;

tilo flftfunpo

termined to resist desperately.
The Times on Ihe Situation.
The Times concludes a leading article on
the Eastern question with the tollowiug state-

morrow.

Bribe tbe Canvass-

ers.

[Special

to the N. Y. Times.]
Nov. 23.—An ineffectual efforl
has been made in two instances to bribe Republican members of the canvassing board ic
the interest of Tilden.
Judge White's Court.
W. E. Chandler telegraphs relative to the
pending injunction and mandamus proceedings,
that if Judge White undertakes to determine a
question over which he has no jurisdiction hit
action will be disregarded, or can be prohibited
by the action of the Supreme Court of the state,
or by the United States Court.
If the cauvassing board of the state, when dealing with the
electoral vote, is performing Federal duties, the
Federal courts have jurisdiction to protect it,
in the discharge of duties in which the United
States have a direct interest. When the Governor or the boards get ready to act, they will
undoubtedly proceed uutramelled by any suggestions, orders or interference of oue out ol
tbe seven inferior local judges who happeos tc
have jurisdiction over petty cases in the couuty of Leon, in which the Florida State House
is situated.
Meantime the Republicans are
anxious to have the Democrats hurry up the
returns from the county of Lafayette,
usually
casting about 300 Democratic to 50 Republican

Foreign Notes.
Alfred Allot, head of a firm of accountants
in Sheffield, has failed.
Liabilities §1.050,000.
Emperor William bad a conference Wednesand
with
Prince
Bismarck.
day
yesterday
American brig Rebecca J. Fage, Capt. Hill,
from New York for Ensenada,
is reported
ashore at that port and probably will be a total
wreck.
War fears are increasing all over the frontier
of Cape Colony.

Tallahassee,

FlMNliAL

Portland Wholesale Market.
Tuesday, November 23.—The general market
shows a very firm feeling to-day with but few
changes worthy of note. We quote com at 66 @ 67c
on car lots and 69 ,g ice on bag lots.
Meal is worth
65c and oats 45 @ 48c. Sugars are strong at 13c for
granulated and Extra C. at 12c. Flour continues in
good demand at strong prices.

HALIFAX.

Democrats Still Claim tbe Stale for Tilden.
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A despatch has been telegraphed back tc
this poiut from Washington iu which it ie
claimed that the returns are ail iu and that the
face of the returns show a majority of 703 foi
Hayes. It is impossible to find auy confirms
tiou of this report. Indeed, the Secretary cl
State says this evening that three counties,
Dade, Brtvord aud Lafayette, have not yet
been beard from. The wildest figures cauuol
make a majority of 703 for Hayes or for Tilden. The difference will hardiy be 200 eithei
way, the chances favoring the Democrats.
Opinion of Attorney General Cocke.
Win. Archer Cocke, Attorney General ol
Florida, telegraphs his opinion as follows:
First—Gov. Stearns has no authority undei
tbe laws of Florida to canvass tbe vote foi
Presidential electors.
Second—A State Hoard of Canvassers is coustituted by tbe laws of Florida (Act of Feb
27, 1872), consisting of tbe Secretary of State,
Comptroller aud Attorney Geoaral. Tbe same
act requires county election officers to trausmi
their canvass of votes to Ibe first named mem |
bers of tbe Board, to wit:
State, aud also rtquires him to uotifv tire oihe
two members of the Board assembled, and
pro
ceed to canvass the county returns.
Third—The delay of the Secretary of State tt
notify his a-soctate members in the State Boart
of Canvassers to assemble and proceed with thi 1
canvass of returns which he has received ha
been publicly protested against by the elector
voted tor at the last election.
Moreover, thi
members of the Board have each of them beet
commanded by a competent Court of this stati (
to show cause why they should Lot go ou witl
their duty. The continuance of such delay 01
the part of the Secretary of State would havi 1
the misfortune of preventing proofs of alleget
fraud from being exhibited before the Boart
as ground for purging the
returns, or the mis
fortuue possibly of preventing the vote of thi
Presidential electors of Florida trorn being cas
in conformity to the will ot the peaple.
The l.clurns Prim a Facie Show a Ma
jorily of 763 (or Hayes.
Washington, Nov. 23—A telegram fron
Tallahassee, Fla., to the Republican Nationa
Committee says the official returns from all thi
counties in Florida are in, and oa their faci
show 7(13 majority for Haye3.
Hearing on Ihe Injunction—Decision He
1

served.

Tallahassee,

Nov. 23.—The

coutt be'or.
which the case of injunctions against the Gov
ernor and the mandamus of the
leturuiuj
board was to be tried, met this morning at 1
o’clock. The court room was crowded to its ut
The Governor presented through conn
most.
set an affidavit ip which he states he had nevei
made up his mind to canvass the votes and hat
not stated to any one that he had dope so: tba
even up to the present writings had not
de
cided that he wrs empowered to canvass tip
votes.

The Democratic counsel disregarding this af
fidavit argued through George P. Raney, thai
the Governor had no right to canvass the elec
toral vote, but that such right "resided with th<
canvassing board; and further, that the couri
did have jurisdiction over the Governor, not it
restraining him from doing what he was em
powered by law to do, but in restraining him
from performing an act he had no right to pet
form under the law.
Gen. Batlow replied on behalf of the Gover
nor, and denied the jurisdiction of the court
He said that the injunction issued against thi
Governor by the judge on the bench would havi
no more effect than if it were issued
by a pri
vate individual
Ho abjured the judge to care
fully consider the risk be run in issuing a wrii
of injunction that could not he enforced by am
legitimate proceedure if the government wa"

Foreign Import!.
Steamer Bermuda—11

merchandise to J F
dise to J Porteous.

[To the Associated Press.]
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and State at 4 50 @ 5 10; extra Western and State at
5 30 @5 45; good to choice Western and State at
5 50 @6 00; White Wheat Western extra at 5 65®
6 80; Fancy White Wheat Western at 6 85 @ 8 00;
extra Ohio at 5 30 @7 00; extra St Louis at 5 30 @
8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 30 @
8 50; good to choice to double extra at 8 75 @9 50;
Southern at 5 30 @8 75.
Rye flour is firm at 4 50
Cornmeal la fitra at 2 75 @
@ 5 15 tor superfine.
3 45. Wheat—receipts of 198,123 bush; the market
opened about lc better; sales 255,00(1 bush; 1 30 for
ungraded Minnesota ;1 18 @ 1 34 for ungraded Spring;
1 24 for Mixed Chicago; 1 22 for No 3 Chicago; 1 23 (ffi
1 24 for No 3 Milwaukee; 1 30 lor No 2 Chicago; 1 3i
@132 lor No 2 Milwaukee; 130@130£ for No 2
bond; 1 30 lor
Sheboygan; 1 32 for Canada
Winter Red Western ; 1 33 lor Winter Red Kansas;
1 40 for New York No 2 White. Rye is firm; 24,000
bush Western at 82 @ 84c; 33 bush State at 95c. Barley is quiet and heavy; no grade 47£c. Barley Malt
is unchanged
Corn—receipts ot 111,049 bush; the
market is in buyers favor with only a light business
reported for export and home use; sales 48,000 bush;
54| @ 55c for new no grade Mixed; 564c for new
steamer Mixed; 57Jc for old no grade Mixed; 58Jc
for graded low Mixed track; 59 @ 59£c for grade*!
Mixed; 60c for graded No 1; 54J @ 60c for ungraded
Western Mixed; 60c fo. Kansas Mixed; 60 @ 61c for
Yellow Western :57c; new Yellow Del 57c. Oats—receipts 58,200 bush: the market is dull without decided
change; sales ol 28,000 bush; 334 @ 40c for Mixed
Western and State; 38 @ 50c for White Western and
State, including rejected at 334c; New York No 3 at
37 @ 37£c; New York No 3 White at 384 @ 383c; New
York No 2 39 @ 39Jc; No 2 White at 42c; Mixed Western 33J @ 40c; While Western at 38 @ 42c; Mixed
State at 47 @ 49c: White do at 48 @ 50c. Coffee quiet
and unchanged; 15j @ 19c gold for cargoes; 16 @
204 gold for job lots. Sugar is quiet and very Arm at
93 @ 10Jc for fair to good refining; 104c for prime; reAned unchanged at 12c for standard A; 12g@12Jc
for granulated and powdered; 13c for crushed. Molasses- Foreign quiet; New Orleans in good demand
at 58 @ 63c for good to choice,
ltice is quiet and
6teady. Petroleum quiet and Arm; crude at 12c; refined at 26J @ 26|e. Tallow unsettled at 8§ @ 8|. Naval Stores—Rosin dull at 2 30 @2 35 for strained.
Turpentine is steady at 38 @ 38£c for Spirits. Pork
is lower and nominal; Mess at 16 87i @ 17 00; second
call seller all year 16 50 asked; seller January 16 50
asked; seller February 16 10 bid, 16 35 asked, seller
March at 16 20 bid. 16 40 asked. Beef is quiet. Cut
Meats—Western quiet; pickled hams 10J; middles
Lard heavy
Arm; long clear at 8g @ 9c, chiefly at 9.
and lower; prime steam at 10 50 @10 74, closing at
10 50; seller all the year at 10 10 @10 15; seller for

shipping

uiiiiuiu

@

y

ut

iu ii

Liscomb,

14

packages of
packages merchan-

Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov. 23.)
$271 Eastern E. scrip.£0
4 Boston and Maine Railroad. 96

25.do. 961
Railroad.5J @ 6

7s.1104^111
50j

Boston & Maine Railroad
Eastern Railroad 7s.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Bv Boston & Maine Railroad.—Howes. Hilion <x uo 2 cars corn, j&enseu, Tabor «x Co 1 do
flour,
Josselyn & Co 5 do flour, Pans Flouring Co 3 do
coru, Norton, Chapman & Co G do flour, King, Gilman 6c Co 10 do flour, Kensell,Tabor 6B Co 2 do
bran,
Caldwell & A 2 do wheat, A D Mortod; I do oats, G
W True & Co 6 do corn, S W Thaxier & Co 2 do

Kensell, T

6c Co 3 do corn and 1 do braD, Waldron & True 2 do coru, Dingle & Brewster l do apples, Hoi way & ltobinson 1 d>» flour, H S Steward 1
do corn, J W Wausol 1 do flour, Wheeler & Currier 1
do flour, W P Hubbard 5 do corn, J E Tibbetts ldo
bran, J B Fiske 1 do flour, Marr, True 6c Co l do
flour, J C Harmon 1 do flour, Paris Fiouriug Co l do
corn, Sbaw, H 6c Carney 1 do flour, Brown & Washbourn 2 do flour, Chas Sager l do oats, J B Donnell l
do flour, R Deering & Co 1 do lumber, 1 do flour,
Harris & Littleheld 2 do flour, W & C R Milliken 2
do flour, Hoaglaml & Oo 2 do oats, Geo A Hunt 6c
Co 3 do flour, C B Varney & Co 4 do flour, D W Coolidge i do flour, A L Loring 5 do corn, Waldron 6c
True 1 do oats, W & C R Milliken 1 do pork, Horace
Pendexter l do com, Fuller & Stanford 1 do flour,
W L Berry 1 do flour, J B Fiske 2 do flour, C Hayward 3 do flour, Wright & Whitcomb 2 do flour,
Owen & Barber $ do flour, Grand Trunk Railway G
do merchandise, Maine Central Railroad 35 do merchaudise, Portland 6c Ogdensburg Railway 2 do merchandise, Portland 18 do merchandise.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True 6c Co.
corn,

reuruarv

lit

C3F~See general

Freights

to

frPENSACOLA-Clil
Baltimore.
Arat Tybee

..

CurreucyG’g.

123$

The foliowing were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Cc, ex. 71}

Pacific Mail. 24$

New York Central 6c Hudsou R R.102$
Erie.
0|
Erie preferred. 16

Michigan Central. 42$
Panama...125
Union Pacific
Lake

Stock.59$

Shore.56$

Illinois Central...73$
Pittsburg R.
gg$
Chicago 6c Northwestern. 35$
Chicago 6c Northwestern preferred. 57ft
New Jersey Central. 39
Rock Island... 99$
St. Paul.. tl
19?
St. Paul preferred.
54$
....

Mississippi. 6
Delaware & Lackawanna. 69}
Atlantic 6c Pacific Telegraph. 14}

Ohio 6c

Missouri Pacific.
3
Atlantic 6c Pacific preferred. 2
were
the
The following
closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
109$
Union Pacific. 105$
Land

Grants. 100$

Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford 6c Erie let.
Guaranteed.

91$

17
16

$*rorideace Print Cloth* IVlarket.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., November 23—The Printing
cloths market steady at 4$e for best 64 x Gls with a
few transactions.

Ooincittc iflai

hi

D,

York. November 23—F.vening.—Floui— receipt 11,573 bbls; the market is a shade stronger on
low and medium grades with fair business; sales of
10,060 bbls; No 2 at 3 50 @4 25; Superfine Western
New

electhic"battekies
for sale and to let by

501 Congress St., Portland, Maine.
sndtf
nov23_

17th, biitf C C Bearse, Blais-

MOST EVERYBODY .NOWS.
\
thing most everybody knows,
That Boys are Clothed" from head to feet, 1
In "New York styles” at Grorgb Fenno’s,
/
^
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
dtdecll
8en21
'One

River.

(
,

Cleavcland, Ohio, 7s,

raiTF.n STATES fi.9fl

The
No

1!f!AI.I.F.n!> RdNllS

Presidency.
tell vho ish elected Bre?ident,

von can now

HUES OR TILDEN,
but

those who have been looking

the town vill

over

know that

W.H. KOHLING
99

Exchange St.,

(chust pelow Jose’s Centennial Block,) brought home
trom New York and the Centennial the

Choicest and most Desirable Stock
of Cloths
for Gentlemen’s Garments
There is

in

now

Portland.

diverbity

a great
of opinion whether
HAVEN or TILDEN will bent fit the Presidency but m Portland there are hundreds ot the

citizens (and the number of such is daily inwho believe that

best

creasing)

W. H. KOHLIM
can

best lit them to all kinds of

CLOTHING !
JUS. KOHLING cordially invites all to examine his stock of goods. It is no trouble to show

them.

If you want the best OVERCOAT which
be made in Portland, go lo KOHLING’N, 99 Exchange Hired.

can

If you want nu elegant DRESS NI7IT—
that will *uit—go to bOllLING’N,
No. 99 Exchange Street.
one

If you want a BENI^ENN SUIT
of
fiiNttiounble material and Ntylifth make, let
KOHLING lake your order.

FIRST CLASS CLOTHparticular for the lowed

If yon want
in every
go to

ING

price,

If.

W.

KOSILING’S,

NO. 99 EXCHANGE

aandfna

Sid 12th, barque Acacia, Anderson, for New YTork;
brig Havana, Meyer, do,
Cld at Havana 17th inst, ech Jefferson Borden,
Berry, Mobile.

no20

sndtf

J. & E. ?I. RAND,

Counsellors

North Sydney.

LLatest by European
Sid fin Queenstown 10th inst, Carrie Humphrey,
Grozier, Liverpool.
Sid fm Troon 9th inst, Jose D Bueno, Jones, for

are

CENTENNIAL

BLOCK,

oc31ndlm

Ar at Algoa Bay, CGH, Oct lltb, Minnie Abbie,
Harding. Table Bay; Mignon, Soule, Louden.
Sid tin Flushing Roads 8th inst, Alida, Colly, lor
Sandy Hook.
Ar at Barrow 10th inst, Seth W Smith, Marshall,
Calais.
Ar at Crookhaven 10th
inst, Pleiades, Holbrook,
Ricbibucto.

DR.

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SUKGEOY,
Late of Philadelphia,
—

SPOKEN.
Oct 23, off Cape St Antonio, barque Lepanto, Bunkfrom
New
York for Marseilles.
er,
Nov 18, Cape Hatteras SW 15 miles, sch Mary A
Power, from Pensacola lor New York.

European Market*.

Law,

EXCHANGE STREET.

St Jago.

.HlUUJlIJJi

at

have removed to

steamers.!

12c.

STREET,

First Door below Jose’s Centennial Block

Ar at Havana 15th, barque Mary C Hale, Higgins,
New York.
Cld at St John, NF, 10th inst, brig Edith Hall, Oliver, ^Barbadoes.
Ar at Cow Bay 21st, sch S B Hume, Digglns, from

Orleans. November 23.—Cotton is firm;

CONSI7LTFD

CAN

BE

—

FREE

bis

at

OF

rooms

riltKGK

in

Hall

Mechanics’

London, November 23.—2.00 P. M.—Consols at
9f$ lor money and account.
London, November 23—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1865, 103$; do 1877, at
109. Erie railway shares 9$.
London, November 23—3.00 P. M.—Consols 93 9-

The Doctor is

Buildiug.
a

Graduate of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

money and account.

lias been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion lhai lie never fail*
to cure w here a cure In postiible.

Liverpool, November 23.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton-

eases

firm ; Middling uplands at 6$d ;do Orleans at 6 9-16d;
sales 13,000 bales, including 1000 bales for speculation and export. Receipts of 2,600 bales, ot which
400 were American.

Reduced Rates!

Office filoun 9 to 14 A.
to S 6*.
gap

Delays are dangerous, and persons suffering from
Dropsy, Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and
Glandular Maladies, Mental and Physical Debility,

.71.,

I

5, ami 9
lebl7aneo«lti

to

Retention

Irregularities*
and in fact all affections of the Urino-Genital Organs,
are cured by Hunt’s Remedy.
Infallible Eye Wash cures Weak Eyes.
Female

Atlantic and Pacific

52-0 BONDS

eod&wlw

nov20

Telegraph

MARRIED,
In Farmington, Nov. 19, George Manter and Miss
Mattie D. York.
In Lewistcn, Nov. 16, Virgil P. Emery and Miss
Lizzie M. Harding, both ot Bath.
In Hallowell, Nov. 18, Fred W.Thompson and Miss
Jennie P. Gates, both of Winthrop.

74

East Deering, Nov. 23, Miss Almira

Bought

H. M.
32

(Grand Trunk Ticket Office.)

afternoon at 2 o’clock,

FROM

NAME

FOR

Tim
AIIl/ EllPAI'A
LUlUll,

25

Capital

mon

Hermann.New York. .Bremen.Nov 25
25

25
25
25

Fifty

.Glasgow.Nov 25
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.... Nov 25
Idaho. New York .Liverpool.... Nov 28
Russia.New York..Liverpool.... Nov 29

per cent.

School

for

...

no6

....

for

Imminent Ruiical
(94.00). By L. O.

gncltt

Urbino. Very Interesting.

of*

Dictionary
TiiKJIS

Almunac.November 24.

j High water. 5.15 PM
Sun sets.4.31 | Moon sets.11.50 PM

A

Musical

(S3 OO) Stainer & Barrett.
magnificent booh. Illustrated. Finely bound.
JUST OUT’

!

NEW&

THE

WORLD OF SONG

!

Vocal Gem of the Season!
Bound Volume of popular songs In Boards 52.50,
Cloth 53.00. Gilt 5100.
Either book mailed, post-free, for Retail Price.
TnE

Michigan Apples

PORT OF PORTLAND,

!

OLIVER DITSON &

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,
ARRIVED.
Steamship Bermuda. Angrove, Halitax NS—pasmdse
to
John Porteous.
and
sengers
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passento
mdse
and
Henry Fox.
gers
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
NB.
St
John.
and
Eastport
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for EastNB.
and
St John,
port
Steamer Artisan, Brooks, Calais for Boston.
Brig Abby Watson, Holden, from an eastern port

i;. II.

These Apples

packed

as

they

are

were

01

Boston
Oi t o.

Successors to Lee& Walker

Broadway,
New York.

|
Philadelphia.
Ja>2__novlW<teSAw‘iw

hand picked and
taken from the tree

NOBBY GOODS

J. S. CROCKETT,
oc9d3msn

CO.,

UIIMOQ

^ W.

wiwon

711

*5 Unshcis in a Barrel.

A/r

COMMERCIAI. STREET.

Fernald^s,

for New York.
Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias.
Sch Mary Jane Lee, Hackett, Hancock, with 12,000
boxes heriiDg and 500 qtls dry cod fish to Curtis &
Davis.
Sch Volunteer, Smith, Batb, to load for Windsor.
Sch Oregon, Duuton, Boothbay.
Sch Vesta, (Br)-,
for New York.
Sch Helen G King, Bracy, Calais lor New York.
Sch Nellie H. Mallocb, Eastport lor New York.
Sch Fanny Mitchell, Eastport for New York.
Sch Convoy, French, St George for New York.
Sch CbaB Upton, Keef, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Julia Elizabeth, Stover, Bangor for Neponset.
Sch Pierce, Varnum, Bangor for Chelsea.
Sch R R Colson, Clay, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Susan & Pbebe, Elwell, Bangor for Boston.
Sch New Zealand, Simmons, Bristol for DenDis.
Ar 19th—Brig Caroline Eddy, Dodge, Bangor for

237 MS)I)LP
I P

oct25distf

Windsor,'NS,

3-20s.
Highest market price paid for
above named bonds, or firs I-cl ass
securities given iu exchange.

Woodbury & Moulton,
07
nov29

E.V

RANGE

Boots!

A full line of Ladies’ I laud sewed
Kid of the tinest quality, especially
der teet, at

Boots in French

Escliaugc St.

JOHN
sepO

sntf

|

[

PIAWfl'!

1 JJHiUk)
and

ORGANS.
augtttt

E<>. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Wfber ■*inno, ami
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended to as

nly

KINSMAN.
__d3m

Over

Coatings
—

I

l|lf

Fixtures !

(Gas

STREET.
cotlly

Quoddy, Young, St John, NB.
Sid 17tb, brig Ernest, Lunt, South

!

to ten-

} LEAVITT & DAVIS

Jy7_

C-H-I-N-E-S-K
sep26

adapted

437 Congress St, Farrington Rloek.

12S

Lfbom mebchant’s exchange.1
Ar at Havana 12th, sch Nellie Bowers. Spear, trom
Pensacola; F W Emery, Falker, Portland; 17th,
Addie Jordan, Leavitt, do.
Sid 12tb, barque Masonic, Rice, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 11th, brig Sarah M Loring, loring,
Glasgow; Agenora, Walls, I'm Portland; 13th, sch

ST.
STAIR*.

Ladies’ Fine

PttEBLK DAVIS.

Investment Bankers,

MessiDa, (and sailed 22d.)
CLEARED.
Sch Anaconaa, Fickett, Millbridge—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Oriental, Wallace, Machias—Nath’l Blake.
Part of the outward bound fleet started to go out,
but returned.

phreys, Liverpool.

Book.

O. Emerson. First
(.Night
Class Collection
Choirs.
one halfday rates. Biographical Sketches itS»)
ConapoMei’M

Sun rises.7.03

ot Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 13th. sch Wni Slater, Machias.
Sid 13th, brigs Geo W CbaBe, Patterson, Pensacola;
15th, Jeremiah. Ford, do.
Sid fm Sagua 13th, brig Gambia, for Pensacola;
BCb Armida C Hall, Hall, do.
Arat Bombay 22d, ship George F Manson, Hum-

Song

The Salutation.

SO words at

City of VeraCruz.. .New York. Havana.Nov 29
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.Dec 2
Portland.... Liverpool
Dec 9
Polynesian..

MARIHS'E;

songs

Schools.

Day Rates reduced The
River. By('A3st“&
Shining Very
W. O. Perkins.
beautiful Sabbath

Aleatia.New York.

fliixazure

etc.

The Whippoorwill. By(awe*o:
Perkins
collection oi
for Com-

City of Havana.New York. Havana.Nov 25
Erin.New York..London.Nov25
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Nov 25
China.Boston.Liverpool.... Nov
Helvetia.New York.. Liverpool... .Nov
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Utopia.New York. London.Nov

(7Gcts.) ByL. 0 EmFor Singing

tKSON*.

Schools, Convention,

DATE

.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

Exchange Street.eodtf

A BRILLIANT LIST.

BRANCH OrFICBS®,®^"8"-

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

Payson& GO.,

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

years,

[Funeral services Sunday
at bis father’s residence.

for other
the most favorable

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

m;27

[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
Friends and relatives are invited to attend.
In Deering, Nov. 23, Granville M, Bedeli, aged 26

exchanged

or

Securities on
terms by

Exchange Street,

Barbour,

81 years.

Go.

GENERAL, OFFICE,

DIED,

Moravian

All

The highest market price paid for sur-h bonds and
7or Government Bonds of every description
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds maturing
Dec. 1st, 1S76.
ju7eod6m2dp

Sid fm Caibarien 11th inst, sch Helen J Holway
Thompson, New York.
Sid fm Cardenas lltb, sch Mary E Long, Eldridge,
Pensacola; 13tb, brig Addle Hale, Sheppard, do.
Ar at Matanzas 12th inst. brig Stephen Bishop,
Giikey. Marseilles; sch Day Break, Blake, from Fer-

dling uplands at 11c.
Norfolk, November 2s.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands at J1 Jc.

In

SALE

knd other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

for Philadelphia.

Savannah, November 23.—Cotton market quiet;
Middling uplands at 113c.
Charleston, November 23.—Cotton active and
firm; Middling uplands at 11$ @ 11 §c.
Augusta, November 23.—Cotton is firm; Mid-

aged

FOR

OFFER

f’oilland Municipal 6s
Portland Aid Kail road 6s,

FOREIGN PORTS.

Middling uplands ll$c.

Hunt’s Remedy.

BARRETT,

No. 200 Middle Street,

Ar at Amoy Oct 3, barque Chalmette, Waite, from
Point Lobos.
Ar at Sourabaya 20th inst, barque Thos Fletcher,
Pendleton. New York.
Sid fm Pauillac Nov 20, ship Scotia, Baker, for
N^ew Orleans.
Ar at Adelaide prev to 2lst, barque Marathon, Emery, New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 14, ship Alice Buck, Herriman, San Francisco.
Sid Oct 16, barqne Challenge, Waite, Manila, to
load for New York.
In port Oct 16th, ship Alex McNeil, Pettis, repRi
barque O O Wnitmore, Peabody, unc.
Sid fin Taganrog 11th inst, sch Robt Palmer, Dennison, New York.
Ar at Genoa prev to 21st inst, barque G Reusens,
Leighton, New York.
Sid fm Marseilles 21st inet, barque Horace Beals,
Fickett, Havana.
Ar at Hamburg 22d inst, barque Silas Fish, Sawyer, New York.
At London 11th inst. ship John O Baker, Pennell,

unchanged.
Louisville, November 23.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands ll}c.
Wilmington, November 23—Cotton is steady;
Middling uplands at 11} @ ll}c.

Urine,

A

DEALERS IN BONDS,

29th, sch Belle, Gott, Orland for Englewood.
In port 20tb, brigs Abbv Tbaxter, and Wm Robertson; 8chs Ailie Oakes, Helen Mar, Wesley Abbott,
Com Kearney, Cherub,Willis Putnam, Helen M Condon, Wm Stevens, Mary B Rogers, Olive E.iaabetn,
Kolon, Alaska, Belle, Nellie Belle, C H Eaton, Clara
Jane, Gen Banks, Mary Riley, Emily A Staples, Jed
F Duren, R L Tay, Odell, Benjamiu, Prospect. JJ
Spencer, Hortensia, Margie. Nellie Eaton. H E Wellman, J W Drisko, Charlie Morton, C S Rogers, Spartel, Saarbruek, J H Chaffee, Wm Carroll, Westerloo,
Anna S Murch, Decora, Maggie Ellen, Fannie F Hall,
Lugano, Orozimbo, Paran, Edw Waite, Kate Walker,
May Day, Reno, Laura Bridgman, Everglade, Rose,
Nathan Clifford, Sammy Ford, G M Porter. John
Farnbam, Lizzie B McNichols, Carrie Belle. Thos N
Stone J P Abaes, Neptune’s Bride, Campbell, Aldanah Rokes. Mail, Erne J Simmons. Fannie Butler,
Mary Lymburner, Isabella Jewett, S P Adams, Jas
Bliss. Searsville, L A Snow, Adriana, Mary Sands,
Watchman, Northern Light, Yreka, Union, Nellie
Chase, Whitney Long, Ella M Pennell, Jesse Hart,
John Bird. Mary Ella, Caleb Eaton, Julia & Martha,
Mary E Smith. Charlie Cobb, Nancy J Day, Lizzie
Major, Rival, Francis Hatch, and Belle.
BOSTON—Cld 23d, sch Sarah F Bird, Hall, Portland. for Cuba.
Cld 23d, sch E II Nash, Sawyer, Halifax.
Sid 23d, brig Tally Ho.
BANGOR—Cld 22d, ship R B Thomas, (new, 1100)
Peleg Nickels, master, lor Liverpool via Searsport.

et is firm and

take

IlVSTBIJMEI'fTS,

SURRICAL

Ar

Receipts—1595 bbls flour, 16,C86 bush wheat, 1182
bush com, 9708 bush oats.
Shipments—7411 bbls flour, 3,327 bush wheat, 000
bush corn, 750 bush oats.
Cleveland,November 22.—The Petroleum mark-

once

of

Dealer In anil Manufacturer

York.

bid.

should at

G. SCHLOTTEBBECK,

A.

Munroe, New Bedford for Bristol, Me.
Ar 19tb, sch F Hatch, Elmer, Rockland for New

Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 24,000 bush wheat, 14,000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley,
2000 bush rye, 00 hogs, 000 cattle.
Detroit, November 23.—Flour is steady at 6 25
@ 6.75 tor choice White. Wheat is dull; extra White
Michigan oflered at 1 38}; milling at 1 32 bid; No 1
White Michigan offered at 131; milliDg 121, 122
asked; No 1 Amber Michigan offered at 1 25. Corn is
firm; No 1 Mixed nominal at 55c. Cats steady and
unchanged; White Western at 41c; No 1 Mixed 37}c

16 for

and made to order.

band

columns.

TthodflP. Suffolk. Va. for Boston: Lizzie Maior. Tracy, fm Philadelphia for Sandy Point ; Naney J Day,

_

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States new 4Js.
110$
United States 6s, 1881, coup.1173
United States 5-20’b 1865, old,.110$
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.1134
United States 5-20*8,1867.
1164
United States 5-20's, 1868
117$
United States news’s,.1124
United States 10-10$, coup.114$

on

Brown, Kane, Pascagoula.
Passed through Hell tiate 21st, schs Helen Augusta, from New York for Portland; Alice Oakes, do for
Providence; Mary, do for New bury port; F Arthcmius, Hobokeb for Boston; Albert Treat, do lor Fall
River; Huntress, do for do; Oak Grove, New York
for Bangor; Viola, and R M Brookings, do for Boston; Frank, do for Salem; Zampa, and Magnet, do
for Portland; Sea Foam, and Chas E Hillier, do tor
Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 22d, schs S S Harding, Smith,
Philadelphia; J C Nash, Crowley, and Franconia,
Blake, New York: Mexican, Haskell, do.
WESTERLY. RI—Ar 22d, sell Mary, Hallowell,
Dennysviile.
NEWPORT—Sid 22d, sch Canary, Brown, for St
Marys, Ga, to load timber for Bath.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th,schs Charlie Cobb,

8$c.

UiUJ

pinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

*
Havre.
Cld 21st, sch F H Odlorne. Crowell, Boston.
Cld 22d. sch Nellie Lampher, Higgins, lor Lynn;
Abbie, Adams, Somerset.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sch Melissa A Wiley,
Wiley. Gardiner.
NEW FORK—Ar 21st, schs J G Drew, Carter,
Bangor; Veto, Henderson, Thomaston; F P Hall,
Keen, Fall River; Maria Adelaide, Kent, New Haven; W P Ritchie, Hail, New London.
Cld 21st, schs Josephine, Fickett, Mansanilla; J W

No 3 Milwaukee at 1 00}.
Com dull and drooping;
No 2 at at 45c. Oats are firmer; No 2 at 32c.
Rye
is buoyant; No 1 at 68c. Barley is dull and
weak;
No 2 Spring at 76c; No 3 do at 42c. Provisions are
quiet and nominal. Mess Pork at 16 00 cash. Lard
—prime steam 10.
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 95,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—15,000 flour, 19,000,bush wheat.
St. Louis, November 23.—Flour is quiet and unchanged ; Superfine Fall at 3 75 @ 4 00; extra Fall at
4 25 g 4 50.
Wheat—No 2 Red Fall at 1 25} eash;
1 25} (g 127 seller for December; 1 30 seller January;
No 3 Red Fall at 117} @ 117} cash; 118} @ 1 19 for
seller December. Corn tirmei—No 2 Mixed at 43c for
cash and seller November; 41c seller December and
all the year. Oats easier—No 2 at 32}c bid cash; 32c
bid seller for November and December
Rye is firm
at 62. Barley quiet and unchanged. Pork dull and
unchanged. Lard dull at 10 asked; 9} bid. sales at
10} seller February. Bulk Meats easier; shoulders at
6} (g 6Jc; clear rib sides at 8} @ 8fc; clea* sides 8} (g
Bacon is auiet and unchanged; shoulders at
7} @ 7$; clear rib sides at 9 @ 9}; clear sides at 9§ (g
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easier; *no 1 Milwaukee at l 19; No2 Milwaukee at
114}; seller December at 114; seller January 1 16};

11c.

Jandages and Supporters, Trusses,
Shoulder Braces,

CHARLESTON—Cld 18th inst, brig Nellie Crosby,
Bain, Antwerp.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d inst, barque Adelaide Norris,
Tukey, Liverpool.
Sid 21st. ship John IVCosta, for Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Ida C Bullard, Small,

Milwaukee, November 23.—Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat unsettled and lc higher; closed

New

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

BRUNSWICK, GA— Cld 16th, sch Alfred Keen,

W^Ue

uplands

Surgical Instruments,

1
J

22d,ship Premier, McGIlvery, from

Keating, Satilla

iu <o

tfoRK, November 23.—Cottor—holders

£

^Ar^mh,

fl

New

{

brig Hattie S Bishop. Bishop, Matanzas;
Kb Ralph Carliou, Harkucas, do |
SAVANNAH—Ar ‘JOtb, sch Cyrus Hall, Howes,

Liverpool—market is quiet and firm.

askiog higher prices; Middling uplands at

news

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DOMESTIC PORT*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 14th, barque Martha Rideout, Nichols, Port Blakely.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 17tb, ship Scioto, Mitchell,

Chicago, November 23.—Flour is in fair demand
and firm; common to choice Western shipping extra
at 4 50 @ 5 25; Minnesota 5 00 @ 7 25.
Wheat active
and firm and 1} higher; No 1 Chicago Spring 1 14};
No 2 Chicago Spring at 113 cash; 113} seller for December; 115 seller for January;No 3 Chicago Spring
at 1 05}; rejected Chicago Spring at 91® 93}c. Corn
is in good demand and shade higher; No 2 at 45Jc
for cash; 44} @ 44}c seller December.
Oats—at 32}c
33c cash; 33c for se.ler December; 33}c seller for
an uary. Rye firmer at 66}c
Barley easiei at 69}
@ 70c cash; 69}c seller December. Pork fairly active
and shade higher at 15 80 cash;15 82} seller for all the
year; 15 92} seller for January. Lard is in good demand and shade higher at 9 85 @ 9 90.cash; 9 92} for
seller all year and J an uary. Bulk Meats are easier;
shoulders at 6§ @ 6}; sides at 8| @ 8|c.
Receipts—8,500 obia Pour, 61,000 busn wheat, 58,000 bush corn, 23,000 bush oats 45,000 bush barley,
4,400 bush of rye.
Shipments-9,500 bbls flour, 119,C00 bush wheat, 44,000 bush corn, 18,000 busn oats, 11,000 bash barley,
1800 bush rye.
un the call of the board in rbe afternoon—Wheat
firmer at 115 seller January. Corn unchanged. Oats
firmer at 33 @ 33}c seller December.
Pork is firmer
at 15 9o all year; 16 05 seller January.
Lard higher
at 9 82} seller all the year.
Toledo, November 23. -Flour is steady. Wheat is
firm; No 1
Michigan 1 30}; extra White Michigan 1 38;
Michigan on spot and seller for
December
; seller for November at 126};
seller Jauuary 29; No 2 Amber Michigan at 118;
No 1 Red Winter at 1 32; No 2 Red Winter at 1 22};
seller December at 1 23; seller January 1 25;No 3 lied
at 1 17}; rejected held at 1 12}, 112 bid.
Corn firm;
high IVMxed at 53c; new at 50}c; No 2 at 51c; new at
49c; No 2 White at 50}c; new 49c; damaged at 49c;
ilc; rejected 49c; new 47}c. Oats are steady; No 2
at 34c; rejected 27}c.
Clover Seed at 9 35.
Receipts—200 bbls flour, 18,000 bush wheat, 25,000
bush Com, 14,000 bush Oats,0,000 Barley.
Shipments—500 bbls flour, 11,000 bush Wheat, 10,000 bush Corn,2,000 bush Oats.

Bouton block

Eastern

tuner

MEMORANDA.
Brig Praiiie RoRe, Greenleaf, from New Orleatia for
Havana, which put into Key West in distress and
afterward drove ashore in a gale, was sold by auction Nov I8th.
Fears are expressed for the safety of sebr Carrie
Heyer, which cleared at New York Sept 5 tor Galveston. She encountered a heavy gale a few days after
leaving port and sustained considerable damage,
making it necessary to call at Savannah for renairs.
She cleared from here Sept 28 for port of destination
and has not been beard from since.
Sch W H Sargent parted chains and drove ashore
at City Island 20th, wbre she remains, with loss of
head gear and other damage.
Sch Ralph Howes, before reported ashore near
Seal Harbor, has been hanled ott and towed to Belfast. No material damage.
The amount of damage to baiqne Monbegan. which
took ftre at New Orleans, is estimated at $10,100.

10 274.

and Incontinence of

votes.

i

!
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he Advance Guard of a Great Russian
Army.
Belgrade, Nov. 23—A crisis seems approaching in Eastern affairs. Russians are
coming In great numbers by way of Gladowa,
and a heavy detachment of Cossacks Is on
Its commanders say it
tee way to Belgrade.
is the advance guard of G30.0DO men, destined
for Servia.
All the barracks in Belgrade are
evacuated
The Servian tioops will be quartered in private houses.
It is reported that a distinguished Russian
civilian will accompany Gen. Semeke, Gen.
Tchernayeff’s successor, to Belgrade, aud will
reside there during the campaign and have
charge of all civil administration.
Bosnian Moslems Preparing to Resist.
London, Nov. 23.—A correspondent of the
News at Belgrade says Servia will be the extreme right wing of the Russian line of operation.
Serviaus will be sent to Bosnia under
their own officers.
Roumanian pontoon trains
are all iu the Danube ready tor use.
The Moslems in Bosnia have raised $3,000,000
'I

will attempt to fill the board.
The board today completed the canvass ol
only three parishes, as follows:
Natchitoches—Tdden 1701, Hayes 2099.
Union—Tilden 1493, Hayes 94.
Ibersville—Tilden 957, Hayes 2297.
At one poll in Natchitocdes the board threw
out 542 voles for three Eepublican electors anc
173 votes for three Democratic electors on account of informalities.
The vote for five Be
publican electors in Natchiioches was 1158.
In Iberia five Eepublican electors received
only 1848 votes instead of 2297, owing to tht
omission of names on the ballots.
The board
will probably take up contested parishes to

majority.

an

Crimes aud Casualties.
The Btore of James B. McAllister at South
Sntton, N. H., was burned Wednesday night.
Boss unknown.
On the person of one of the counterfeiters arrested at Richmond, la., was found $860 of the
queer and $4000 more in tbeir baggage.
Trancis Alden was found
guilty of murder at
Hamilton, Out., yesterday, and sentenced to be

UL

nlofni^

longer than the ten days tney have been accustomed to sit. The board, therefore, completed its work, adjourned sine die and is no
longer in existence.
Certificates of election were sent to those deNo certificates
clared elected by the board.
were issued to either party in Laurens or Edgefield counties.
Members of the board say of tbeir adjournment sine die, that it was done to prevent tbe
possibility of tbe Democrats getting au advantage hereafter byjthe pretence that the board
had not complied with tbe law.
Ex-Attorney General Akerman and all other
Republican lawyers in Columbia agree that
there has been no contempt of court.
Gov, Chamberlain last night sustained tbe
action of the hoard of canvasseis, saying that
under the law they could not do otherwise.
He does not admit the power of the Supreme
Court to control tbe action of the board during the time of its existence, and is certain the
court has no power to extend that time.
He
said the board was not guilty of contempt, but
would have been if the court in the first place
had issued a restraining order, whioh has not
been done.
The conversation concluded as follows:
Reporter—Coaid the United States court in
any way interfere with state matters?
Governor—Yes, the court might say, for instance, that orders to reconvene the board of
canvassers for any purpose would affect federal
officials, aud might interfere and stop the pro-

Excitement at llie Action of the Canvassing Board—Resignation of Adjutant
General Parvis.
Considerable excitement is repotted throughout the state, but no demonstration of violedce
or lawlessness.
The action of the board of
state canvassers is considered final by tbe Republicans, while tbe Democrats claim that it
has no effect btcause tbe whole question was
in tbe bands of the Supreme Court, and
the board is guilty of contempt. They express
tbeir determination to continue tbe proceedings
in tbe court and bring tbe matter to a conclusion tbere.
Last night tbe Democratic counsel served
ibe writ of mandamus issued yesterday by the
court ou the members of the board.
The Supreme Court will meet to-morrow to
hear the return of the board.
E \V. Purvis, Adjutant General and member of the board of canvassers, says he has resigned his office.
Xhc Board Ordered to Reassemble.
The court has issued an order reconvening
the board ol canvassers to-morrow. One member of the board declares be will not obey the
order, and characterizes tne court as a pack of
scoundrels.

tionally quiet.
The report then details at length the history

will make

4

TWEED.

C >1. Zacharie received a letter from Col
Bush, vice president of the Democratic conser
vative state central committee, presssng upon
the board the necessity of appointing Dr. Ken
nedy on tbe board if the proceedings were to bt
conducted in a spirit of fairness and justice,
A request for representation among the clerk:
was also made.
Gov. Wells—The clerical force has been com

Reporter- If ahe legislature, as organized by
the action of the board, should declare you
Governor, would you stick?
Governor—If the legislature, as finally organized, should throw out certain counties
whose returns have beon attacked because of
frauds, and by their action I should be elected,
I would certainly stick.
Reporter—Do yon think you have been elected?
Governor—Certainly; it is my opinion that
by an honest count 1 hive not less than 8000

The Indians in New Mexico .have been remarkably good, and the ICiowas, Comaoches,
Cheyennes and Arrapaboes have been excep-

tn
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the court restraining the state hoard cf canvassers.from issuing a certificate of election to
postmaster Watts, elector on the Republican
The Republicans heie sent United
ttcket.
States District Attorney Coghlan to Poptlaud,
by steamer yesterday, to attend to the interests
of their paity. The Oregon board meets Monday text to canvass the returns.

actory.

ceedings.

fantry.

Rlirp

CAROLINA.

yesterday at 12 o’clock.
On tbe question whether tbe statement of
of Laurens county
the county canvassers
should be included iD tbe statement aud determination of tbe board tbe vote was yeas 2, nays
3. Those voting in the negative were tbe Adjutant General, Comptroller General and State
Treasurer. In tbe affirmative, tbe Secretary oi
State aud Attorney General.
On tbe same question as to the county of
Edgefield, all the members of tbe board except
the Secretary of State, voted for its exclusion.
The court adjourned to Friday to hear arguments on a new mandamus asked for by the
Democratic counsel, relative to tbe action of
In tbe
the board on Presidential electors.
meantime the board of canvassers, who held
their sessions at the other end of the capital,
had taken the action already reported, which
will greatly simplify if it does not render unnecessary any further proceedings before the
court in reference to their powers and dutiep.
The law of Sonth Carolina, as interpreted
by the board and always acted upou heretofore, requires tbe board to complete their work
from tbe
as state convassers within ten days
time they commence their sessions, Sundays
excepted. Tbe time expired at noon. There
is a difference of opinion among lawyers as to
tbe true interpretation of tbe statute, but at
all events there is no law, and there has been

WASHINGTON.

hp

immediately.

act

Why the Canvauing Hoard Adjourned.
Columbia, Not. 23 —The action of the canvassing board Is based upon the law of tbe
state, which requires tbe canvass of the vote to
be performed in ten days. Tbe time expired

Vessels Wauled.
Calais, Nov. 23—Lumber dealers report that
there about 75 cargoes of lumber now ready for
shipment, and only five vessels in port.
One
hundred sail are needed. Freights are $2.25 to

enroute

ofnnn

ported that he returned on summons bj
graph to assist in obtaiuiug an iojunctiou

Gov. Welles—February.
Gen. Anderson continuing—At any rata the
became a law on the 20th of November
1872. The Senate not being in session then ai
tbe succeeding session elected the following
officers: Governor Wells, John Lynch, Gen,
Longsworth G. Cozenove and Louis M. Kenner
Subsequently Mr. Lynch having resigned, -J,
T. C. Andersan was elected by the board om
of its members. That is all the law says on the
subject, and now I am acting uuder this law
and there is nothing in this law about a mao
being disqualified on tbe ground of being a
candidate. If there was I would not be sitting
at present on this board.
Furthermere, I ac
knowledge that my competitor was elected
but, however, I wish the public to understand
I am not acting under the same law as I did io
1870, when I testified I was ineligible undei
hat law.
I hope the explanation will be satis

|New York Special.]

been let to strangers.

of the Sioux war. The report says: Col. Hazeu, of the Gth Infantry, commanding at Fort
Buford, has started up the Missouri river for
Fort Peck, with four companies of his regiment to head off Sitting Bull, who is
reported
by the surrendered chiefs to have slipped out
with thirty lodges of his own especial follow
ers during the retreat down Bad Route
Creek,
aud to have resumed his course for Fort Peck
or the British Possessions.
Col. Miles reports that it is his purpose to re
plenish his supplies, turn north and follow this
last desperate band to the death. The winter is
close at hand and there is great danger from
the weather iu that high latitude, but with a
reasonable certainty of finding some food at
Fort Peck aud abundance at Fort Buford or hi3
own cantonment on the
Yellowstone, he wdl

Canvass

tVia wail ami

place.

rington have been making the rounds of the
livery stables here and find that no teams have

Boston;$2.25

Obeyed.

Progressing Slowly.

of sandy complexion, with a scar on his forethe other wore a heavy black moustache. A Waterville officer and Marshal Bar-

head;

MARINE

JLikely

Louisiana

♦ rtrtlr

The request was made by the Democratic
council that they be notified as to the order in
which the contested parishes would be taken
up so they might have time to summon witnesses from distant parts of tbe state.
President Wells said the rules governing the
board could not be changed; that not'ce would
be given when a contested parish was to be
considered, but that there was no order established.
It was agreed that the parish of East Baton
Rouge would be tbe first contested parish taken
up.
Gen. Anderson rose to a question of privilege
and read an article from a newspaper and said,
“I wish the public to know and also the editor
who has not probably read the act under which
this board is acting (Act. No. 28 of November,
1872,) that since that time when I resigned my
position as member of the returning board on
acoountof being a candidate for the Senate, the
law has been changed.
Now for the information of the gentlemen present and others, I
will state that tbe law under which I was acting in 1870 and 1872 is different from the law
under which 1 am actiug at present.
Act No,
28Jof November, 1872, dots not'state as tbe act
of 1870 stated, that no candidate will be eligible
to set on the returning board.
Under tbe act
of 1870 the Attorney General, Governor, John
Lynch, Gen. Longstreet and myself were members of the returning board. I didn’t act on
the hoard which returned Gov. Kellogg or
Gov. McEuery, but after tbis act of 1872 was
signed by Gov. Warmouth it was required of
five persons elected by the Senate that the
board should consist of a majority of tbe members which established a quorum, and in cast
of no quorum by death or otherwise, then tbe
vacancies were to be filled by a residue of the
board of returning officers. Now it appear:
that the session of the returning board follow
ing this act which was in January or February,
I don’t recall which date, the election toot

Ad-

have proved successful.
The Havings Bank Commission-

direction of Waterville and their team

NOTES.
The official vote of New Hampshire is:—
Hayes41,522, Tilden 38,448, scattering 76.
Senator Kelley of Oregon, left Sau Francisco
Tuesday, ostensibly for Washington.
It now
appears he left the train at Sacramento and

piescribed figure.

could identify one, but as yet nothing has been
discovered to lead to their detection. The citizens of this quiet, orderly town are very much
excited ove'r the affair. All feel that a bold,

It was

universally thought that the authoress, since
her typhus fever, had aided Nature by the use
of false hair. At the last toilet there was found

Mesiien of the Returning Ronrd.
determined to resist it. Gen. Barlow did not
i enter into the merits of the case at all, but
[To the Associated Press.]
There were present ; merely stood upon lack of jurisdiction on the
The board met at 11.30.
part of the court.
for the Democrats Messrs. Palmer, Bigler,
At the c'ose of the argument the court adTrumbull, Julian and G. B. Smith; for the Republicans Messrs.. Stoughton, Stevensop, Par- journed.
A decision will probably be reached to morker Clarke hud Farwell.
Judge Spofford of
There is some excitement in the city.
row.
the counsel for the Democratic candidatesjsabIt is very generally be'ieved that the Governor
mitted the following:
not
will
obey the injunction even if issued toThe undersigned of the counsel for candimorrow.
The Republicans all deny that the
dates on the Democratic conservative ticket rehas
a shadow of jurisdiction,
court
that
are
informed and
they
spectfully represent
believe that the supervisors of registration for
fourteen parishes had Dot filed their returns
here at the time the board adjourned yesVfiB.TlONT.
terday; that many of these returns are and have
Protect from the Contesting Elector.
been in the city of New Orleans in the hands of
Montpelier, Nov. 23.—The following prothe Republican supervisors or of a R-epublicsu
test was served lodav on the Governor of Vercandidate for CoDgress; that proof of this fact
mont by the counsel for Aldrich, the contesting
appears in affidavits filed relative to the parelec or:
ishes of Ouachita, Lafayette, East Baton
To his Excellency, Horace Fairbanks, GoverRouge, Red River, Franklin and others; that it nor of Vermont :—The
undersigued hereby
appears from statements made by Gen. T. C.
protest against your including the name of
Anderson before the board on Monday last that
N.
Sollaco
in
the
list
ol names of elecHenry
returns for St. Laudry were in New Orleans
tors of the state of Vermont for the President
that day, though reported filed yesterday;
Vice-President
of
and
the
United
States as rewhertfore the uudersigued move that the suquired by section 130 of the general statutes of
pervisors or other persons holding said returns the
United States for the following reasons:
be ordered to briog the same before this board
That the said Henry N. Sollace on the 7th
of returning ofiicers forthwith.
day of Nov. 187G, was postmaster under the
The annexed proof shows that M. .J. Grady,
laws of the United States and therefore is insupervisor for Ouachita, has had his returns
eligible as an elector, and we regard any act by
here in this city for a week past; that J. A.
person either officially or otherwise tending
Veazey, supervisor for Lafayette, had his re- any
to givo him such support as illegal and void
turns here a week ago; that F. A. Glover, suand a direct violation ol the constitution of the
pervisor for East Baton Rouge, has been here United States.
with his returns lor seven days past; that W.
Respectfully submitted,
H. McKay, supervisor of Franklin, forwarded
Amos Aldrich,
bis returns on the 12th inst.. and is now in the
Geo. M. Fisk.
city and that Geo. S. Smith, Republican candiNov.
1870.
Montpelier,
23d,
date for Congress in the fourth district, is in
Toe Governor has not signified what action
the city of New Orleans and brought with him
be will take upon the protest.
frnm fiVinairnnni<t nrwl
liarl nnd
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May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots ol Fe 3senden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chishol
Bros., or all trains that run out of the city.
At
At
At
At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.

Saco,

Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
of L.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and

Stevens

The steamer City of Richmond will make
her last trip for tbs season to Baugor Novernber 29th.

& Co.

CITY AND VICINITY
:

Wew Advertisements

Brief .Soiling*.
Reform club meeting this evening at Asso
ciation Hail, corner of Congress and Casci
streets, at 7J o’clock.
Preparations are being made for a temper
auce praise meeting at Allen Mission Thanks
giving evening.
Tbe public are cordially invited to tbe Allei
Mission gospel temperance meeting this evening.

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Thanksgiving Night—Ball.
Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association.
Promenade Concert—P. A. C.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

The rules and regulations of the Agee
Brotherhood have been printed by Stephen Ber
ry and a few copies are for sale by him.
non. Nathan Webb and Darius Iugrabarr
have declined to assume tbe duties of executor:
of the will of the late Hon. F. O. J. Smith, ai
intimated in this paper some time since.
in this city yesterBoston and Maine
road at Plaistow, N. H., was broken into tbe
other evemng and a lot of tickets stolen.
was

Intelligence was received
day that the station of tbe

Carlton Kimball.
Steamer Franccnia.
Private Sale.

On Monday evening at Music Hall, Miss
Walton will appear in “Maud’s Peril’’ support
ed by Mr. Forrest of the l^ifth Avenue Theatre
New York, Mr. Calder, Messrs. Bascomb,
Adams and Miss Camille Clifford.

Centennial.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Crash has Come—C. D. B. Fisk & Co.
New Goods—Carlton Kimball.
For Sale Curtis & Davis.
Coachman’s Situation Wanted.
Patents Obtained.
House for Sale or Lease.
To Let—Front Room.
For Sale or to Let—House.
House to Let—John H Real.
To Rent—Upstairs Tenement.

THE

«

FAIR.

Continued Success of tbe Exhibition.

Special Steamboat Notice.

1-egal

Notices—2.

Portland Practical Navigation School.

PORTLAND POST
Office
From 8.C0

Sundays

from 9 to 10

OFFICE,

Hours.

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Deliver
a m

a m.

Portland, Me., Oct, 10, 1876.
Arrival and Departure of Maiiu*
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.2i
p. m. and 12 30 a. m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.3, !
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p in.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maim
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close a

8.30 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p ir
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p in
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes,
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. K. Arrive at 8.40
am. Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., anc
3.00 p in. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrivt
at 1.30 ana 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m and 2.0(
p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m and 4.20 p m. Close at 10.C(
a m and 2.20 p m.
By the Bridgtou Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
6.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m,
Close at 5.00 p in.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.

The

The ladies at this booth are having wonderful
in disposing of button hole bouquets,
but they do want if possible to sell the ele-

success

phant’s ear.
The
more

Ar-

Stated Meetings.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.
Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt
R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon,

Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon
St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday ir
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m. ; Grand Com-

mandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic InstructionSecond and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, tirti
*iday.
ouncil—Portland Council P. of J. sosond Fri-

Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourtl
Friday in Maich, June, September and December.
O. O. F.
A Odd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothels, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
I.
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R., second and fourth Saturday.

Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Satuiuays.
Relief

month.

association—Every third Tuesday in

tht

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Associat'd
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

evening.

Patriotic (. der Sons of America—Camps N(
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office
Plum Street; >o 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 oi
Wednesday ev« ing: No. 4 on Monday evening; N<
2 at School” Home, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth

Friday evening.
Bos worth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every B'ridaj
in Mechanics* Hall, corner of Congress ant

Casco streets.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printers’ Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Street. Open day and evening. Business meeting
every Monday evening at 7i o’clock.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Cornel
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturday in each month.
Mercantile Library Association, Congresi
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Deliv
ery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.
PAybon Literary Society.—Meetings even
cor.

Brown

example.

The
Bev. Mr. Fenn’s withdrawal from High street
chnicli, met at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
Delegates from the Congregational churches in
Gotham and
this city, Lewiston, Auburn,
Cumberland Mills were preseut, also Bev. Mr.
Manning of Boston and Prof. Sewall of Bruns,

ant

Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 U 1
and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association-

Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thors
day in each month.
Knights op Pythias—Bramliall Lodge, No. :
Thursday evenings; M unjoy Lodge, No. 6, Mon
day evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, .Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Nayy Union- Come:
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in eacl

To recover for injuries received. Plaintiff discon
tinues.
J. & E. M. Itaud.
Andrews.
Stephen Van Itenselear, exr. vs. Benj. Kelly, cxi
This is an action of debt upon a judgment which ha< l
been discharged ou payment ot a percentage. Piaiu
tiff claims that defendant fraudulently represente 1
that he had no properly at the time discharge wa s
obtained. The issue Is whether his representatio: 1
was fairly made or not.
Bradbnrys.
Stront & Gage.
Superior Court.
J., rRI'

Inhabitants of Eootlibay vs. Henry W. Race. At
of debt to recover 8152.45, the amount ot tax o r
personal estate of defendant assessed April lsl, 1871
Defendant is a master mariner. He denies that t e
was a resident of the plaintiff town and claims to i e
Evidence closed.
a resident of Portland.
Larrabee for defendant.
Frank for plaintiffs.
■

on

A Hard Crowd.— Some time ago Mrs. Tier
ney, living in Dolon’s wooden block, assaulte J
Mrs. Shacnahan with a fiat iron, and she i
I u
now serving out a sentence for the offence.
her absence Mrs. Shannalian makes thin; g
lively She has been arrested several times ft r
making a disturbance, and yesterday she cat e
She came very net r
a matinee performance.
being the leading woman in a first-ela'.s tra;
As it was she struck John Connors ovt r

edy.

a

severe

gas

coupling.

Decrow.

Bang-r,

pip

__

Accident to a Steamer.—Vesleiday afte
Brook:
noon, as the steamer Artisan, Capt.
from Calais to Boston, was coming up the ha
bor her rudder fastenings gave way, disablin

her,

She will go into the dry dock for repair

ou

the

Weduesdav evening he was initiated into
of Good Templars at Ferry Village, am
loft the lodge room about 10 o’clock. Alter ac
companying a young lady to her home be di
rected his steps towards his ewu* On the way

lodgs

however,

be called at bis new store to look al
ter the fire ho had built to dry tho
plastering
The store is situated near the square. Ou com

iog out of the store he

was met

by

a man

wbon

in tho darkness be could not see very plainly
bat he thinks he wore a very loDg overcoat am
a cap, and
had long, black whiskers.
Thi

stranger said, “I want to see you,” to whicl
Mr. Leavitt replied, ‘‘It’s too late to see me to
night,” when the answer came, "Damn you
I’m going to see yon anyhow,” and made for
him.

At this Mr. Leavitt drew a revolver ant
Tho shot had
shot a few feet from the man.
the desired result and the fellow made off. Mr
Leavitt then proceeded home, but ou tho way
of Mr. Albert Smart and
stopped
borrowed a barrow to wheel coal to the store or
the following morning. He bad not proceeded
at

but

a

the 1

onse

few rods from Mr. Smart’s

house when

he suddenly saw a man coming over the stone
wall on the right band side of the road.
He
dropped the barrow, when a man fiom behind
caught him by the arms. Before be could slii
the
er.

who came over the wall fired a revolvThe shot jiassed through the right lapel ol

man

air. nioveitrs
overcoat, tnrougn an nnuercoai
and through the muscle of the arm, dropping
down his sleeve. After firing the shot tbemau
struck him in the stomach, and that is all that
Mr. Loveitt remembers until he conscious. He

was

weak,

then very

and it was with

difficulty

that be crawled to the house of Mr. Smart and
reported the affair. His pocket-book, containing §14, was gone and his arm was very lame.
Dr. Shannonjwas called and dressed the wound,
which was but au inch below the main artery

COUNTY.

You

departure iu the method of producing
photographic pictures aud branching out at
new

right angles

from the old

and

well known
methods of chemically printing such pictures
by the ageuey of suu light upon the salts of
silver, and which, as is only too well knowo,
has always been opeu to the very serious objection of certain fading in the course of a very
few years, at most.
Now it seems a fact, as

practically demonstrated in

presence,
the
photographer, that the most beautiful photographic portraits can readily and apparently
easily be obtained iu that most durable of
known substances carbon in the form of Icdia

gallery

$2.50!

$2.50 I
For

Lamsoo,

other enduring pigment iu
any color desired. So that now all photographic pictures can be made as enduring as the
finest steel engravings, thus at one step relieving the photo-art of what has been hitherto its
or

its place. So the world moves on; the enduring
and permanent taking the place of
the
A true and artistic
transitory and fading.

photographic picture now will not only give
present happiness, bat become literally a thing
ef beauty and a joy forever.
It seems that the honor of this great stride
in the phot>art, as has been usually the case,
belongs to a Frenchman, one M. Lambert, at
least to him belongs the practical simplification of the new art to commercial use.
Lambert has pateuted his most valuable process,
both in Europe and America, hence the name

Lambertype,

Lambert’s patent caibon photo"
grahs, and he seems likely enough to reap a
harvest ol dollars as well as fame, as the leading photographic artists are eagerly flocking to
the larger cities to witness M. Lambert's deor

muusuuuuus ui

uis new

process,

aiiu

almost incredible tltat so beautiful
a thing should have waited till this
be brought forth.
The following
synopsis of the carbon process as

and simple
late date to
is a brief
worked

by

M. Lambert:
India ink, lampblack or any
other permanent pigment is dissolved in a solution of gelatine, which solution is then spread
upon paper and dried; this pigmented paper
thus obtained is then dipped into a bath com
posed of a weak solution of bi-chromate of pot-

ash, which renders the gelatine insoluble after
exposure to sunlight.
Upon this property of
insolubility after exposure to sunlight, depends
the whole art of photo-earboa printing.
A
piec3 of this pigmented paper is now exposed
under a photo-negative to the action through
such negative to the sun’s rays.
The exposed
paper or carbon tissue, as it is technically
termed, is now dipped into warm water, which
soon dissolves all that portion of gelatinized
surface not acted upon by the light, and jast in

proportion

$ a

ID LUC

iiiuoi

UUUJ[I1CW)

uutci

the

light

has

Private sale of Household Fornilnre at 10G,
number, Free street this Friday and Satur.
nv24-2t
day.

Who ever heard ol ALE WOOL PANTS that eost Irom $4.00 to
$7.00 selling lor $2.50.
We guarantee that the cloth they arc made ol can’t be bought for
the price we ask. We will torlcit

new

Kimball

advertises

many new

goods direct from New York.

ONE

Removal —Wm. McGonagle has removed to
No. 22 Temple street, where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of futniture.

They arehiot Bankrupt Goods, Auction Clothing,
tion of odds and ends, but

A medal and diploma from the Centennial
testifies to the “great uniformity and

New,

Spool

Silk.

a

but this is

mating that Mr. Fenn would withdraw liis resignation if it was the wish of the council. Up-

Mr. Lamson has purchased the
this patent in this city.

right

to

use

233 MIDDLE

Voted, That wl do not see our way clear to
advise the dismissal of the Bev. W. H. Fenn
from his pastoral office in the High street
church and parish, and we recommend that he
and his people recousider their action in the
premises with a view to his continuance with
them.
Among the reasons which have led us to this
result, are the following:
1st,—Tbe Bev. Mr. Fenn during more than
ten years of labor in connection with the High
street church, has greatly endeared himself to
his brethren in the ministry and to tbe churches throughout this commonwealth.
We regard
him as a man of superior native gift?, thorough
and
varied
culture.
We
education,
unusually
have also found him genial, high-minded and
honorable in all his relations.
But that fot
which we now especially esteem and love him
is his earnest and prayerful devotion to the
work ot the gospel in this parish. Looking at
uiiu

uo

uc

m,

auu

icuiciuucnug

uun

liu lias

borne himself for so long a time we feel th it
his removal would be a loss to the cause ol
Christ iu the city of Portland and iu the slatt
of Maine, which the people of the Uigh street
church and parish should do all in their powei
to

prevent.

2d.—Facts have come to our knowledge during our session as a council, which induce us to
believe that a large portion of the numbers
and friends of this church earnestly desire the
Kev. Mr. Fenn to continue in his present office.
3d —We sincerely desite that this beloved
church may increase in numbers and usefulBut how this can be and the congrega
ness.
tion be saved from disintegration in case ol the
withdrawal of the Kev. Mr. Fenn we arc una
We cau thick of no man with the
ble to see.
gilts and devotion of Mr. Fenn whom the
church might hope to secure iu his place. Xi
seems lo us that what needs to he done here it
order to the peace aud efficiency of this church
is more likely to be accomplished if he lemaim
than if ho goes away.
We do, therefore, mosi
affectionately commend ttie Kev. Mr Fenn and
this people to God aud the word of Hisgraci
advising them, oud as btethren iu the Lore
earnestly entreating them to reconsider tbeii
action in the
premises; to remove out of the
way any hindrances lo the efforts of the pastoi
wbich inay now exist; to renew their coveuan
with Christ aud oue
another; aud to give themselves in love to the service of the. Master it
this city.
E> H. Biingion, Moderator.
Addison Blanchard, Scribe,
-—-—_

The Emeralds

Ball —An

erroneous

im-

0

Boat Club had disbanded and that the ball tc
be given on Tbauksgiving night under the auspices of the Emerald Xtart Club is to be

by individual members for their

givei

own

I’euefit

such statements are false as n ill ho seen pei
advertisement iu another column. The Emer
aid Boat Club are to have their 7th annual

Thanksgiving

Ball at Lancaster 11 ill and wit
say to their many friends and patrons that tine
shall leave nothing undone in please and 11.
ante to
a

good

all

good order, good

tune.

manag*

tin

nt

am

work which will be rembered with pleasure by
all who have read, and which will be found
highly entertaining by those who have yet to
read. The volume is published by Cowperthwait& Co

Philadelphia.

Dropped Dead—Mr. Daniel Carter, a highly respected clt'zen of Scarborough, ale his dinner as usual ou Tuesday last, and then went tc
the barn, and shortly afterwards he was fount
lying upon the floor, dead. He had te»n enjoying his accustomed good health, and hii
death is supposed to have been caused by hear
disease.
Marriage

Anniversary.—A large
ami
pleasant party of the friends of S, M. Came,
Eiq. and wife of Alfred, gathered at their new
and beautiful residence on the evening of Nov.
22d, this being the fifth anniversary of their
marriage, ice evening passed delightfully,
and many choice and elegant presents suitable
to the ‘‘wooden wedding” festival evinced the

KID

hearty

esteem

entertained

toward

them

by

One

CODNTV

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Am,a Beau, aged 84, died in Chesteiville tin
-let inst. She v, as oue of the first settlers it
the northwest portion of the town.

more

495

nov24

THE NEW BOOK
”

EMERSON,
FOB BINGING BEIIOOEB & CHOIRS,
contains the most choice collection of any book
published. Price $12.00 per doz. For sale by
novM

177 Middle Bl

,

Portland,

dim

said estate

are

called upon to

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
NOTICE
the trust of Administrator ot
the estate of
COAN JORDAN, late ot Brunswick,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persons having demands
upon the estate ot said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make pavment to
AUGUSTUS P. JORDAN, Adm’r.
dtaw3wTh*
Brunswick, Nov. 21, 1876.

To Rent
upstairs tenement of seven rooms; gas, sebago, water closet, <Sfcc all iu perfect order,
two minutes walk from City Hall; rent $225. Apply
to H. T. LIBBY, No 3 Portland
Pier._no24tf

AN

IW1

suit'

VI'

tv

HERRING,
lauding
from schooner Mary
Lccy nntl for sale by

CURTIS

CAPITAL $400,000.

—

omnnn

nv

rm"wnyn

VUJU

Vil

T IbJUXi

Special inducements

cmnmvi
UAHULil*

prices and styles.

in

152

&

—AND—

Statement of the Realized Assets
of the Copmany

Drapery Work

’TCo Let.
a desirable location, one or two unfurnished
fiont rooms with board, in a private family.
Address “W,” Press Office.
dno24lw

ON

CORNER FREE

Tailoring

adelphia.$2,363,400 91

The largest stock and the best variety of Coal, in
the city, tor

HEAL ESTATE.
Office of Company and eight dwellings..
LOANS.
Loans on Stocks as Collateral Security,
[market value $66,543 001.
Re-Insurance Deposit Premium.
STOCKS.
$5,0C0 U. S. Bonds, 1881.
175,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds.
40.000 V. S. 10-40 Bonds.
10.000 Alabama State Bonds.
15.000 Mississippi State Warrants.
5.000 New Jersey Exempt 6’s.
50.000 Philadelphia City 6’s.

135,000

00

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOR SALE AT

45.698 16
356 25

...

Lowest Market Rates,
—

Randall

Shares Commercial National Bnk...
Continental Hotel Co Pref...

Market

86

Value. $441,852 75
CASH.

Cash in Banks.$232,492 29
Cash in office. 16,597 36
Net premiums in course of
transmission. 73,421 14

Thanksgiving

School

Coming.

Carvers and Table Knives of
which we have the largest Stock and lowest prices I
in the State; also have your old ones fixed up at

December (be Isl, 1876.

Coachman’s Situation Wanted.
situation for my
me nearly two
a reliable and
have
years
trustworthy man. He takes good care of norses,
carriages and harnesses, and is a careful diiver.
Will any cue desiring a eoachman apply to
JAS. HOPKINS SMITH,
no24dtf
_31fr Exchange Street.
like to procure
1 WOULD
coachman, lie has been with
an:l I
found him to be
a

House to Let.
Woodford’s Corner, consisting of seven rooms.
JOH*v H. READ.
Enquire of
dlw*
no24

cfc

Ulmer

Uohr,

CCTI.ERS, 90 EXCHANGE STREET
octsti

dim

For

Sale.

HATI’IE E. SAMPSON, 230 61-100 tons
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and gingng
&c. Apply to
MIC AH SAMPSON,
10 Commercial Street.
jnc21dtf

SCHlt.

Oak Ship Timber for Sale.
Now landing Irom SeUooner Koret and for sale by
CURTIS <Jk DAVIS,
ocodtf
132 Commercial Ml reel.

A new lot of Wen’n Rubber ContM, all
.30 each
Rubber Blanket^
perfect, for
HALL’S
RUBBER
only <»0 cruU.
STORE, uu<icr al»nouih Hotel. sept27dtt

Citizmi,’ lUiitnal Relict Society
of Foil land.
Regular Monthly meeting of the above Society
will be held at City Building FRIDAY EVENING, Nov. 24, 1876, at 8 o’clock.

TIME

no22d3t

meeting at

dlstf

23 EXCHANGE

FINS

LIXEI
OF

-A-GrEISTTS,

—

PANT GOODS

Exchange St.

—

AT

—

FERNALD’S.
dlstf

oct23

Incorporated 1849.

Desk Room to Let.

Charter Perpetual.

SPRINGFIELD

ol the most desirable first
in the city. Apply at
No. S8 Exchange Street.
In

one

floor offices

nre & Marine Insurance Co.

isdtf

no22

Goods

Elegant

Sorintifield. Mass.

FERNALD’S.

STATEMENT.

distt

January 1, 13*70.

Capital $600,000.00.

nod your old Silk Hat in Exchange
will secure the latent Dunlap Stylon
•I Silk Hal at

ASSETS.
Cash oil hand and In Banks.$ 90,047 40
Cash in hands of Agents.
60,570 9t
Loans on Mortgage ot Real Estate. 435,407 00
Loans secured by Government and R. R. jr<?$»
Bonds and Bank Stocks. 99,247434
Bank Stocks. 189,060 00
Railroad Stocks.
357,270 00
Railroad Bonds.
21,140 00
Charlestown City Water Bonds.
10,000 00
Real Estate. 100,000 00
Accrued Interest. 28,222 59

MERRY’S THE HATTER,
237 Middle St., Sign or tbe Bold Hat.

oct28

dif

FERNALD
GETS

$1,390,965 24
DWIGHT R. SMITH, President.
S S. HALL, Sec’y.
A. J. WRIGHT, Treas.

IN

Unpaid Losses.$ 52,698
413,999
9,085

79
94
00

$175,783

73

Reinsurance....

All other Claims.

Surplus

as

o’clock.
E. G. .JORDAN, Sec’y.

BEST

THE

MARKET.
distl

Horses Wintered.
my farm, on hay and grain at ,10 per month.
Horses
Sunny yards and running water.
taken and returned, and carriages stored without extra charge.
Apply at once. C. P. MATTOCKS,
ilov23dtf
31J Exchange Street.

AT

$915,181.51.

&

THE

oct23

Regards Policy Holders,

Rollins, Loring

UP

Dress Suits

PLAIN SEWING

Adams,

done at
No.
and

AGENTS,

14 Brick Block,
dlaaiaon Siren.

For Rent.

THE

Adams,

STREET
•

Mollins, Loring & Adams,

seven

elegant and convenient Cottage, with
ab the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BRAG.'; KIT STREET.
aug2isdtt
new,

&

au

LIABILITIES.

RUBBER COATS.

DirectoiB’

ST.

cct25

Get your

Commercial Street

McAllister,

Rollins, Loring

322,510 79

Total..
$3,308,824 86
THOS. M. REGER, Sec’y.
ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres’t

No. 22

&

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all
the diflerent Routes
to the West, Boston,
New Fork, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on Maine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

8.000 HestoDville, Mantua and Fairmonnt R. R. 6’s.

Cost.$433,416

—

sepe

10.000 American Steamship Bonds.

100
16

BY

COMMERCIAL

60

10.000 Pittsburg City 7’s.
6.000 Cincinnati City 6’s.
4.000 Cincinnati City 7-30’s.
6.000 Kochestsr City 7’s.
1.000 Camden (N. J.) City 6’s.
15.000 Penn’a R. R. 1st mongage.
3.000 Reading B. R. 7’s of 1893.
5.000 Reading R. R. 6’s.
25.000 Harrisburg & Lancaster R. it.
1st mortgage.
9,500 West Jersey R. R. 7’s.

dist

Jane

is

COTTON BIB.
dtf

COAL.

MORTGAGES.
On property valued at over $5,000,000,
being First Mortgages on unincumbered Real Estate in the city ot Phil-

EMPORIUM.
oct23_

AND

mh21

JANUARY 1st, 18Y6.

IN

F E R NALD’S

kinds at very Low
Prices.

or all

GEO. M. BOS WORTH,

«

,

SHADES

WINDOW

$3,308324.86.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

DAVIS,

Navigation

realized; assets,

HOUSE

j

house south of Pine street; lot fcOxlOO feet.
House has direct sunlight during entire day, and
contains eight rooms, beside bath room, with gas,
furnace and a large cistern. Must be sold or let immediately. May be seen daily from 1U to 11 A. MJ
For particulars enquire of
A. W. COOMBS,
no24dlw
_97 Exchange St.

A'I'

PAPERS
AT

—

JLt‘1,

No. 24 High street, arranged for two tenements, with a good stable. Immediate possession given : rent $450 per annum. Inquire ot G.
F. HJTCHINGS, 40Market street.
no24d3t*

_ntf
FOR SALE !

next

_II.

O. JSL.

TIIE

OF

House for Sale or Lease.
milE house and lot now occupied by the under
A signed, situated on west side Vaughn street,

Our stock is now the largest and best in this country, and while the Boots are decidedly better than
formerly the prices are considerably less and the
Boots warranted to Ht and wear.
oc31dtt
G. PALHEB.

All

THOMAS H. HAYES, Adm’r.
North Yarmouth, Nov. 21, 1876. no24dlaw3wF*

SEASON.

CAPT. E. BREEN, 199 Franklin Street, Portland,
nov24d3wteodtf
Maine.

RocLuceci Prices !

law directs.

to

NOTICE.

Conducted by Copt. E. Breen, where the use and
adjustment of Nautical Instruments will be given,
and a thorough knowledge of practical Navigation.
Apply at the 8chool, 199 Franklin Street.
C. H. FARLEY, 4 Exchange Street, or by letter to

—

the

as

3aired
ment

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
Nov. 20, 1«6.

Portland,

will opcu

BURT’S BOOTS

dtf

port

Practical

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

de-

Siven

will
leave
Bangor Wednesday
morning Wot. ‘J9ih.
The Steamer LEWISTON leaves Portland every
Thursday evening, for Machiasport, and will
touch at Camden, Belfast, Searsport, and Bucksuntil further notice. For further particulars,
inquire of

Sore

O.

himself that trust

THE PORTLAND

the Toilet and Bath.

lot'

is

UNDER VESTS

TRIP

no4dlw

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

o?

we

Administrator of the estate of
ASKNATH H. HAYES, late of North Yarmouth,
in
the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
emands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons inetyed to said estate are called upon to make pay-

Returning,

i

and for Piles.

be

hereby given that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the

as
season.

now

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

in most cases,

trust of

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Kilby, will leave Railroad
Wharf, Monday evening,
Wot. ‘J7ih, lor Bangor, or as
the ice will permit (being her last trip lor this

Tar

BY L.

BUTTOSS !

Congress Street,

LAST

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

still,

CALVIN B. RICE, Executor.
Yarmouth, Nov. 21, 1876.no24dlaw3wF»

Ihcac Extra Fine

STEAMBOAT1

Tar,

SALUTATION.

II

is

persons indebted to
make payment to

iio2id3t

in

AT

Fringe?,

JUST ABOVE THE PREBLE HOUSE.

Scbenck is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch
Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must he

—

11

having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all

SFCCESSOR TO NELSON & CO.,

Dr.

or

m
I

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor ot the Will of
CALVIN RICE, late of Yarmouth,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has tak-

upon
persons

Friuges,

ASD
of

en

Very best in the city. This in the last
lot of these Goods I shall hare.

far

CENTS 1

ROOM

PHILADELPHIA.

more

NOTICE

Carlton Kimball,

These Pills are alterative and produce a healthy
action of the liver, without the least danger, as they
are tree trout calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter and purifies
the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
create a healthy bile, and remove all diseases of the
liver, otten a cause ol Consumption. The Sea Weed
Tonic gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, and enables tbo organs to form
good blood, and thus creates a healthy circulation of
healthy blood. The combined action of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and (lie use of the medi-

or

ments, Interferences etc.,
Inventions that have been
n T\ bythe Patent Office may

to.

is

a

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

of those very nice and fine

SO

AT

HUH

no2fr_

NOW US THE TIME TO BUT ?

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills for the Cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.

or

ANDROSCOGGIN

Mr. Jones, Treasurer of Bates College, writer
the Morning Star that there still remain dm
the College, ‘‘A large number of notes, many o
them from five to teu years standing, on wbicl
little or no interest has been paid. The Collegi
has depended cn the income from these, in
part, to pay its current expenses; and in cotisc
quence of not receiving it, the debt of the insti
tution lias been from year to year increased
At the last meeting of the trustees, the treas
make a personal effort tc
urer was directed to
collect these notes, or make such an arrange
mentthat the interest should he am ually
paid; and in case such an arrangement coulc
not be made, be was directed to take lega
steps to collect the notes, I have written timi
ami again to many of our good brethren am
stated the case as f-uriy as I could, but have
failed in many cases to get even a reply.”
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Joseph H. Pollard and Geo. Durgin bavi
been arrested for breaking and entering th<
buildings of Cbas. E. Stone of Brunswick
I’ollaid has already served terms in jail. Dnr
gin is a tramp.

!

SO Cents !

a

Perpetual.

TTHtir

make examII
1
1
II
I
I
i
1 I If 11,11 inaXicma free of charge
•
l J-i
I A V ii K/ and advise as to
patentability. All cor.
respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO ilHARUL UNLESS* PATIENT IS
8RCURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

FOB

healthy action of the stomach
creating
appetite, forming chyle, and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.

or

STATE NEWS

Cune

MERINO

The

1876.

OF

AH,

“

WHITE.

Worsted

BRAIDS

SEW

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic for the Cure of
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

or

more case

503 Congress Street.
septli1“dtt

CO.,

\!V I? Iff TI A
D P\ vlce•
II

OF

Black Silk and Chenille

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar inhalers,

Cents!

75

NELSON & GOULD,

promptly and wijh broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

tents

LOW !

PRICES

Cure of

burg, Maiue Central and E. & N. A. Railroad
for the free transportation afforded them it
their excursion to attend the meeting of tbi
Board of Agiicuiture at Eryeburg.

they are selling for

On early examination of these goods is solicited.

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Of-

in

HARFORD & DOW, Auctioneers.
dly

Forest

KID GLOVES

ADAMS,

UNDER VESTS

fice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

SHADES.

LINE

AND

COLORED

New

Vote of Thanks.—The Coburn Cadets o
the Maine State College on the 13th inst., passed a vote of thanks to the Portland & Ogdens

to

n
rlill

NEW CORSETS !

BOW,

addressed.novleod&wlm

NEW

FELL

A

ALLEN.

their friends.

&

promptly attended

NECK,

HaIbIIRGS

MEW

novl7

persevered

just received another lot of 35 Dozen of
Meal Brown, Ink Drab and Mlaie 3
Button

Have
those

Also one

obtained for meohanical de-

GLOVES
THE

ALL

IN

Cattle,Carriages,etc., at Ling & Holland’s
SILVER ST., PORTLAND, HIE.
Regular Sales every Wednesday, at 1* P. M.
Horses and Cattle received 3 days before the Sale.

cines

2,211,375

3,140,953

No. 22 Exchange St.

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
compounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels.
Caveats, Assign-

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT.

A

sale ot

an

NELSON & GOULD

9,602,138

BLUE!

COLORS.

n FOR Till

35 and 37 EXihaui^e St.

Tonic produces

lwlly

my5

15.264

dtf

ALL

AUCTIONEERS,
Forest City Sale
Stable

The

493 CONGRESS STREET.

7,113

net surplus. 814,993,466
B. LOCKWOOD, Secretary.
January 1,1876.

1829. Charter

STREET, PORTLAND.

Novelties in Neck Ties,

Consumption, Coughs and Colds.

Tiie Mail Bags.—Charles B. L?gee is canvassing this city for the revised edition of Holbrook’s “Ten Years among the Mail Bags,” a

Co.,

AGENTS FOR. PORTE AND,

amount of all liabilitiesincluding paid up capital and

Effort!

MEW GOODS !

CO.,

the

all

Physicians.

Charles Custis &

CLOTHIERS,

FISK

One Price

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup for

B.

D.

C.

AUUTiOJS v\Lrt

for Horses,

871

LOW &

recommended by

are

first-class

our

E .A I IS! T EE

STORE

no21

graph.

They

at our Pants and Prices and be convinced.

jf=Look

dlyeom

<&

10,967

408,126
31,075

Aggregate

ROLLINS,

—

Drawers.

300,494

that

Grandest

Greatest,

a tew tbin Dyspeptics made known to their
friends how easily and quickly they had been cured
by its use. The great merits of Green’s August
Flower became heralded through the country by
one sufferer to anothei, until without advertising,
its sale has become immense. Druggists in EVERY
TOWN in the United States are selling it. No person suffering with Sour Stomach, Sick Headache,
Costiveness, palpitation of the Heart, indigestion
low spirits, etc., can take three dosos without relief
Go to your Druggist and get a bottle for 75 cent
and try it. Sample bottles 10 cents.

HARFORD

Bal-

tax 8307; clerk’s saviDgs fund 812,174...
Total amountB of all liabilities, except
capital stock and netsurplus.
Joint Btock capital actually paid upin cash
Surplus beyond capital.

!

AND

9

plaint,

W.

710,403
58,000

Total Assets Gold.814,993,466
LIABILITIES.
Gold.
Net amount of unpaid losses.8 352,150
Reinsurance fund and all other liabilities)
-m,..
* ’°11
except capital under life Insurance dep’t J
Cash dividends to stockholders remaining

$2.50 !

THE GREAT LOW PRICE

A few years ago ‘August Flower” was discovered
be a certain cure for Dyspepsia and Liver com-

C.

Agents’

and

Shirts

Under
—

Outstanding Interest.
Cash in Bank and on band.
Bills Receivable.

garment in our stock REDUCED 33 PER CENT from
former prices. Our reputation is already established as

HICRDEB WILL OUT.

O BAILEY,

Buckskin

Perforated

404,338
732,843
1,477,618
255,659

unpaid.
Unpaid annuities 82783; unpaid income

PANTS!

$2.5© !

PATENT

SMITH’S

Gold.

£110,000 3 per cent stocks, valued at )
In Indian and Colonial, do.
In Foreign, do.
In Railway and other debentures.
In Reversions.
In Government Life Annuities (780.5s. per
annum).
Real Estate.

other

Every

Let that cough continue and die of consumption or be cured by Adamsou’s Botanic Cough
Balsam. Free sample bottles at all the drug
stores.
nov20-eod&wlw

O. BAILEV &

com-

ALL WOOL !

PANTS!

$2.5© !

Sold by all drug*
Dov20-eod&wlw

sep20

ALL WOOL!

PANTS!

yours,
UENJ. WHEELER.

bottle.

ASSETS.

Mortgages on property within the United
Kingdom.8 9,290,795
Loans on the Corporation’s Life Policies..
168,865
Investments, viz:—
In British Government Securities, viz. :l

Outstanding Premiums

or the accumula-

$2.5©

$2.5© !

ALL WOOL!

Thus has this Balsam, as has often been retnarked by persons conversant with the above
facts in this vicinity, literally snatched me
from tbe yawning grave. Yon are at liberty to
use this for tbe benefit of the afflicted.
50 cents acd §1

Established by Royal Charter 1720

ances.

no

Handsome Garments I

Stylish,

$2.5© l

vigor.

gists.

HOWL,

made within (lie past few months especially lor this Fall and Winter trade.

Station Agent at South Roynlston, Mass.
Gentlemen—Although unsolicited by you, I
caunot refrain from adding my testimony to
the many already given in lavorofyour Wistar’s Balsam of VYild Cherry.
In the spring of 18581 was most severely afflicted with a hard, dry cough, with its usual
accompaniment ot night sweats, completely
prostrating my nervous system, and producing
such a debilitated state of health that after trying medical aid to no purpose, I had given up
all hopes of ever recoveriog, as had also my
friends.
At this stage of matters I was prevailed upoD, through the influence of a neighbor, to try Wistar’s Balsam, though with no
belief whatever in its truly wonderful curative
properties, and before using two bottles the
effect was almost magical. My cough entirely
left me, the night sweats deserted me, hope
once more elated my depressed spirits, and
soon I had attained my wonted stienglh and
From the

Very respectfully

DOLLARS

d3t

no22

CORPORATION,

Policy Stamps.

Judges

Regular

A new invoice of Black
all Wool Cashmeres
at
extra Bargains at HORATIO STAPLES’, 180 Middle St., Portland, Maine.

......

be bought elsewhere lor less than double the
money we ask.

and cry shame to spoil trade, &c., but we are controlled by
binations or rings. We are alone in this

novSeodow

general excellence” of the Eureka

can

WE EXPECT OTHERS WILL

First class tenements, also an office and a
wharf storage to reut. .1. W. Stockwell of the
Portland CemeDt Drain Pipe, 1 Portland Pier
_

THOUSAND

11 the same goods

Particular attention paid to upholstering, repairing and cane seating. Persons desirous of
having such work done will find it to their interest to give him a call.
no20M\Y&F3t

Furniture ami General Merchardise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dt
Consignments solicited.

or

U1UU11U

London Assurance

LET THE LOSS BE EVER 80 LARGE.

noon.

Haleiiooian

riDiTii

UlUUllllllVU

have over

we

that must he sold beiorc January 1st. We can’t sell Winter Goods iu
Summer. The Election and bad weather have put back the trade,
and we now find our counters over-loaded. We are determined to
reduce our stock

Steamer Franconia was detained by the
storm and will leave for New York this after-

F

intcitdim

REPRESENTED.

Because

CLOTHING

nuiiu

the metropolis possesses, it seems like creatiog
a fiction to place the hotel centre elsewhere.

I

Plain Dark Brown, Grey
and Navy Blue Dress Goods
for 12 1-2 cts. at HORATIO STAPLES’, 180 Middle Street.

STATEMENT OP THE

The present hotel-centre of New York city is
sometimes said to be far “up-town.” As the
St. Nicholas, located centrally at Broadway and

to

Exchange St.

SEVENTY MILLION DOLLARS*

time is assured.

OUICV,

Seal Brown Stripes for
Dresses, 12 1-2 cts., at HORATIO STAPLES.’

OVER

s o !

.

The question is asked why do you do it ?

ing, Nov. 28th. Tickets the same as before, 35
cents for gentlemen and ladies. A jolly good

has not acted
upon it according to the different gradations ol
the lights and shades forming the negative,
thus simply and mechanically|producing a tncsl
perfect and beautiful India ink or carbon portrait, with all the fine and delicate gradations
of light and shade of the mast perfect photoas

No. 22

$2.50 I

2.50 I

Wool Pants!
THOUSAND
DOLLARS

ONE

rrcm me

many testimonials seem as eagerly to secure
them for their own benefit ana use.
Like all really valuable inventbn?, it seems

Fire and Marine

offered lor as large, as handsome or as eheap a llue of ALL WOOL
PANTS. NOT A CI.OTWER IN THE UNIVERSE can show such
Pauls as we arc nowmg selling lor

Express Company, Plum street. All who attended them are cordially invited to attend this
oourse. The first will be held Tuesday even-

Seal Brown Plaids for 12
1-2 cts., at HORATIO STAPLES’, 180 Middle St.

All

___

Centennial.—The managerof those Centennial parties and dances that were held in Area,
na Hall last winter, proposes to have a coarse
of the same iu P. O. S. of A. Hall, over the E.

ADAMS,

ONLY

Guaranteed every thread Wool, marked down from 94, 95, 96 and 97.

J. H. Fitzgerald opens at his new store,
No. 268 Middle street, today, where he is prepared to offer goods in his line at his usual low

our

of

ALL WOOL PANTS

YORK COUNTY.

George Emmons and Keuben Davis are in
jail in Saco for turkey stealing in Lyman.

&

or heard of any such as we now propose to show.

never saw

527

Heavy Dark Wincey for
Winter Dresses, for 12 1-2
cts. per yard, at HORATIO
STAPLES’, 180 Middle St.

LORING

TALK ABOUT LOW PRICES I
THINK ON GREAT BARGAINS !

The Belfast train struck an ox Tuesday between Thorndike and Unity, aud the tender
and ona car were wrecked.
Ell of the house of 11. S. Simpson of Searsport was burned Saturday. Loss covered by
insurance. On Sunday evening an unoccupied
house known as the Emerson house was totally
destroyed by fire.

Carlton

Permanent Photographs.
Another great stride in the science of photography has been made practically within a few
months in this country, by which au entirely

dae

Hon. Warren I’creival of Vassalboro i3 very
low.

prices.

ROLLINS,

$987.37
Charged to our Loss Account on goods marked
way below manufacturing Cost.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

MISCELLANEOUS.
=

THE SLAUGHTER IS FEARFUL BUT MUST BE E1UREB!

HANCOCK COUNTY.

WALDO

INSURANCE.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

THE CRASH HAS COME !

_

iu the arm.

was

NEW

Wednesday of last week a barn near Ellsworth on the Hancock road belonging to KobIt contained some GO
ert Mullen was burned.
tons of hay and a variety of farming tools.
Loss $1500; insurance $1000.
Abraham Ilnowlton, an old and respected
citizen of Northport, died very suddenly on Saturday from heart disease.

confectionery business

Now it seems only to remain for our photographic artists to give our pictures in all the
natural colors, when their art might truly he
called perfect.
This is hut the next step high,
er, and mauy of us will live to see it taken.

pression has been circulated that the Emerali

smoke

to carry

The
council was called to ratify the action of the
church and parish, but upon the onening of
the session a petition was presented from members of the church and parish, asking the council not to be too hasty in their action and inti-

a

List of Patents bearing date of Nov. 1ssued to residents of Maine, reported for tb 0
Press by Charles E. Foster, Patent SoPci to r
Washington, D. C:
Anson W.

chosen mod-

passed:

Thursday.—Nathan L. Marshall vs. The Grand
Trunk Rai’way. To recover damages for car load;
of hay destroyed by fire communicated by sparki
from the engine. At September term, 1875, verdie
1
was rendered for plaintill and a motion filed for
new trial, which motion is overruled, and judgmen;
ordered ou the verdict.
Andrews—Strout & Holmes.
J. & E. M. Rand.

cutting

was

held a secret session, and tbe matter was fully
discussed, after which tbe following vote was

Circuit Court.

axe,

Byingtou

parties

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

the head with an
over the left eye.

Bev. E. H.

wick.

erator, and Bev. A. A. Blanchard scribe.

hearing this it was thought best to hear both
and they were heard. Tbe afternoon
session adjourned to evening when tbe council

Sovereigns of Industry, Dirigo Council No. 5
meets every Friday evening at Alcana Hall at 7;
o’clock,
Portland Fraternity—No. \\ Free St. Block
Every evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar
cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ oi Temperance Hall Congress St.
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

i

Village

The farm buildings of Mr. Freeman Flood,
situated near the line in Temple, were destroyed by fire last week. They consisted of bouse,
stable and shed. But little was saved. There
was an insurance of $900 on the building and
$100 on the hay and grain.
Building in Farmington owned by Capt.
Lewis Voter and occupied by J. D. It. Young
& Co. in the manufacture of clothing was partially destroyed by fire Saturday.

on

month.

KOVEMBEB CIVIL TEBM, 1876, SYMOKDB.
8IDINQ.

_

■jChe Advisory Council.
Advisory Council called to consider the

n

United State*

cents.

This was a very proper thing to
of the Fair.
do, and wa would advise others who have the
good fortune to draw a like sum to follow his

evening

Monday evening, Brown’s Block,
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.

for fortv

cnrrv

Styles. At Ivy Lodge table the fancy quilt
went to Miss E. P. Wright, and the cross and
sofa pillow to W. II. Ohler.
A gentleman well known in newspaper circles, had the great fortune to draw $10 at the
stock exchange last evening, but like a worthy
member of the fraternity he so well represents,
he at once returned the mouey for the benefit

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

had been shot and robbed on the stree ;
the night before. The news was brought to thi
citf and a reporter from this city visited thi
place and gleaned the following particular 1
from the injured man:
Mr. Loveitt is a young man about 20 years o
age, and has recently erected a store at Poiul

greatest stumbling block—want of permanency.
Now, happily it seems, all is changed and the
ordinary chemically produced photographs will
very soon be a thing of the past, and the absolutely permanent carboD photograph will take

by A. L. Ames, toilet cushion, I. F. True,
gents’ shirts, H. L -Marterson. The toilet set
on Maine Lodge table was drawn by F. H.

Templars* Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in eaci

Loveitt,

ments in their usual liberal manner.
There wa3 a very large attendance last evening, in fact the largest attendance yet, and the
receipts from the several departments were very
large. Cole’s Band was in attendance and fur-

J. F. Merrill. At Beacon Lodge table the sofa
pillow was drawn by Mrs. C. H. Cbesley, afgban

At

The residents of Point Village, Cape Eliza
betk, were surprised yesterday morning ti 1
learn that one ;of the neighbors, Mr. Fre< 1

ink, lamp black,

The event of the evening was the drawing of
raffles. This interests a great many, especially
those who have chances in the articles drawn,
and this number is very large, especially on the
nicer of the articles. At the drug store the set
At Ancient
of carvers went to F. Crockett.
Brothers’ table the set of furs were taken by F.
Randall, the butter dish went to William A.
Libby, writing desk to A. L. Wilson, motto to
G. F. Jordan, wax lilies to C. Schumacner,
motto to M. Fessenden, a globe of feathers to
K. Dyer, French chromo to L. P. Strout, silver
cake-basket to Mrs. Sweetsir, log cabin quilt,
Mrs. Spaulding. At Ligonia Lodge table the
wax flowers went to C. P. Mountfort, the dress'
ing case, H. C. Barnes, and the oil paintiDg to

$•
Jaapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.,thirc

Village.

took their turn in famishing refreshments, and
The
they made a good showing of eatables.
waiters were also selected from the lady friends
of the members of that lodge.
Tonight Ancient Brothers Lodge will furnish the refresh-

could

SCOTTISH RITES.

Shot nud Robbed at Poin

in the well known

nished the music during the evening. Just before the close of the Fair each evening an auction sale of all the refreshments left over takes
place. This is a lively scene for a short time,
and cakes, pies and other articles of a like nature are sold at exceedingly low prices. One
man bought all the cake two or three boys

day:

Voting Mitn

A

the beauties there displayed.
The refreshment room is as ever the most
Mr. Martin
popular place in the whole Fair.
is assisted by a different corps of pretty waiter
girls each evening. Last evening Ligonia Lodge
on

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening ol each month.

ACCEPTED

picture gallery is receiving more and
attention each evening.
The visitors at

the hall the first of the week were unaware
what a treat was in store for them in the art
gallery. It is one of the best collections which
has been on exhibition for some time, and none
should fail so see it.
It is not often that fine
paintings owned by private individuals can be
obtained to go on exhibition, thus the exhibition is all the more valuable.
The evening is
the best opportunity to visit the gallery, as the
light is excellent, much better than in the afEach evening there can bo seen a
ternoon.
room full of art-loving people gazing for hours

m.

ANCIENT

certainly is well named.
having charge of this wonderful
a decided bargain to a purchaser.

ear, and

ladies

shrub offer

Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous w sailing ol steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.

Arrive at 3.C0 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.
rive at 2.40 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.

Several of the stoves and ranges havo
been sold and but few remain.
There is one
very pretty open grate parlor stove which is
offered at the low price of $23, which should
find a purchaser. Everything in the hall is for
sale, and one has only to look about a little to
find lots of bargains.
In the flower booth wil*
be found a curious plant, which is the only one
of the kiud in the city,
It is known as the
sold.

elephant’s

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrivt
Thursday at 6 a in. Close Saturday at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Fridas

at 12.45 p.

Odd Fellows’ Fair is
Another day of tbe
passed and gone, and still the weather is unchanged.
Notwithstanding tbe bad weather
the attendance is constantly increasing, yesterday being the most profitable day of any. For
all so many goods have been sold, the tables all
look nearly as fall as on the opening day. This
is owiug to the fact that many of the contributions were not sent in at the opening but have
arrived since, and are giyen the place of those

STRANGE STORY.

A

corner

Oreealeaf
no20dlm*

For Sale.

Ho. 22
nil

Exchange

St.
>eU3w

and

t.rrek I.exiron for onle

AI.ATIN
tliin ottire, ebrop,
at

|

no8

dtf

POETRY.

Turkey has at last agreed to take
proposed conference of powers, but
Russia objects to her presence there. If she is
peaceful.

are

BUSINESS CARDS.

part ip the

Love and Death.

F. HI.

present it will be like any turkey, for the purposes of carving. Russia has organized a sanitary corps, and announced a popular war loan
for $73,000,000. The rumor that the Rothschilds
have undertaken a Russian war loan is denied
hut still believed. Russia is alarmed at symp-

When the end comes, aud we must say good-by
J
And I am going to the quiet land;
And sitting in some loved place hand in hand
For the last time together, you and I
We watch tbe winds blow, and the Bunlight lie
About tbe spaces of our garden home
Soil by the washings of the Western
foam,
Where we have lived and loved In days
past by—.
We must not weep, my darling, or upbraid
The quiet Death who comes to
part us twain:
that
But;kuow
parting would not be such pain
Had not our love a perfect flower been made.
And we shall find it in God's garden laid
Onjthat sweet day wherein we meet again.

EXCHANGE

GAD

It is believed that in case of a Russian invaTurkey a British army corps will immediately occupy Constanople and defend it from
all attacks. It is calculated that not more than

25,000 troops
U11U.CIO aie

THE ELECTION.

The official

longed

of the South Carolina vote
shows the choice of the Republican electors in
that state. The Democrats aro making a contest before the supreme court, which they seem
to have captured, but their claim is so baseless
that it deserves no serious attention.
On the
count

land’s

new.

and that on a former occasion,
when it became known in Tallahassee what Republican majority had to be overcome, these de-

7

contest has'occasioned throughout the country
has not unnaturally alarmed some people with

been watched with much interest. Some few
companies have been sent to Washington, and
this has furnished the basis for sensational

mA

VA

viviU UJvU

gas.
A nice rent of ten rooms, up

ONEof

NICE Rent on
and Sebago.
n°*3dtf

A

DIRECTORY-."

No. ill

11, Printers’
Exchange Si.
Boom

Apply to

1st._

A. KEITH.

PORTLAND.'

damages

as

Possession
oct27dtf

nov20

WM. H. SARGENT,

JliUiflUo

f

on

Laying

)

TO

J. & P. COATS

dtf

To Lei.
HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasant and every way desirable.

BKICK

BYKON D.

septMtf

Portland & Boston railroad from Chambley to
Farnham, has been commenced.-Cooper &
King, commission merchants in hosiery in

_205

IS

A.

VEKRILL,

Middle Street.

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA

~

EDUCATIONAL.

FOR

cctlO

__

\ Lddress

MADAME

be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience In telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.

Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
111

ucjl

EXCELLENT

Tallahassee, Fla., or
uoyl4dim

hospital

1

1AT0N FAK1LY SCHOOL FOR
KORKIDGEWOCH, DIE.

BOYS,

cimsiaui,

travels

juice sue

WaB

years old.
Good testimonials

seven

!

given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies SOjcents. Office hours
9 A. M. to 9 P.

roiP

M._

Important

to ervej

them.

Price 25 cents.
W. F. PHIfiLIPS A

CO.. Agents.
novldeoddfc w l m

COMPRESSED l’EAST
Makes

the best and healthiest
BREAD.
This yeast is made
bom Pure <»rain. Factory at
L.
1. For sale by all
BiLsvil'e,
retail groccis.

General Agency
—

Tiunie mark.

AT

—

220 Federal St. Fortland.
sep2bdCm

MM

Spool Cotton.

eodlm

iioy2

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
^TOTICE
and
.1
her has been

j erself

the trust ol

duly appointed

Administratrix

the subscrl
taken upon
of the estate ol

CHARLES H. ADAMS, late of Portland,
I 1 the County of Cumberland, deceased,.and given
onds as tlio law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
t o exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
f st ate are called upon to make payment to
MARY G. ADAMS, Adrn’x.

J

Portland, Oct. 17, 1876.

uol4dlaw3wf*

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager*
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.ap29dtf

Eastern

STEPHEN

Mic/c,

Job

and

Railroad^
9, 1876.

PAMMKNC3ER TBAINM leave Portland
for Mcarboro’. Mnco, Biddeford, Ktnnebnnk, Wells North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth.
Kittery.
Ncwburyport,
Malem, Lynn, Clielrsca and Bowton at
9.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Mnco, Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kittery.

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Mnleni, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. n*., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. in., in

for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.30 p m. Biddeford nccomodatiug train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.15 a, an
every day (except

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG-i

Leave Boston at 7.30, 113.30 and at M.00
p. in., connecting with Maine Central
nud E. & N, A. Kailway lor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change,
oclkltf
GEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

Central

RAILROAD.

(jiani

MONDAY, OCT. 9, IS76

(Jff llEDEEJIKED
(

Over Coats & Reefers,
kbont 250 on liand, and for sale at less
than half price to pay advances,
CAI.I, AND SEE AT

A B RAMS’

PRINCIPAL
) Market)
jyt®

LOAN OFFICE,
Square, Opposite L'. S. Hotel,
eodly

surplus of hay that I wish consumed
HAVING
my larm, I will winter horses for SI 50
week. Good
a

on

buildings, hay of

a

first

quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,
C. D.

ncl3d2m«

SMALL,

Cornish, Me,

NEW TOW BOAT IN HARBOR.
Staunch and Powerful Tow Boat All) has
i:o this port for business; liberal arrangetowing, especially tang iripx, can "he

THE
ments Tor

Bangor, Waterville,

Belfast and Dextei at t!2 S5 a. in., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a. m., $7,00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick $7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. mM 12 40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.C5 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
$ Mixed.
Portland, Oct. 9, 1876.
au31dtf

come

by calling on
( HAS. SAWYER, Agcsil,
M3;( omiamiid street.
rortlaud Oct. 31, 1876.
dll

made

Vault's Cleaned and Ashes Removed.
0111 iF.liS inoibi'tly attended to l>y calling at
or addressing
It. GIUSON,
588 Congress Street
Janldlt

ALL

TUES-

LINE

YORK,

OF ALL

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the ele-

TJSE

popular steamer Stonington every Tuesfant
ay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York

remedy for COUGH**, and all diseases o
the THROAT.
LUNGS, CHEST and
91UCU8 illfciTKBKaNE.
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUR BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

73dtf

ocl

X

(Wwt

ROSTOV

ALL

STBiiwws

Leaving

EXPOSITION

by

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Daily,

at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, dally at 3 P. 71.
(Sundays excepted).

FARE

MAINE
CO.

SEW

TO

YORK,

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New
York, evBrv MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are litted up
with fine accommodations (or
passengerB, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven
during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

!

by Robinsou
no2Jd4wt

FREIGHT.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
(gp-Freights taken at the lowest rales.
Shippers are requested to si nd their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent. Portland.
,?• '* AlVIIL5> A art, tnet 38, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Slaarp,

FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fail
River.
Roods Received al Depots
Daily.
Through Bills Lading given Irom Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southvest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
he “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Chnrletifon, INcwtierne and Wnohinitton.
D. D. C. MINK, Rrneral EtiNteru Agent.
20 Devonshire Nfrert, Ronton.
Janlldtf

PREMIUM

WOOD PUMP !

out door pump in the
discount to the trade. Send for a

cheapest

KENDALL &
augll

WHITNEY,

Agents, Portland,

He.

dtf

is hereby given, that the suoscriber has
been duly appointed aud taken upon himseU
the trust of Administrator ol the estate of
OREN P. TOLMAN, late of Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
Sonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
■state are called upon to make payment to
G KORGE W. SANBORN, Adm’r.
Gorham, Nov. 8th, 1876.
nol7dlaw3wE

NOTICE

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed aud taken
upon himseli

,he trust of Administrator of the estate of
DECEAIRE BISHOP, late of Portland,
u the County ot
Cumberland, deceased, aud given
JOuds as the law directs. All persons having denauds upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
;o exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
•state are called upon to make payment to
I. EUGENE WEYMOUTH, Adm’r.
uov71awF*
Portland, Noy. 7th, 1876.

is to notify all persons against trusting my
wife, Mrs. Margrett Woodman, on my account,
is I shall pay lio hills of her contracting after this
late.
HIRAM W. WOODMAN.
uov23dlw*
Gorham, Nov. 21, 1876.

THIS

!>t 10 I’er Oay
be made by energetic salesmen with our
J goods. Call at 42£ Exchange Street, between
j aud 10 A. M.,or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
&c., to ttox 1032 Fortlaud, Maine.
ja20d§odt!

Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker Ilouwe. Mcbool 81.H.D. Parker A

Co., Proprietorw.
Crocker, Propri

Mt. Jamew
etor.

Hotel—J. K.

Tremoul
Guruey A

Ilouwe, Tremout Mt.-Cbnpin,
Co. Proprietorw.

BRUNMW1CK, ME.
Booms, W. B. Field,

P. A K.

Dining
Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
P. C hamberlain, Propri-

Bceau Ilouwe—J.
etor.

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

International

Proprietor.

D.

Mimpson*

CO BN I Mil.
Corniwb Ilouwe,M. IE. Davis, Proprietor
DANVII.EE junction.
Clark’s Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Bail*
way Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

—

DcWiti House, II. JB. Wing,

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N II.
Thayers Hotel. H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.— E. E. S(oddnr<l. Prop

prielor.

House, Gee. A. Hopkins,

Dsniortb

Pro*

ftOKUIDGEXVOCBL.
House, D. Danfcrth. Prop leio

NORTH STKATFOKD IN. At.
Willard House, C* S. Hailey A Co. »’

prieterv.
PEAR’S INLAND.
Union House—XV. T. Jones. Proprietor.

PARIS HILL.
Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietcr
PHILLIPS.
Farmer, Propri-

Rardcu Iloute, Samuel
etor.

ORTLAND.

House, Temple St. Charles Adaui
Proprietor.
Perry’s notel, I IT Federal St. J. G Perr>,
Proprietor.

SKOWHERAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselion, P?«pri*
etor.

Portland Pail) Presa

Jo&

Printing

C3 S?” 3F* J O 3E3

Excursion Tickets
—TO*

PHILADELPHIA Al RETURN!
ponnlnr

nil the
IKK nnd
>t

Postere!, fl«p<l Hills,

Hill Heads

Ti„ KO« IIl:s.
WOKCEo'l EH, NEW L.ONPAI.I. RIVER
route.

f»«‘^2TOI?IW?TeS

I

!

a™

«ud

i“va.JlU7;lVN.\VKrj„’,“?.
'°'VE*r
RE-

W. D. LITTLE &
31

EXC1IARIQE

ACCIDENT
van

ted.

FOR

Notice.

('IAN

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. ifl. Plnmuier,

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

Commercial Street, Porilnud, Me.
dtl

circular.

AUGUSTA.
Mtate Mt. Harrison Bah

Augusta Ilouwe,
er, Proprietor.

CLYDE’S

For sale by Grocers generally.

The best aud
market. Liberal

ALBURN
Ilouwe, Court. Mt. VV. M, A A. % ouug
Proprietorw.

Elm

Passage

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies.
use, picnic parties, and

MEMBER

Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Peess mav always be found.

York.

very nice article for family
on board vessels at sea.

THE

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Portland, every MONDAY

iniALTIMEDGDODS

ju22

Winter-

port aDd Hampden.
The City of Ricbmend connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland every Tuesday morning lor North Haven. Green’s Landing and
Oceanville (Deer Isle), So. West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, 'touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday trip from here only and on her Monday
trip coming West.
For turther particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
oc30dtl
Portland, Oct. 25,1876.

Proprietor*.

dtf

Wm.

Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bncksport,

Proprietors.

POSS

aug24

a

CAPT. KILBY,
will also leave Railroad Wharf every Mouday.
WeducMday and Friday Evening* at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
(J. S. Hotel, Junction of Cougressand Fed*
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial 2iouse—L. O. Sanborn A Co.

NOTICE.

OF

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND

CitY Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St.Gibson A< 0.,

Wiiflcub? bin father A complete account of
this mostitlruori.n. Abduction ami Exciting
Menrcli. With Fac Simile Letters ami Illustrations.
Oulsrll* nil ether Book*
One agent took 30
orders in one day. Terms liberal. Audress,
donN L. Potter & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.
no22
d4wt

SHIPPERS

night, usually connecting
early morning Trains tor

AdaiLN

AGENTH WANTED for the STORY of

TO

arriving in Portland same
with Pullman Train, and
Boston and the West.

A

SEMI-WEEKLI LINE

LJAAVI PAV

SPECIAL

Rockland, Caatine, Deer Isle,

IO •’clock (nr

Hubbard

STEAMSHIP

aml steady work for one or
J A JL two ;enterprising men or
women in each
countv.
PAftCTICtJI.AttH
El* EE.
SEND
83. for OIJTEIT,
WORTH 820- Address, J. LATHAM & CO.,
419 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
nov21d4wt

YVELL THAT IS CUTE

Will leave Railroad Wharf,
loot of State Street, Portland

Sedgwick,South Wes tand Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesportand Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at 3 o’clock, touching as above,

Atlantic

No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via 4he various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B. COYLE.jr.. Gen’l Agt.

premature

LAY.

The new Baby Hoap, made
Bros, ft Co., Bo»ion.

■

MILL BRIDGE.

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms fcr sale by D. B. Young,

Something to make Hens Lay, made from Fresh
Meat and Bones, dried and ground to a Sweet
Meal. Keens well. Highly nutritious. Fowls eat
it iwith relish. Trial bags 50 cents and $1; 1001b.
bag $2.50. Address W. II. Bowker & Co.. 43
Chatham Street, Boston.
no21d4wf

PHARLEY

CAPT. DECKING!,

cure a

utlUllUf! books, assuming to be “official” and
telling what will happen in Aug. and Hepl.
novlO
d4wf

HENS

STEAMER LEWISTON,

LEWISTON.

FOREST CITE AN® JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED.
A graphic pen-picture of its history, grand
'buildings, wonderful exhibits, curiosities,
great days, etc.
profusely Illustrated,
thoroughly popular and very • heap. Is selling
5.000 AGENTM WAN I ED.
immensely.
Send for all particulars. This will be the chance
of 100 years to coin money fast.
Get the
only reliable history.
HUBBARD BROS ,Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
deceived

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

II IK AM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Boston, l*r«s
prictor*

READY FOR ACCENTS—THE

“ot

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins dr Hons. Props

Gold Front Shirt Studs, 1 Collar Stud, 1 Weddiug
King, 1 Roll Plate Watch Chain and 1 Gent’s Rose
We offer this great bargain
Coral Scarf Pin.
merely to draw attention to our business, as we have
all kinds of watches and jewelry at low prices. Send
for Catalogue.
COE EH ft: CO., 735 Broadway, IV. Y. City.
nov7
d4wf

Be

worth and Deer Isle.

DEXTER.
Merchants’Exchange Hotel, 1)« xler, Me
XV. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

!

Great Bankrupt Hale of Jewelry.
On receipt ot 50 cents we will send by mall, postpaid, all of the following nieces ot jewelry, viz: 1
pair Gold Plated Engraved Sleeve Buttons, one set

PATWflW

Desert, Machias, Bangor, Ells-

and

alway. in advance of all oilier lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Iiittle.& Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,

a sure

CENTENNIAL

Mt.

This is

ALL

BERRY,

Horses Wintered.

AHEAD

freight destined to points reached by the following Fast Freight Lines, yiz: Ked, White,
Blue, Canada. Southern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates and
11s lading apply to
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
A off.. Past. Fru't. T.inpa at R Xr M F T?
I>.,,t

Trains leave Portland for

Pho-

eod3m

oc2i

tion.

No. 37 Piura Street.

NO. 696 CONGRESS ST BE FT,

Collector Arthur to recover moneys paid under
protest, as duty on tin plate has been decided

est time of any route from Pori land to the West.
^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Maine

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,

PORTLAND, ME.
References—Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
lew York, Author ol Standard Phonopraphic Work,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

condition,

FOR NEW

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

season

Fleischmann & Co.’s

*

Southwest.

on

day of sailing.

nov9_dtf

STONINGTON

TRIPLING

ATTENTION

a. m. on

further information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf.

WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.

novT

p. m.
received after 10

For

OK FANCY CARDS II styles with name 10
<ZO cts. Post paid. J. B. Busted, Nassau, Hens.
0ct28u4wt
Co., N. Y.

—

C FURNIVAL, Agt.

DAYS, at 4
No freight

Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

ARRANGEMENT

J.

Johns, N. F.
^•RETURNING will leave Halifax

steamers for St.

Dealers in

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

Northwest, West atfd

Ew
land; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with

FOB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

(fraud Trunk R. R. of Canada.

all points in the

AGENT.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7utf

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. Coni*. Omaha,
Pagiuaw, St. Pnnl, Salt Cake City;}
Denver, Stan Vranciaco,

First Class Steamship
“BERMUDA,” Capt. Angiove,
will leave Atlantic Wharf, every
SATURDAY at 4 p. m.. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to' Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

JAS. T.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J

The

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Province!!,
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Vnm

Return-

HOTELS.

With connection* to Prince Edward Island; Cape Breton and St. John*, IV. F.

S. R. NILES,

fn. .nfpnob

To

AGENCY

rRITTPVTnV 7Qiytii Avirvrf

m.

R.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

nces.

XT

3 p

INSIDE LINES TO

MAIL LINE TO

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

n

SAMPSON, Agent,

oo2dtfProvidence,

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

rooms

Afll*

E.

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. zn., and 3.00 p. mM arriving at Soston at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
(Great Falls. Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00
p. m.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. If., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For .Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebunb at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

OCT.

(Established 1830.)

, leporter nod Teacher of Standard
nography,

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

ADVERTISING

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

RTISING AGENCY A PRINTERS’

AND

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

BOW, NEW YOBK.

106

Passenger

Family.

OF

Vinter Term will commence December
Uth.
1 'or Circular and Portland references, apply to
Iiul8dlin
H. F. KATiHV, Principal.

LOCKE,

T. C.EVANS,

Commencing Monday Oct. 9, 1876.

—

—

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

RAILROAD.

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m tor Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train 1.50 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

Boston direct every
TUEMDAY
and SATURDAY.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

J. II. Bates, late ot

Boston & Maine

WINTER

From

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

ADV

Saturday at

STEAMBOAT CO.

m

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

m.

and

ing, leave Harps well Monday, Tuesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at Long, Little and
Great Chebeague Islands each way.
For freight,
CAPTAIN, on board.
apply to
octl4
d&wtf

week.

a

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

No, 5 Washington Building,

m.,

MTEAMER MAGNET,
Capt Curtis, will leave end ot
Portland Pier .Monday. Fii.lay

■

Washington

Baltimore &
Four time*

Illir.I.liU,

A

HARPSWELL.

STEAMSHIP LIKE

NEWSPAPK R ADVERTISINGS AGENT

land at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. M Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1.20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.43 A. M. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. M. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at G.40 a. m.
J. M.LUNT, Supt.
dtt
apl

minntaa

Norfolk,

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

7.20 A. M. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Port-

ton

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. U. NAAIPNO\. Agent
TO Eong W harf. Uosten.
Jn23-ly

WASH IN Q TON S TREE T, B OS TON.

34 PAuK
a.

the

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

BATES

P. E. I.

FOR

Wharfage.

From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m«
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o
'sailing vessels.
for
the
West
by the Penn. R. R.,and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

DODD'S

Ill

Sunnnereide,

C3^"Freight received oh days of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
gep20dttA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

Steamship Line.

CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

121

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston, Sf.
Andrews aud Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo
lis, Windsor, Rentville, Halifax, N. S.. Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown and

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sut’d’y.

for all newspapers in
Canada, at their office,

United States a-1
007

»

WEEK.

P.-ILADELPIIIA

Newspaper Advertising Agent*,
Receive advert isemei

AJTD

—

COE, WETIIERELL * CO.,

follow*,

Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45

dinning

BOSTON

A©

R.KTXJJRISri2SrO.

noSdtt

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Pleurisy, Spine
and Hip Diseases, Inflammations, Kidney and Liver
Weaknesses, Severe Aches, Pains and Stitches, External Nervo Disorders, Nervous Action of
the
Heart Severe Coughs, Crick in ihe Rick, Sprains,
Weakness of the Back. Joints, Muscles or Sides.
Lameness, Stiffness of the Joints or Muscles, and all
maladies in which Porous Plasters are valued, are
by Beuson’s Capcine Porous Plasters instantly relieved and quickly cured. Benson’s Capcine Porous
Plasters are a great and needed improvement over
the slow action ot the ordinary article. They effect in
a few hours that which other Porous Plasteis require
days and weeks of continuous wear to accomplish.
They will positively cure diseases which others simply relieve, They are purely vegetable, and do not
contain metallic or mineral poisons. Their action is
superior to electricity, and more powerful. Try

AJNTD

MRS E. E. SHEAR.
No. 32 West 26 St, New York.

dtf

S, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at Market Square,
rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Dei>ot, where she can

STRENGTH

1 lomc School for Invalids of both Sexes,
TALLAHASSEE, FLA.
Terms $3.00 for eight months, or less time in proortfon. -Music, French, Gymnasium, «£c.. included.

run a.

Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Natthua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p.
m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10
p.m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2.30 P. M. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Epping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
tor Lowell and Bouton, at Aver function for Fitchburg and Hoonnc Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
Loudon withont
change of Cara,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New Fork at Pier No, 40, North Hirer
at 6.00 a. m.
State Roouia can he secured in advance at
Barnea Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. M. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6*20 P. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

and 8.50 p.

to

AGENCIES.

Portland and

and

N.

SUPERIOR

Th.F&Stf

to

HOLIDAYS !

C LAIRVOYANT.

FOR
I without injury to throator lungs,
Defects of speech cured. WAL'rw.VrrawJ TER
1 r.arJ
LIJ LTIJKE
K. FOBES.( graduate of B. U.
School of Oratory) is iu Poi tland cvFUU
SPFEC II "y Saturday. Apply from 1 to 2 P.
M„at Y.M. C. A. Library Rooms.

Train* will

lieare Portland at 7.50 a. m.
--“"2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stopB at all stations between

the

previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
according t accommodations,) £30, £70 and
$£0. Intermediate passage £40.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage inward anil outward, and tor
sight drafts on England for smalt amounts, apply to
JAMES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
Portland, Nov. 24, 1876.
_nov22dtf

mv4dtf

Monday, April, 3,1876,

1876.

244 Middle St.
jan8_

dtd

To Lei
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
rHEDaniorth
Street, recently occupied by Watson
willi
the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.

How is tbe time

out

New Streets.

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHS !

ORDER

i/uuouii/cu. uci

!

AW Alii)

_

On and after

on

Maturday, December 2d,
mmediately after the arrival of the train of

Johnson, Vt.
9.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11.15 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. lrom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oe9Jtf
Portland, Oct 9, *876.

Portland & Rochester R, R.

Dishy.

On and after Monday. Sept. 18th,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt K. B. Winchester, and the
City ol Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
G.OO P. M., lor East port aud St. John.
Returning will leave St. John aud Eastport on the
same

PERUVIAN, Capt. Smilli,
will sail from this port for Li7erpool

TBIPsTpEB

TWO

Pasfenaers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Kfiurn Ti<n*-i. granted at
reduced rates. The .Steamship

Time, Oct. 9, 1876.

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.
10.45 A. HI. for all stations, running through

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

PORTRAIT

Committee

|

PREMIUM

I

required by law.

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,

SAM’L WATERHOUSE,
I. D. CUSHMAN,
LYMAN M. COUSENS,
STEPHEN MARSH,

a

Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

FIRST

on

gas

shipping by this

route.
Our landing in New Yarn is Pier 40, North River,
foot
of
Canal
Lino,
(Norwich
Street)
fiVir riifpa and fnrtlipr imfnrmotinn „..1..
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
are now

Trains will arrive as follows :
Express train from Gorham at 8-30 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewis!on and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

the petition of W. S. Trefethen and
Als., praying ior continuation of Island Avenue,
from Northerly end of said Island Avenue, will meet
at Mayor’s Office in City Building, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty ninth instant, at 3 o’clock P. M„
to hear all parties interested, and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience requires
that said Island Avenue should he so laid out
and if they should so adjudge, will then and there
lay out said Avenue and fix damages as required by
law.
Also on petition of J. B. Brown and others, praying that a new Street be laid out from NorthWesterly side ot Ellsworth Street, near the Southerly
end thereof. Said Committee will meet at Mayor’s
Office at the time afoiementloned, to hear all parties
interested, and then determine and adjudge whether
public convenience requires that said Street shonld
be laid out, and if they should so adjudge, will then
and there
lay out said Street, and fix the damages as
required by law.
Also on petitien of J. W. Brackett that that part
of island Avenue laid out over said Brackett’s land
may be discontinued. Said Comnnitee will meet at
the lime and place above mentioned, to hear all
parties interested, and then determine and adjudge
whether public convenience requires that said part
of Island Avenue should be so discontinued, and
it they should so adjudge, will then and there discontinue that part of island Avenue, and fix the

.it!

without

Free Street Blech, Portland,
dly
seplB_

A. MERRILL & CO., 130 Middle St

in Third

or

3

is hereby given that the “Joint Standing
NOTICE
Committee
Laying out New Streets” to whom
referred

TAYLOR.

L.

immediately.

~THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.

was

BLOCK.

To Let.
Wilmot Street; has furnace,

septla

Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

To Let.

riven

ils raricliri.

SAMUEL

Street

!

J. A. MERRILL.

'IIHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortn Street
X containing all the modern improvements In

Vewhall,

CABINET DESK

Watehes, Jewelry and SilYer Ware.

STORY

We take pleasure in referring you to all tlie Fish
Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Rood* Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who

and

All trains, sfnn <11 Fvotnr

F. L1BRY, No. 333 Fore Street,cor.
Cross St.« in Delano’s mill.
L.
<w.
HOOPER, Cor. York and maple

LET.

of

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of

3.00 p. n>.,
arrives in Portland 1.13 p. in. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland nt ii.iiO p. in.,
nrrives in New York 0.00 n. in. NEXT
MORNIND.

meats at first class

iu

Montreal Ocean

nt

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.

WHITNEY, No. 30 ExPpholstcring of all kinds

CITY OF

Freight Rc&uiringjery Quiet Despatch.

Excursion Tickets to New Fork nnd
Philadelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Railrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. B.—Kates as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,

B.

J.

ClioDge

p. m„ and

Streets.

gas, water and fire proof vaults.

given Nov.

A.
St.

—

4'nlniM nud Ml.
John,
Windsor nud Halifax.

FAXiXi arran g-kmen'x

All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.
dtt
sept!6

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
Boston 7.30 a. m.

IS TIIE WOOTONf

Stair Builders.

now

iUUUlU.ll,

powers continue to assert that their intentions

d6m*ttf

Street.

To be Let.
Story Merchants’ National
occupied by ,1. & E. M. Rand; also
front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have

Offices
TIIE
Bank,
the

MENTION.

cotiDuo
all these

An ornamental Parlor Desk

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

At 85
rent ol
jggpa five rooms
with modem conveniences, to a
without
children.
J3JJJj|tamily
oc31dtf

an inmate of the Soldiers’ Home, in Maine,was
found dead Tuesday morniog in an open field
near Providence.
He was probably bewildered
in the storm and died of exposure.

Preparations for war on a vast scale
Turkey,Russia and England,though

gas,

To be Let.
New High street, a Pleasant

James White, an Englishman, formerly a
resident of Rhode Island, but at last accounts

in

town, Sebago,

novH__d*fcw46tt

foundry and car works at Ontaburned Monday. Loss $500,000.
George Varney, aged 18 years was caught in
a belt of the factory of the Gonic Co. of Rochester N. H. carried over a shaft and instantly
killed. He was the son of John Varney, a
hotel keeper in Rochester.

FOREIGN.

Street,

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal

for Light Manufacturing, plenty of
Storage Room it
required. Rent reasonable. Apply to
H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32i Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome,

were

in favor of the plaintiffs. The decision involves a large amouatof money.-Among the
appropriations of the Methodist Missionary
Committee is $1000 for Maine.

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

dlw*

THOMPSON

way pre
10 or 12

Coutt of North Carolina vice Little resigned.
-Geo. Richardson & Son, straw gcods manufacturers, and Andrew & Sanford, dealers in
millinery goods, both of New York, have suspended. Liabilities $100,000 each.-Several
members of Congress have already announced
their intention of offering amendments to the
Constitution for the purpose of avoiding in
future the difficulties and dangers now attending a presidential election.—The tfst suit
brought in the U. S. circuit court by Phelps,
Dodge & Co. and other importers against

DOW,

done to order,.

containing

one

in that town.-William McKee, the
6t. Louis whiskey conspirator, has been pardoned and released from jail.-W. S. Faircloth has been appointed Judged the Supreme

eod3m

dim

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
change

Below the Post Office. Nos. 121—123 Middle St.
of Church St. The best location in the
city
for Jobbing business. Fitted np with
Counting-room,
Tables, and Elevator. Would make a splendid room

opera

Few York, have suspended. Liabilities §200008, mostly due iu New England.-Avery,
the convicted whiskey thief, has been pardoned and released from prison.-Dr. John
Dove, the oldest Grand Masonic Secretary in
the world, died recently aged 84.-Miss
Lelia Morse, daughter of Prof. Morse, denies
that she was ever engaged to Gov. Tilden.The Albany canals will be closed December
1st.-Miss Mary Fletcher of Burliogton. Vt.,
has given $150,000 for the establishment of a

^

corner

Several were badly in-

LUO

sel5

WHITNEY * MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

the bouse No. 4 High St, consisting

SECOND

entertainment
Madison county, N.

Ul

half of

TO

’.hurch

VUUIJJlCbiUU

AGENTS FOB BARSTOW’S GOODS.

Carpenters and Builders.

novlldtt

nou20_

Hamilton’s

lLid

of table
accommodation at

AN

jured.

VLI

O,

Street.

To Let.

hundred wounded

M VI IX

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,
29 Market Square, Portland,

Block,

PORTLAND, ME.

Exchange,

UP Stair Rent ot three good rooms; also
large pantry; very convenient; all newly
papered. Inquire
41 GREEN STREET.

house, Sacramento, Saturday night, the floor

BRIEF

Law,

-

Parlor,

handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant design and beautiful finish is admired by every one.
With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in
any drawing room.
CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT
the

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 middle Street.

gas, water and furfor one horse. Can be
nace,
seen between 10 A M. and 4 P. M.
Apply at NO.
4 HIGH STREET.
no23dlw»

alarm was rung at Andover and the flames
were extinguished.
The next train was delayed an boar and ten minutes.

rio,

172 middle

seven rooms
also a stable convenient

tached to the
and engineer Chailes Walker, and fireman
Charles H. Miller were killed.
Twelve or fif.
teen cars were burned or demolished. The fire

feet to the floor below.

The Barstow

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

House

having

To Let.

engine (there were two atfreight train) was badly damaged

Episcopal
Hall, Perryville,
Y., on Friday evening, the floor gave
clpitating over 50 ladies and children

a

nov23dlw«_Real

The forward

Daring

FRED. N.

fnrnace and water closets. Bent low.
Five rooms on the Westerly corner of Cumberland
and Parris Street. Sebago water.
Five rooms on Waterville Street, near Monument
Street. $150; in good order.
A good rent on State Street; nine rooms, Seha»o
and gas; $22.00 per month.
A nice rent on Spruce Street; seven
rooms, Sebago
and gas; $200.
WM. H. JERVIS,
Estate Agent.

cheese factory, was burned Monday night. Loss 8100,000.
By a misplaced switch on the Boston &
Maine railroad Friday the freight train from
Boston tor Portland, loaded with cotton and
grain, collided with some cars standing on the

at Hill’s

at

EXCHANGE STREET.

novll

FOB

Koulporl,

as

From Portland to Glen Uouite and
return
$5.00
Crawford House and return
if OO
ii.OO
Fnbynn House nod returu
Base of Hit. lVn»liingiou and return, 4 DO
Nu mm it aud return yin Fnbyau’s
6 00
Nummit and return via Glen
•
8.00

ADVERTISING

Centennial

Floor,

First

COAL,

Clinkerlenn Crate, Illuminated Fire
Box, Boiler, Boor and Patent Shelf Attachment.

BLOCK,

Rooms 2 and.

Bents.
HOUSE, up town,of ten rooms, for two families.
A brick bouse, down town, ten rooms, Sebago

A
and

a

an

3

GEORGE

The five story brick building on Bridge St.,
East Cambridge, occupied by John Leighton of
Boston as a furniture manufactory, and Page

and

WOOD OR
has

has removed to

wm. A. ItriNCI,

TO LET

night.

killed

city.
rooms,

No Clinkers. Perieetly warm
Air and plenty of it.

For beauty of Dcsigu, Economy, Convenience, and II nr ability stands without a rival.
It is adapted for

dly

—

SIZES.

Empress Range,

REED,

Counsellor

7

BUSINESS

find excellent
up stairs.

can

Congress street,

port Mining bank.
The business portion of the town of Magnolia, N. C., was destroyed by fire Thursday

persons were

MEN

House Wanted.
small family without children desire

TWOboarders
291

Col. James and Robert Younger were arat Fairmount, Minn., Thursday, for the
murder of Hey wood, the cashier of the North-

fell and seven

JOBBER,

Boom 8 and 9.
dim

T. B.

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number

raigned

Moore’s

ings.
No Dnst.

HALE,
at
Law,

uovl

BOARD.

Steamship City of Manchester has beeu lost
off Akyab and thirty-two of the crew lost

at

SIX

Book Binders.

CASUALTIES.
James Barthill, a brakeman on the Boston &
Albany railroad, was instantly killed in Boston
Saturday by being thrown under the car
wheels.

performance

Best in Market.

The No. 6 has immense radiating surface, and is
designed for heating large dwellings or public build-

PORTLAND, M.E.

Exchange Street.

Telegraph Operating

na-

CHIMES AND

a

Furnace.

lias removed to

no23dlwTHIS OFFICE.

ing.

Daring

&

CENTENNIAL

A

cessions $290,000; from per centages and royalties $105,010.75; grand total $4,308,735.24.
The Chinese government has presented to the
United States the general ethnological and
industrial collection in the government build-

track.

MAKER

Attorney

Lost,

The totals of the receipts at the exhibition
from all sources from May 10th to November
10th may be stated approximately as follows:
From admission fees 83,813,721.49: from con-

as

Wrougnt Iron

BABCOCK.

CLARENCE

SEAL FUR GLOVE, in the cars betwaen
Lewiston and North Berwick, or in the City of
Portland. A suitable reward for returning it to

THE CENTENNIAL

& Grove

Jul

ap!3

neglected to provide a sufficient force to
keep the peace. All oar information continues
to psint to the success of the Republican
tional candidates.

P.

LOST AND FOUND.

had

Barstow's

PATTEN,

sophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, dec.,
56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

faB

V

Street.

—

rent in the western part of the
must contain from seven to nine

their front windows smashed, and some their
heads broken with bricks, there would be a loud

cinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PAT t’ERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379i Congress Street.
nol8dtf

MAKUFAOTCBEB OF

considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
and good water. Reference given. Address
L..
se27nalwtti

dispatches. The troops are brought to the capital because a riot there or some like disturbance is a possibility, but scarcely a probability.
Yet if it did occur and quiet people were to get

uuv

C.

nov9_

the ideas of possible riots and disturbances,
and the movement of Doited States troops has

Tt/T A1VT 17 V to loan on first class Real Estate
lxiv-FiT1 Hi X Security, in Portland, or vi-

and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors aud creditors eftected, financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements eftected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city aud vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
mar7TW&Fteodtf

for positions in
Telegraph Offices and Railroad Stations; good positions soon as qualified; best of references
given if
required. Call or address with stamp,
PORTLAND TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE,
3964 Congress, or 162 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
dtf

do not wish to expose themselves to a like danger
this time. The excitement which the prolonged

II

AND

Young Ladles
learn

J

accounts, partnership settlements,
INTRICATE
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,

wanted.

YOUNG

3

I

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

is looked for at any mo-

—

to

CV

biln

Practical and Expert Accountant,

nol5__dtf

layed returns turned up with just the necessary
figures to do it. The fraud was discovered in
time by the state officers, but toe Republicans

Middle

M. C.

In a central and desirable location,
either for one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lease ir desired. Address HOUSE,
28 Exchange Street.

days,

I

Watch and Cbron.meter markers’Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philo-

“house

cans giving very cogent reasons why they decline to publish the figures on which they base
their claims that the state has gone Republican.
They show that many counties are so remote
that the returns from them cannot be expected

ITI V

■■

Jan,5dtf

A

suppose. From Florida
we receive a statement from visiting Republi-

VVUUVAJ

180

Wanted.
large, furnished, sunny room with board, pleas*
antly located, by a gentleman and his wife.
Private family preferred. Please address at once,
stating terms, “P. K.,” Press Office.
no22d3t*

people might

MOTI

■

OVER I. F. FARRINGTON’S,

MOREL
death

U

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

WANTS.

Tilden. It seems clear that propositions of this
character did not come from Louisiana Democrats. The old state rights and sectional feelings are still stronger in the South than unob-

«MV

If ll

VV

to

The Pope’s
ment.

interested in the success of their state than the
national ticket; though it is alleged that propositions have been made to Packard that the
state shall be given to him if he will give it for

VI

lAIIVil

again.

strictly defined by law. In Louisiana, however, the local Democracy are more

U1A

Boosts—lO to 19 A. JTI 9 to 5 P. I!I.
ma3d&wtf

the channel ten miles to the Chittagong district, but the vast majority were never heard of

board acts are

uv II »

THOJIAS RAINEY, M. A. 1?I. D.
Office 499 1-9 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.

villages enabled many to save the mselves by
climbing among the brances and some took
refuge on the roofs of houses, but the water
burst the houses, some were carried thus across

which there is uo contest; when this his been
done tbo disputed returns will then be taken
up, and on these witnesses and counsel will be
heard pro and con. The rules under which the

miles from Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgten, thirty acres of land, mowing,
pasture and woodland; underdrained where needed, and in a
good state of cultivation, with one aero ot
muck rone mile from Church and Post Office: halt
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, lien house.
ana yara witn barn ail in goou conaition; orcnard of
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hav, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. II. VINTON. ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTINGTON, on the premises.
dtt
augl7

d&wlv

sep29

eleven o’clock on the night of the
31st saw.no sigans of danger, but before midnight the wave swept over the country to the
depth in many places of twenty feet, surprising the people in their beds. The dense
groves of coeoanut and palm trees around the

ographic reporters, and counsel are in attendance to argue disputed cases.
The count will
first be made of the votes of all parishes about

For Sale*
Ten

are
coun-

foreign

England
tries claims of American heirs.

These islands are all situated m or near an estuary of the river Megra. The largest Dakbiu
Shakabazpore, was 800 squire miles in extent.
It had a population of about 240,000. Holtiah
and Sundop together bad about 100.000. The

people up

oct2C_dim

a

I

ALLAN LINE.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RB.

Freight leaving New York

HE desirable 24 Story Frame House, No. 85
Federal Street EaHtefly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located for business, with gas. large cistern, and a
never failing spring of pure water in cellar.
Lot is
36x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will be sold at
a bargain.
to
N.
S.
GARDINER,
Apply
Real Estate Agent, No. 424 Exchange Street.

debts, bankruptcy, &c., specicollections
COLLECTION
alty. Funds remitted
made. Also collects in
and
soon as
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of

EDWARD

or

NOYES, Portland Savings Rank,

J. B. SANFOIiD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

Turkey,

Portland & Worcester Line

Spruce street.

FOR SALE.

YARMOUTH, ME.

We would respectfully call tlie attention ot
Merchants and others to the superior lacilities
oflered by the

to Eet.

or

THE
A.

HITCHCOCK,

augll

merged by a siormwave on October 31st, as was
also the main laud for live or six miles Inland.

exercising judicial functions lias been pressed by them.
The
decision;of the court on this point has not yet
been given. Despatches from Louisiana show
with what a sense of the deep responsibility
resting upon them the Returning Board has
commenced its work. The board meets in the
senate chamber of the state bouse; representative committees from both political parties are
present; the proceedings are recorded by sten-

some

defence of the Turkish capital. Engis not to participate in a war be-

object

islands, namely Holtiah, Sundop and Dakhini
and Shakabazpore and numerous smaller islands included in the Backergucge, Nookholly
and Chittagong districts, were entirely sub-

iit)m

For Sale

two store brick house No. 2
Enquire of Dll AS. EDWARDS

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

pro*

di

such other arrangements effected
as Europe may ultimately determine upon for
the wardenship of the Dardanelles, England
would willingly withdraw.
A dispatch from Calcutta says three large

the question was Hamptou or ChamberlaiD,
rather than Hayes or Tilden, aud it is mainly
to save Hampton that tbe motion to restrain

for

ior

ON

_42j

Coins anti Caskets Always on Hand.

Robes,

Bosphorus, or

The public interest iu South Carolina has
considerably abated since tbe official declaration that the state bad gone for Hayes; but tbe
looal politicians there are still iu suspense about
tbe Governorship, on which from the outset
their hopes and fears have been mainly concentrated, With the South Carolina Democrats

servant

luahiug BUlvejS

Magnetic Physician,

UNDERTAKER.

British engineer

an!

Wild©,

Successor to tho late George Marstou,

who may fight out
their quarrel, whether in Asia or Europe, but
to protect Constantinople and the Dardanelles
from capture by Russia. England would simply hold Constantinople in pledge temporily in
behalf of other powers and the world at large.
As soon as a neutral state is formed on the

Hampton is apparently elected
governor, but Chamberlain still contests the
state.
From Louisiana aud Florida there is

me x>uaiu ui v^auvasoers

autrauj

tween Russia and

count Wade

nothing essentially

needed,

are

il3m

STEAMERS.
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Monday, Sept. 18th, Excursion

and after

tickets will be sold to the White Mountains
follows:

f |VHE New two story French roofeil house, on CumX berland near High street, containiilg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, iurnaee, and all modern conveniences of
a tirst-class house.
Will be sold low as the owners
are about leaving ihe state.
Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
Exchange St.
novSdtf

ME.

STEAMERS.

MERCHANTS’ OU DESPATCH. PORTLAND & 0GDE1BK

Farm* lor Male. Apple
GEO. F. EREUV.
Office of ifio.tou Post.

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN.

lie Bball lay band s on them and they shall he healed
•103 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Hi,
nov8
dtf

sion of
Tbe News (or (he week ending Wednesday
Night, Nov. 99.

T,

The Natural
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STREET.

PORTLAND,

I>i*. H

rilHO Valuable

1

RAILROADS.

_

Cape Elizabeth.

Law,

sepl9

English occupation of Constantinople,
thongh she is mobilizing her troops. The lat
est report is that Turkey consents to the autonomy of Aosnia and Herzegovina. Russia will
how probably demand the same terms for Bulgaria.

History of Seven Days.

at

RAILROADS.

--

—

—

Centennial Block,

lias removed to

au

From the Maine State Press of Nov. 23, 1876.

KAY,

Counsellor

toms of an uprising of Poland, and is massing
troops there. It is believed that Austria will
not oppose a Russian invasion of Bulgaria or

—Argosy.

REAL ESTATE
—-

CO., Cards, Taps,

STREET,

TICKETS

fiirnUh.il if
se21dis2wtostf

TIIEISLASDS!

TIIE STEAMER TOURIST

pmjniy"" a Will leave the West Side of Custom
■B8oc=rE=r-e-Jr House Wharf, every week day, for
Lauding at G 15, 8.30 ami 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and

! 'Cott’s
! .00 p.

ru.

Returning, leave Scott’s Landing

1 1.40

a.

in., 2.40 and 5.30 p.

at

G.40,

0.00 and

m.

Fare lor Round Trip, 25 reuls, Package
( fflve round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets tor sale at the
< ffice of Rollins, Loring & Adams No. 22 Exchange
j treet, and on board Steamer.
oc3dtf
CAPT, C. II. KNOWLTON.
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